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ABSTRACT 

 

 EXPLORING UNCERTAINTY AND THE MANAGERIAL AND ORGANIZATIONAL 

BEHAVIOURAL COMPONENTS IN THE STRATEGIC RESPONSE TO IT 

Sterling Rauseo 

The research focuses on the process of responding to uncertainty in strategic decision-making 

(SDM) and the importance of the judgement of managers in the SDM process. It explores the 

behavioural aspects of managers and organizations which inform their judgement. This vast 

research area has become fragmented and there is a dip in interest in researching in the area. To 

achieve the overall aim we conducted three studies reported in three papers.  

Paper 1 took up these calls and conducted a systematic review of the literature from which was 

developed an integrated decisional framework that identify the behavioural characteristics which 

were grouped into seven step-by step managerial and organizational SDM considerations. The 

framework is to be used by managers to conduct a systematic and comprehensive examination of 

the nature and characteristics of the uncertainty they face.  

 

In Paper 2, the framing and associated rhetorical strategies were examined in the Chairman’s 

statement of FTSE 350 banks during 2007 -2017, as the banks responded to five stakeholders 

concerns arising from the 2008 financial crisis. The results include the observance of the use of 

dual frames, and a mix and variation of framing and rhetorical strategies employed during the 

framing contest over the prolonged time period as part of their institutional maintenance efforts 

to protect their status quo business model. The results provide insights into the strategy-in-

practice of crisis and institutional maintenance in a longitudinal empirical study, something that 

has been called for by researchers especially in outlining the actual work of elite actors. There are 

also policy implications for regulators and government officials which can assist them in their 

work to provide greater compliance and supervisory efforts of banks especially by paying more 

attention to their annual reports.  

 

In paper 3, managers’ perceived environment uncertainty (PEU) experiences were studied 

through interviews on how they were dealing with the uncertainty of Brexit. The high level of 

deficiency of the information about Brexit matched deep uncertainty and resulted in intense 

sensemaking by managers. As a result, the composite-view and directional flow of Milliken’s 1987 

PEU theory (state to effect to response uncertainty) was suspended. Also the impact of 

uncertainty in a collective setting, where differences in perceptions of senior executives (SEs) and 



 

 

mid-level executives (MEs) resulted in a decrease in trust of the MEs in the abilities of the SEs to 

respond to Brexit.  

 

The overall research offers a number of theoretical contributions of the managerial and 

organizational behavioural characteristics examined as well as managerial and policy implications, 

by highlighting the strategy-in-practice of these characteristics and drawing the interconnections 

between them in dealing with the impact of uncertainty on SDM. 
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Chapter 1 Introduction 

1.1 Overview of the chapter  

The chapter presents the context, background and motivation for the research presented in this 

thesis. It starts with an overview of the context, background and motivation of the research from 

which is presented research aims and questions. It outlines the three papers upon which the 

thesis focuses and then outlines the critical evaluation of research strategies which guides the 

research. It ends with the discussion of the research contributions and a summary of each of the 

rest of the chapters in the thesis.  

1.2 Context, background and motivation for research 

“Uncertainty is the very condition to impel man to unfold his powers.” (Fromm, 2013, p. 45) 

Many angles have been used to define the nature of uncertainty as it relates to strategic decision 

making, organizations and managers’ understanding and response to uncertainty. Some have 

depicted uncertainty in terms of the lack of the ability to sufficiently predict or to assess adequate 

probability in relation to future events, others have spoken about it from the standpoint of the 

ability of ascertaining a cause and effect relationship (Lengnick-Hall and Beck, 2005). Duncan 

(1972) uses the lack of information as one of the factors producing uncertainty.  Knight (1921) 

speaks about uncertainty as when probabilities of events and their anticipated outcomes are not 

known. When referring to organizations and uncertainty, others have invoked the interface 

between the environment and the organization, calling it environmental uncertainty (Lawrence 

and Lorsch, 1967a). Milliken (1987) takes this concept further when referring to how managers in 

organizations seek to understand uncertainty, and calls it perceived environmental uncertainty 

(PEU). She suggests that in order to understand uncertainty or PEU, it needs to be broken down 

into three constituent parts: state, effect and response uncertainty. State seeks to understand the 

characteristics of the uncertainty; effect seeks to understand how the uncertainty will affect the 

organization; and response seeks to understand the strategies the organization needs to develop 

to respond to the uncertainty (Milliken, 1987, 1990).  It is this definition and characterization of 

uncertainty that is used in this thesis.  

With the several definitions have come a broad range of research which have explored 

uncertainty as a factor in strategic decision making in organizational and managerial activities. 

Uncertainty has been explored in in such theoretical frameworks as: resource-based review (RBV) 
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(Barney, 1991; Lado and Wilson, 1994), strategic foresight (Rohrbeck et al., 2015), real options 

(Wu and Ong, 2008) and contingency theory (YasaiArdekani and Nystrom, 1996) to name a few.  

Uncertainty has been studied as a factor in such areas as business model innovation 

(Schneckenberg et al., 2017), culture and entrepreneurship (Liu and Almor, 2016), 

multigenerational product market (Chang and Park, 2013), venture capital industry (Matusik and 

Fitza, 2012), strategic decision making process (Elbanna, 2006), framing contests (Kaplan, 2008), 

strategic cognition (Hodgkinson et al., 1999), and sensemaking and sensegiving (Gioia and 

Chittipeddi, 1991). From a review of literature involving uncertainty in strategic decision making in 

management, what is obvious is the range of research areas that are covered. Some have called 

for more integration of the research area since it is fragmented (Hodgkinson and Healey, 2008). 

Indeed there have been recent attempts at integration in two areas of research which is 

epitomised by uncertainty i.e. entrepreneurship (Packard et al., 2017) and innovation (Jalonen, 

2011). In addition, the prominent approach to studying strategic decision making under 

uncertainty is a quantitative one employing such methods as forecasting and modelling and some 

have called for a more behavioural approach given the importance of managerial judgement in 

strategic decision making (Goodwin et al., 2011).  Others have called for a renewed examination 

of the topic of uncertainty in management studies (Alvarez et al., 2018). 

Crises are another source of uncertainty and the 2008 global financial crisis brought tremendous 

uncertainty across the world (Ball, 2014), and especially in the UK (Haddow et al., 2013). The 

debate regarding its causes, who exactly was to blame for it and remedies to prevent re-

occurrences has continued across the past 11 years (Acharya et al., 2009; Cope, 2018; Oren and 

Blyth, 2018) but the general consensus of blame was directed at the banks and financial 

institutions. However, some have asked why after such a dramatic event which caused so much 

disruption, that banking practices and behaviour have not changed (Munir, 2011). Crises produce 

challenges for firms both internally in marshalling resources and leadership to respond to it, and 

externally in responding to stakeholders who may experience loss of trust and confidence, assign 

responsibility and require remedies (Bundy et al., 2017).  

Managing external stakeholder’s perceptions is important for the firm as part of their stakeholder 

and impression management. As was the case for UK banks post the 2008 financial crisis, when 

there were calls for increased regulatory action from the state (Coombs, 2014; Bundy et al., 

2017). Some though have suggested that the research on crisis needs to be more empirically 

robust and move away from just single case study and anecdotal examination (Pearson et al., 

2007) and also provide more effort in providing theoretical insights into the mechanisms at work 

during a crisis (Coombs and Holladay, 2007). One of the crisis management activities of firms that 

occurs post a crisis such as the 2008 financial crisis is institutional maintenance (Lawrence and 
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Suddaby, 2006), and this may provide a possible answer to the question posed above on the lack 

of change in banking strategic thinking and practical action. The study of Institutional work 

explores the way institutions develop, maintain and change taken-for-granted and enduring sets 

of practices, and institutional maintenance studies explores activities that they use to maintain 

these practices usually in the face of threats of change  (Lawrence and Suddaby, 2006; Lawrence 

et al., 2011). One way this is done is through discursive practices which may involve framing, 

where actors intentionally assign their meaning or point of view to an issue (Benford and Snow, 

2000; Cornelissen and Werner, 2014); and rhetoric, a persuasive language device, actors use to 

present their point of view (Suddaby and Greenwood, 2005). Scholars have suggested a need for 

more longitudinal studies of organizational crisis response over a prolonged period of time (Bundy 

et al., 2017); how groups of elite actors rhetoric might change over such a long period (Lawrence 

et al., 2013); and the use of framing in institutional maintenance (Cornelissen and Werner, 2014).  

Finally, as has been discussed, (Milliken, 1987) PEU explores managers attempt to understand the 

characteristics of a source of uncertainty, how it will affect their organization and then strategies 

that will be needed by the organization to respond to it. Ashill and Jobber (2010) developed 

scales, measures and a questionnaire to test the validity of the composite and directional view of 

(Milliken, 1987) PEU. The directional view suggests that, first one seeks to understand state 

uncertainty, then effect uncertainty and finally response uncertainty. Ashill and Jobber (2010) also 

added the variables of two types of information, namely broad-in-scope and aggregate to 

ascertain how they moderated the relationships among the three. However, their study 

generated some questions on the impact of the kinds/forms of information on the three types of 

uncertainty, and some general associations and assumptions about particular strategies 

associated with each type of uncertainty. With PEU and the lack of information available, 

managers will engage in sensemaking or discursive activities which provide their own meaning 

about an issue for their internal and external stakeholders (Milliken, 1990; Huff et al., 2016). 

Senior managers naturally have an important role in the sensemaking activities of their 

organizations when there is PEU. However, there is also the important role of middle managers 

given their close relationship between them and lower level employees, and their role in the 

implementation of the strategy for the firm (Rouleau and Balogun, 2011; Heyden et al., 2017).  

Some though, have suggested that more investigation is needed into the collective action of 

executives at all levels when responding to uncertainty (Huff et al., 2016). Brexit, or the Britain’s 

exit from the European Union, has produced significant levels of uncertainty for both the wider 

society but more specifically for the business sector particularly due to the tremendous lack of 

definite and reliable information needed to understand the ramifications of it (Hunter and Wasik, 

2017). The heightened level of uncertainty related to the lack of information might be thought 
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similar to such characterisations as VUCA (volatility, uncertainty, complexity and ambiguity) 

(Bennett and Lemoine, 2014) and probably closer to deep uncertainty (Walker et al., 2013). Deep 

uncertainty of an issue occurs when information is severely lacking or inconsistent, resulting in an 

overall lack of consensus by stakeholders on all issues about the issue (Walker et al., 2010; Walker 

et al., 2013). Indeed there have been calls for more studies of the impact of such unforeseen 

events, like Brexit on organizations (Wood and Budhwar, 2016).    

1.3 Research aims, questions and thematic connections between the 

three papers 

The main aim of the research is to investigate perceived environmental uncertainty and explore 

the behavioural impact it has on managers and organizations as they seek to understand the 

source of the uncertainty and then develop strategic responses to it. This overall aim was 

subdivided into three sub aims and these were investigated in three papers which appear in 

Chapters 2, 3 and 4.  The sub-aims are as follows:  

 Chapter 2 - To investigate, categorise, and seek linkages of managerial and organizational 

behavioural characteristics used in understanding and assessing the characteristics of the 

source of the uncertainty as part of the strategic decision making process (related to 

PEU’s state uncertainty). 

 Chapter 3 - To explore and investigate the managerial and organizational behavioural 

actions, sensemaking and institutional maintenance, associated with perceived 

environmental uncertainty, in the context of a real-life setting post a crisis to see how 

these are used to respond to a source of uncertainty (related to PEU’s response 

uncertainty). 

 Chapter 4 -To investigate managerial PEU in a real-time setting, which produces high 

uncertainty to explore managerial behavioural actions to understand the characteristics 

of the sources of uncertainty, the effects of these on the company and their strategic 

response to the deal with the uncertainty (related to PEU’s state, effect and response 

uncertainty).  

The research questions associated with the sub-aims and guiding the papers in the chapters are 

as follows: 
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Chapter 2: 
1. How does the knowledge of the characteristics of the uncertainty in 

strategic decision making help managers and organizations understand 

their impacts on the strategic decision making process? 

 

Chapter 3: 
1. How did banks use their framing and rhetorical strategies in their 

institutional maintenance efforts to resist and defend regulatory, legal and 

public opinion actions from external stakeholders with key concerns post 

the 2008 financial crisis? 

 

Chapter 4: 
1. What are the sensemaking experiences of executives in relation to the 

tripartite uncertainties (state, effect and response), and how do these 

experiences impact on their decision-making in the context of responding 

to the macro-level event, Brexit?  

2. How does information, in particular broad-in-scope versus aggregate 

internal management information, impact the tripartite uncertainties?   

3. How do firm characteristics such as size, sector, industry, and managerial 

level characteristics impact on the response to the tripartite 

uncertainties? 

The three papers’ (presented in Chapters 2, 3, and 4) aims and research questions were all 

connected through the three themes of uncertainty, perceived environmental uncertainty (state, 

effect and response uncertainty) (Milliken, 1987), and managerial and organizational actions by 

managers in strategic decision making.  In Paper 1 (Chapter 2), a decisional framework was 

developed to draw linkages into the types of managerial behaviours that may impact on managers 

as they attempted to understand the characteristics of the source of the uncertainty (state 

uncertainty). In Paper 2 (Chapter 3), two managerial and organizational characteristics employed 

by banks, namely framing and rhetoric strategies were examined to ascertain how they were 

employed in responding (response uncertainty) to threats of increased regulations post the 2008 

global financial crisis which produced tremendous uncertainty. Finally in Paper 3 (Chapter 4), the 

managerial and organizational characteristics of sensemaking was investigated in the context of 

Brexit, and senior and middle managers experience of responding to the lack of information and 

tremendous uncertainty. This lack of information impacting their ability to understand the 
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implications of what the final details of Brexit agreement would be, and therefore how they might 

respond strategically to the impacts the agreement may have on their organization.   

 

1.4 Critical evaluation of research strategies  

1.4.1 Paradigm 

The aims and questions outlined, leads into the consideration of the research philosophy that 

guides the development of the research strategy, methods, approaches and the overall research 

design (Creswell, 2013).  The philosophy or paradigm highlights the world view and core beliefs of 

the researcher and how they see reality and this guides the development of their aims and 

approach taken in answering the associated research questions (Burrell and Morgan, 1979). The 

quality of the research is therefore dependent on the researcher’s awareness of the assumptions 

and therefore the choices made in every decision associated with the research (Easterby-Smith et 

al., 2012).   

Before discussing the paradigm used, a short discussion of the spectrum of options available will 

help to explain the choice of paradigm used for the research. The paradigms are all based on 

three dimensions: ontology, epistemology and axiology (Patton, 2002). Ontology deals with the 

nature of being, of which reality is one concept considered, it relates to what constitutes facts and 

assesses reality as objective on the one hand or subjective on the other (Punch, 2013).  

Epistemology is related to the sources of knowledge and how one constitutes what is knowledge 

and the evidence one uses to make this assessment (Lincoln and Guba, 1985).  Axiology relates to 

judgements about values and the role of the researcher’s own values on the research process 

(Saunders et al., 2009). At one end of the paradigm spectrum is positivism, which views the world 

as having one reality of cause and effect and draws these inferences from observable phenomena 

and testing, using the scientific method and where knowledge can be independently measured 

and observed (Saunders et al., 2009). At the other end of the spectrum is pragmatism which is not 

committed to any one philosophical view but is only guided by the research question and so can 

employ any of the range of paradigms across the spectrum in order to answer the question(s) 

(Patton, 2002). In the middle of the spectrum there are two significant ones interpretivism and 

realism. Interpretivism sees reality as being socially constructed by participants through language, 

consciousness and shared meaning (Pawson, 1997) and so differs markedly from the positivist 

view of the world and reality. Finally realism lies between positivism and interpretivism in that 

reality and belief are independent of the perceived mind (Saunders et al., 2009).   
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The paradigm originally adopted by the researcher at the beginning of the research study and the 

one used in the study for Paper 1 (Chapter 2) is positivism. It is positivist since the data is the 

papers used in the review and the aim is to draw cause and effect relationships with the subject 

being studied. The researcher’s original belief which was based on his previous career as a life and 

professional coach was that there was a cause and effect relationship between the behavioural 

characteristics of the individual manager and their ability to make effective strategy decision 

making in the face of uncertainty. Paper 1, a systematic review of this area had the aim of creating 

an integrative decisional framework and was an attempt to ascertain the behavioural 

characteristics impacting on the strategic decision making process. The research then took up the 

future research opportunities from Paper 1 which fulfilled their original motivation to investigate 

real-life management issues around uncertainty.  

Paper 2 (Chapter 3) took on a critical realist stance. Its aim was based on the one hand with a 

positivist belief that the framing and rhetoric in the annual reports of FTSE350 banks post the 

2008 crisis was intentionally crafted to resist and stop regulations, and so there was a relationship 

between the language and discourse employed in the annual report and the final outcome. 

However, given the use of discourse, framing and rhetoric with its individualised meaning-making 

about the issues, there was also an interpretivist stance to the study. Critical realism, a branch of 

realism, recognises that both reality and meaning are a construction in the mind of the individual 

but also recognise that it is possible to ascertain cause and effect relationship elements in the 

constructed reality (Parnell et al., 2012).  

Paper 3 (Chapter 4) takes a purely interpretivist stance. Its aim predicated on perceived 

environmental uncertainty, and the associated tremendous lack of information, was interested in 

investigating the experienced of managers as they faced the uncertainty related to trying to 

understand how to deal with and respond to Brexit. As a result, the experience of the managers 

were mainly about sensemaking or constructing their own meaning as to the reality of the issues 

they face (Klenke, 2016), which points to a interpretivist stance. Overall, the research stance 

across the thesis is a critical realist one, the research context being the world of business and 

involving complex issues is one which critical realism is best suited (Van de Ven, 2007). In 

addition, the ability to just infer the association between the cause and effect relationship with 

the discourse and sensemaking activities of the managers in dealing with uncertainty in the 

studies in Paper 2 and Paper 3 without direct observation, makes the critical realist stance the 

most appropriate (Pawson, 1997; Parnell et al., 2012)     
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1.4.2 Research approach 

Given the research aims, questions, and varying philosophical stances, the research approach 

follows the subject matter of the research and therefore took a critical realist approach where the 

methods used fitted the subject matter being studied (Saunders et al., 2009; Punch, 2013). The 

research is exploratory and inductive across all three papers in the thesis. All three employed 

thematic axial coding (Gioia et al., 2013) as part of, or the only method used in the study, drawing 

patterns from data. Both exploratory and inductive research uses observations to ascertain 

patterns in the data from which new extensions to existing theories may occur or new theories 

developed (Patton, 2002; Easterby-Smith et al., 2012). A qualitative design was used since it 

allowed the research to take a descriptive approach, to explore social phenomenon and offers the 

depiction of realities (Berg et al., 2004; Gephart Jr, 2004).  

1.4.3 Research methods and data 

The main research method employed across the three papers is a qualitative one. In Paper 1 

(Chapter 2 the method used is a systematic review of the literature on strategic decision making 

under uncertainty. A systematic review is an evidence-based literature review to inform best 

practice in policy and practice in a field (Tranfield et al., 2003). Denyer and Tranfield (2009) 

explains that a systematic review process begins with the research question which is then 

answered in systematic stages using strategies, processes and steps.  Along the way the steps are 

guided by keywords and search strings, searching protocols, and using exclusion and inclusion 

criteria to assess the suitability of the papers for the final analysis stage of the study. The data 

used in the study are peer-reviewed journal papers usually chosen for their high academic impact 

(Podsakoff et al., 2005). The data source for this paper’s study was Thomas Reuter’s Web of 

Science Core Collection databases. The three main stages of the systematic review are: planning 

the review, conducting the review, and finally reporting and disseminating the results. Each stage 

involves phases. Figure 1-1 outlines the stages and the associated phases. The data synthesis 

phase, Phase 7 in the Figure 1 employed a synthesis approach framework (Barnett-Page and 

Thomas, 2009) and the NVivo 11 was employed in analysing the data which took both an 

inductive and deductive approach (Fereday and Muir-Cochrane, 2006).   

Paper 2 (Chapter 3), a framing, rhetorical strategies and thematic axial analysis method was 

employed in studying the data which was the Chairman’s statement in the annual reports of FTSE 

350 banks listed on the London Stock Exchange during the period 2007 – 2017. The FTSE 350 are 

the top largest companies by market capitalization on the London Stock Exchange. The discourse 

analysis of the Chairman’s statement is widely accepted methodological practice in assessing and 
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drawing relationships between its contents and the performance of the firm (Merkl-Davies and 

Koller, 2012).  Framing analysis examines the narrative of actors in an institutional setting and 

their intentional use of discourse to construct their own sense of the reality of an issue (Goffman, 

1974). Framing of an issue will usually influence the decision making involved with that issue 

(Tversky and Kahneman, 1981) and is a strategy used by firms as part of their impression 

management 

Figure 1-1 Stages and phases involved in conducting a systematic review ( extracted from 

(Tranfield et al., 2003) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

(Sandell and Svensson, 2016). 

Rhetorical strategy analysis, a subset of discourse analysis when used in an institutional context, 

examines language in the discourse of actors, to ascertain how it is used as a persuasive tool to 

change opinions and manipulate argument about the reality of an issue (Suddaby and 

Greenwood, 2005; Moufahim et al., 2015). Rhetoric strategies usually use as their foundations 

such argumentative styles as logos, ethos and pathos to enhance their persuasive capacity 

(Suddaby and Greenwood, 2005; Sillince and Brown, 2009). Thematic axial analysis (Gioia et al., 

2013), starts with the raw textual data and through three stages starting  with coding, first 

Stage I-Planning the review 

Phase 0 - Identification for the need for a review 

Phase 1 - Preparation of a proposal for a review 

Phase 2 - Development of a review protocol 

Stage II — Conducting a review 

Phase 3 - Identification of research 

Phase 4 - Selection of studies 

Phase 5 - Study quality assessment 

Phase 6 - Data extraction and monitoring progress 

Phase 7 - Data synthesis 

Stage III -Reporting and dissemination 

Phase 8 - The report and recommendations 

Phase 9 - Getting evidence into practice 
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produces 1st – order concepts, then continues through to 2nd-order themes, and finishes with 

aggregate dimensions. At each stage the attempt is to find patterns i.e. similarities and 

differences in the data, and group the patterns which have similar meanings. The movement from 

1st – order to aggregate dimensions from coding to analysis has the ultimate aim of identifying 

theoretical concept which help the research to understand the phenomenon being observed.  

Paper 3 (Chapter 3), a similar thematic axial analysis (Braun and Clarke, 2006; Gioia et al., 2013) 

was employed in a study which used semi-structured interviews. A sample of 32 CEOs and senior 

executives from 28 organizations in the UK were interviewed for 30 -35 minutes during the period 

February to July 2017. The participants were recruited using a purposive, maximum variation 

sampling (Patton, 2002) strategy, the sample size was considered strong (Saunders and 

Townsend, 2016) and the data collected ended having reached saturation (Lipshitz and Strauss, 

1997).  The questions used in the interviews were adapted from Ashill and Jobber’s (2010) 

interview protocol.  A copy of the recruitment letter, participant information sheet, consent form 

and list of questions appear in the Appendix A.      

1.5 Research Contributions 

The thesis makes nine contributions to the areas of research on the impact of uncertainty on 

perceived environmental uncertainty, managerial and organizational behavioural characteristics 

in strategic decision making; framing and rhetorical strategies; the genre study of annual reports; 

sensemaking, and difference of perceptions between senior and middle managers in the face of 

uncertainty.  

Our first contribution comes in our systematic review of strategic decision making and uncertainty 

by placing uncertainty as the crucial factor of consideration and not as is commonly done as an 

ancillary factor in most management research. The second contribution comes from the holistic 

decisional framework developed and provides a systematic and comprehensive process to 

integrate uncertainty and see how the multiple behavioural variables may interact and influence 

each other as part of understanding the nature of uncertainty or Milliken’s (1987) state 

uncertainty.  Some have sought to highlight relationships among cognition, management levels 

and teams, and organizational settings and a need to explore the challenges of uncertainty 

(Hodgkinson and Healey, 2008; Huff et al., 2016). The framework presents a number of 
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relationships e.g. between information, management and management teams. The third 

contribution comes from the insights gained from a longitudinal robust empirical exploration of 

crisis and institutional maintenance. This contribution addresses the existing deficit in the area 

which tends to be mainly single case studies, theoretical or involving short period of examinations 

by research studies (Riaz et al., 2011; Bundy et al., 2017). The fourth contribution comes from the 

addition of factors and context to the area of institutional maintenance. The insights for 

institutional maintenance reveal how a mix and variation of framing and rhetorical strategies is 

needed if the sources of uncertainty related to a crisis continues over a prolonged period 

(Lawrence and Suddaby, 2006).   The fifth contribution comes from shedding light on institutional 

maintenance in the context of a collective action (Zundel et al., 2013) and provide a deeper 

understanding of variations of the concepts of agency, effort and intentionality of individual 

members who it is assumed should have a common interest with others within the group. The 

sixth contribution lie in the deeper insights and enhanced genre awareness in the study of the 

annual report and its use of language after a crisis (Rutherford, 2005; Sandell and Svensson, 

2016). This increased genre awareness is important since the strategic report section in the 

annual report has been given an enhanced regulatory role post 2008 (Financial Reporting Council, 

2014) in order to bring greater transparency and increased trust in its contents. The seventh 

contribution comes in the extension of the deep uncertainty into strategic decision making in 

management studies to explain and understand the impact of events such as Brexit which are 

associated with an extreme deficiency in the amount, consistency and ambiguity of information. 

Deep uncertainty has previously been employed in such areas as climate change (Haasnoot et al., 

2013) and electric power generation transition to sustainable alternatives (Hamarat et al., 2013). 

Given the increased volatility of political events and their impact on management, deep 

uncertainty might become the norm. The eighth contribution comes from the insights gained in 

the differences in perception both within organizations and across organizations within a 

collective (Sund et al., 2016). These differences can have an effect on strategic responses, and 

trust between senior and middle managers, and ultimately on a firm’s successful response to 

uncertainty.  While there have been studies on these differences in the past, these have mainly 

been laboratory studies or theoretical ones. Our study presents a real-life opportunity to observe 

these and found there were differences in the perception of state and response uncertainty of 

MEs to SEs, and the impact of previous events having similar levels of uncertainty in the past. 

These assessments of the impact of the previous uncertainty on organizations coloured their 

perception of the severity or not of Brexit. A ninth contribution comes from the identification of 

anomalies with Milliken’s (1990) suggestion that there is a relationship between the 

organizational and managerial characteristics of the firm and managers’ perceived environmental 

uncertainty responses to uncertainty. Large firms with significant informational resources should 
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experience lower effect and response to uncertainty compared to smaller firms (Beckman et al., 

2004). However we found similar levels of uncertainty across the range of sizes, industry and 

sectors of organizations. This might be explained by the fact that Brexit had produced a deep 

uncertainty environment.    

1.6 Structure of the thesis 

This chapter has presented an overview of the thesis including:  the context, background and 

motivation of the thesis; main thesis aim and sub-aims; the questions associated with the three 

sub-aims; a discussion of the thematic connections which brings the three papers together; a 

critical evaluation of research strategies and ends with a summary of the research contributions. 

The reminder of the thesis is as follows.  Chapter 2, 3 and 4 presents the papers which are 

associated with the three sub-aims and their associated research questions. Each chapter includes 

an abstract, introduction, literature review, methodology, findings, discussion and conclusion. 

Chapter 5 is the final chapter and provides conclusions for the overall thesis. It revisits the 

research aims, summarises the research findings, contributions, implications underlines the 

limitations and ends with the directions for future research.  
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Chapter 2 An Integrative Framework of Uncertainty in 

Strategic Decision-making Process 

Abstract 

Uncertainty and its impact on strategic decision-making has generated vast interest from policy 

makers, practitioners and scholars as they respond to an increasingly turbulent and uncertain 

economic and political world environment. Studying uncertainty in strategic decision-making 

(SDM), we conduct a systematic integrative literature review from 103 studies (refined from an 

initial search of 5224 papers) from the last 50 years. We develop a decisional framework, which 

shows the seven step by step SDM considerations (which we refer to as dimensions) that 

managers used to understand in a systematically and comprehensively way the nature and 

characteristics of uncertainty. We highlight interrelationship between various stakeholders, which 

justify a need for integration of this fragmented research area. We also propose future integrative 

research avenues.  

 

 Keywords: Strategic decision-making; uncertainty; behavioural; systematic review   
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2.1 Introduction  

Uncertainty as an important factor in strategic decision-making (SDM) has been extensively studied 

(Mintzberg et al., 1976; Bourgeois, 1985; Eisenhardt, 1989; Schwenk, 1995; Driouchi and Bennett, 

2011; Shepherd and Rudd, 2014; Lebel, 2017; Hambrick and Lovelace, 2018). However, uncertainty 

has mostly been studied as a supplementary, moderating or contextual impact on the SDM process 

in the current literature. Given the increasing prevalence of uncertainty in contemporary 

organizations, there have been increased focus and calls for more examinations of uncertainty in 

various areas (Alvarez and Barney, 2005; Teece and Leih, 2016). These areas include information 

processing in multinational corporation structures (Nell et al., 2017), crisis management and 

resilience (Williams et al., 2017), and entrepreneurial decision making (Shepherd et al., 2015), to 

name a few. This prevalence and increasing severity of uncertainty have even created new terms 

with strategic implications like hypercompetitive (Thomas and D'Aveni, 2009), “deep uncertainty” 

(Walker et al., 2013) and VUCA (volatility, uncertainty, ambiguity and complexity) (Bennett and 

Lemoine, 2014). Furthermore, uncertainty as a factor in SDM has been studied in numerous 

theoretical frameworks, situations, contexts, functional areas, effects and responses of the 

organization. These include competitive advantage (Montibeller and Franco, 2011), the firm’s 

competencies employing both the resource-based view (RBV) (Barney, 1991) and the dynamic 

capabilities (Teece et al., 1997), cognitive frames (Nikolaeva, 2014), rethinking bounded rationality 

and managers (Porac and Tschang, 2013), rules and operating procedures (Gavetti et al., 2012), 

uncertainty avoidance and team conflict (Gibson et al., 2014); and the creation process (Alvarez et 

al., 2013) to name just a few. While much has been researched and written on SDM processes with 

uncertainty as a factor, Hodgkinson and Healey (2008) has suggested that such studies have taken 

theoretical frameworks’ approaches and perspectives which fragmented and siloed. In addition, 

the fragmented, siloed and broad nature of such studies do not provide an integrated SDM 

framework to understand the nature and characteristics of uncertainty (see state uncertainty 

(Milliken, 1987, 1990) as the first step in responding to it. Furthermore we were particularly 

interested by the fact that while quantitative approaches to SDM under uncertainty as part of 

forecasting including statistical techniques and modelling are helpful and widely applied, they fail 

to address the need for human judgment as part of the SDM process, particularly in highly 

uncertain or complex situations (Goodwin et al., 2011). There has been a recent interest in 

integrating research on uncertainty in areas such as entrepreneurship (Packard et al., 2017) and 

innovation (Jalonen, 2011) with limited impact on the nature of uncertainty research. In addition, 

there have been calls for a renewal of interest and research in uncertainty in management and 

organization studies (Alvarez et al., 2018).  
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This paper advances the study of uncertainty in the SDM process in three ways. First, it a) 

categorizes, draws linkages and synthesizes the current knowledge; b) integrates fragmented 

theoretical frameworks associated with the complexity of the perspectives employed in the area 

(Teece, 2007; Nielsen and Nielsen, 2013); and c) develops an integrated analytic framework which 

acts as a decision tree in assessing the state of uncertainty. This framework facilitates a greater 

exchange of learning across a diverse field, and produce “accretive intellectual progress” that can 

be gathered from systematic study of specific literature (Lee et al., 2014, p. 340). Second, the 

framework draws out the human/behavioral factors both at the managerial and organizational 

levels which impact understanding of SDM process. This is important since there is an increasing 

realization that SDM modelling has to take into account behavioral aspects if it is to be beneficial 

to organizational change and performance (Luoma, 2016). Third, from the linkages and themes 

identified in the framework we indicate gaps and propose future research threads to promote truly 

integrative multidimensional and multi-disciplinary research that will produce a comprehensive 

picture of the multifaceted nature of uncertainty in business.  

We make two additional contributions to the field. First, we offer a comprehensive review of the 

literature covering SDM under uncertainty, placing uncertainty at a crucial factor as part of 

decision-making in a strategic problem or issue. Decision-making in a strategy-in-practice with the 

complexity of the real world is significantly different and should be uniquely considered in 

research. Second, we develop a holistic decisional framework that provides a systematic and 

comprehensive process to interrogate uncertainty, and to see how the multiple variables from the 

framework may interact and influence each other as part of understanding the nature and 

characteristics of uncertainties.  

We were guided by the following research question: How does the knowledge of the 

characteristics of the uncertainty in SDM help managers and organizations understand their 

impacts on the SDM process?  

In the following sections, we present our approach to the development of this conceptual paper. 

We then synthesize the findings as part of our discussion to draw together a framework of 

dimensions and themes as the impact of uncertainty in the SDM process. Finally, we highlight 

interrelationships from our review, present gaps in previous research, and propose future 

research directions.  

2.2 Review 

We conducted a systematic review of the relevant literature ((Denyer and Tranfield, 2009), using 

the Thomas Reuters Web of Science Core Collection’s databases. These databases hold one of 
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the most comprehensive collections of peer-reviewed articles with high academic impact 

(Podsakoff et al., 2005). An initial search of the databases used the combined keyword terms 

“decision-making”, “strateg*” and “uncertain*” and yielded a total of 5424 papers. We then 

went through a first round of refining our results by filtering: 1) by Web of Science categories 

that focused mainly on management related journals and papers; 2) that were not either purely 

mathematical, modelling or experimental in nature, given our aim for behavioral and strategy-in-

practice insights; and 3) document types, keeping only articles, meeting abstracts, books and 

book chapters, to produce 1321 papers. We then went through a second round of refining by 

reading through abstracts and also keeping only top-tier journal papers as not all papers have the 

same currency (Homberg and Bui, 2013), resulting in 174 papers.  

Papers were excluded from the final review list if: a) their primary focus is not on uncertainty (or 

its causes such as dynamic environments) in their research question, hypothesis or propositions 

(Bundy et al., 2017); b) they do not address uncertainty as part of an organizational practice or 

strategy in a business-related context; and c) the main focus of the paper is to discuss a strategic 

method (e.g. scenario planning) to deal with uncertainty. In addition we included several seminal 

papers that bring greater understanding to the enquiry in the final list even though they do not 

strictly follow the criteria listed above (Short, 2009). At the end of this stage, we were left with 

103 papers. Given the breadth and complexity of the areas under investigation, and our aim of 

constructing an integrated framework, it is inevitable to narrow it down to certain key 

representative papers (Forbes, 2007). Figure 2-1 shows a summary of the stages outlined above. 

Table 2-1 shows the journals with their subject areas from which the papers were drawn with the 

numbers of papers for each subject areas. 

We employed the synthesis approach framework (Barnett-Page and Thomas, 2009) to perform 

our analysis. The synthesis approach framework analyzes data across five stages (familiarization, 

identifying a thematic framework, indexing, charting and mapping, and interpretation). The 

process involves identifying themes that are influenced by an original research question from an 

initial immersion, then coding the data against the themes and, finally, mapping and interpreting 

the relationships and associations among the themes to extract explanations and findings from 

the data.  

We undertook the analysis using NVivo 11 to gain rigor and depth (Nair et al., 2011). The analysis 

was strengthened by using both inductive and deductive coding approaches with NVivo since they 

facilitate a rich thematic analysis and help identify relevant themes and patterns (Fereday and 

Muir-Cochrane, 2006).  
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2.3 Analysis and Results 

There are two levels of analysis resulting from the framework synthesis approach. The first level 

Figure 2-1 Search History from Web of Science, Application of Exclusion Criteria and Results at 

each stage after refining of Search Strategy 

Web of Science Databases and Indexes – Search Period – Keyword Terms (TOPIC), Search 
Criteria, Topic and Results 

 

TOPIC: ("decision making") AND TOPIC: (uncertain*) AND TOPIC: (strateg*) 
Indexes=BKCI-S, ESCI, SSCI, BKCI-SSH, SCI-EXPANDED, IC, A&HCI, CPCI-SSH, CPCI-S, CCR-

EXPANDED Timespan=All years 
 

Papers in the result - 5224 

 

TOPIC: ("decision making") AND TOPIC: (uncertain*) AND TOPIC: (strateg*) 
Refined by: WEB OF SCIENCE CATEGORIES: ( MANAGEMENT OR OPERATIONS RESEARCH 
MANAGEMENT SCIENCE OR BUSINESS OR PSYCHOLOGY OR ECONOMICS OR PSYCHOLOGY 

SOCIAL OR NEUROSCIENCES OR BEHAVIORAL SCIENCES OR ETHICS OR PSYCHOLOGY APPLIED ), 
Indexes=BKCI-S, ESCI, SSCI, BKCI-SSH, SCI-EXPANDED, IC, A&HCI, CPCI-SSH, CPCI-S, CCR-

EXPANDED Timespan=All years 
 

Papers in the result - 1787 

 

TOPIC: ("decision making") AND TOPIC: (uncertain*) AND TOPIC: (strateg*) 
Refined by: WEB OF SCIENCE CATEGORIES: ( MANAGEMENT OR OPERATIONS RESEARCH 
MANAGEMENT SCIENCE OR BUSINESS OR PSYCHOLOGY OR ECONOMICS OR PSYCHOLOGY 

SOCIAL OR NEUROSCIENCES OR BEHAVIORAL SCIENCES OR ETHICS OR PSYCHOLOGY APPLIED ) 
AND [excluding] DOCUMENT TYPES: ( PROCEEDINGS PAPER OR REPRINT OR REVIEW OR 

EDITORIAL MATERIAL ), Indexes=BKCI-S, ESCI, SSCI, BKCI-SSH, SCI-EXPANDED, IC, A&HCI, CPCI-
SSH, CPCI-S, CCR-EXPANDED Timespan=All years 

 
Papers in the result - 1321 

 

Application of exclusion criteria via reading of abstracts and filtered by excluding non-ABS 2018 
rated papers 

 
Papers in the result - 281 

 

Application of exclusion criteria via reading of abstracts and application of exclusion criteria 
(excluding ABS 1 and 2 star papers). 

 
Papers in the result - 174 

 

Full reading of papers and application of exclusion criteria and non-method papers. Articles 
taken forward to Analysis Stage 

 
Papers in the result - 103 
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is descriptive characteristics of the articles in the review. It includes a short summary of key 

papers associated with the theoretical frameworks of uncertainty, themes, and results. The 

second level maps and interprets the relationships among the themes. In other words, we 

classified dimensions of uncertainty and developed a decisional framework of understanding the 

nature and characteristics of uncertainty or state uncertainty (Milliken, 1987) in SDM. 

2.3.1 Second Level – Coding Analysis 

The papers were iteratively coded using Gioia et al. (2013) thematic analysis. Key theoretical 

concepts related to uncertainty were coded under the heading 1st level concepts. Later, 1st level 

concepts which drew on the same theoretical idea were grouped under a heading 2nd level 

themes. The 1st level concepts that were distinct and could not be grouped were moved up under 

the category 2nd level themes. Finally, 2nd level themes with the same theoretical basis are 

grouped under aggregate dimensions (later just referred to as dimensions in the rest of the 

paper). Table 2-2 are the authors of the reviewed papers presented under the 1st order concepts, 

2nd order themes and aggregate dimensions in which they were coded, with the number in 

bracket showing the number of papers in each dimension. We will next briefly summarize the 

dimensions with some mention of some 2nd order themes and how they are used in the 

framework and in our later discussion. 

2.3.2 Dimensions of Uncertainty in Decision-making 

Through the thematic analysis we have identified seven dimensions: information, cognitive and 

behavioral, decision-making and decision characteristics, management and teams, organizational, 

strategy, and entrepreneurship and innovation. The sequence of the dimensions as stated is 

important since it is the step by step process a decision-maker follows to understand the nature 

and characteristics of the uncertainty (Milliken, 1987). Information is the first dimension since it is 

the basis of its definition and action. Uncertainty occurs when probabilities are not known (Knight, 

1921), lacks of information (Duncan, 1972), and an inability to ascertain cause and effect 

relationship (Lawrence and Lorsch, 1967b). The second dimension is the cognitive and behavioral 

elements of the individual. These play a part in the decision-making and strategy process. The 

second order themes under this dimension include heuristics, bias and judgement (Tversky and 

Kahneman, 1974), perceptions (Duncan, 1972; Galbraith, 1973; Milliken, 1987), intuition(Agor, 

1986; Khatri and Ng, 2000), procedural rationality (Dean and Sharfman, 1993), awareness and 

scanning (Lant et al., 1992; Elenkov, 1997). The third dimension is decision-making and decision 

characteristics (Isenberg, 1986; Rajagopalan et al., 1993). Its 2nd order themes, effectuation and 

causation logics (Sarasvathy, 2001), highlight elements of the decision-making and specific 
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decision and uncertainty characteristics to be considered in the SDM process. The fourth 

dimension is  

Table 2-1  The subject areas of the selected journals  

 

ABS 2015 Journal Area (Journals) Number of 
Journals 

 

 
General Management, Ethics And Social Responsibility- (Organization Science, 
Journal of Management Studies, Journal of Business Research, Academy of 
Management Journal, Journal of Management, Journal of Business Ethics, British 
Journal of Management, Harvard Business Review,  
California Management Review, Administrative Science Quarterly 
Academy of Management Review, Academy of Management Perspectives) 
 

 
27 

Strategy – (Strategic Management Journal, Long Range Planning) 
 

18 

Entrepreneurship And Small Business Management – (Strategic 
Entrepreneurship Journal, Journal of Business Venturing, Journal of Small 
Business Management. Entrepreneurship Theory and Practice, Entrepreneurship 
and Regional Development) 
 

22 

Marketing- (Industrial Marketing Management, Journal of Marketing, 
International Marketing Review, International Journal of Research in Marketing, 
European Journal of Marketing) 
 

8 

Organisation Studies- (Organization Science, Organization Studies, Organization) 
 

8 

International Business And Area Studies- (Journal of World Business, Journal of 
International Business Studies, Management International Review, International 
Business Review) 
 

8 

 Innovation- R & D Management 
  

4 

Operations Research And Management Science- (Management Science, Journal 
of Operations Management) 
 

3 

Social Sciences- Technological Forecasting and Social Change 
 

2 

Operations And Technology Management- Decision Sciences 
 

2 

Accounting- Management Accounting Research 1 

 
Total 

 
103 
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Table 2-2 1st order concepts, 2nd order themes, and aggregate dimensions analysis of reviewed 

papers *   

Aggregate 
(number of 
papers) 
 

2nd 
order 

1st order 

 
Information (6) 
 Strategic Information (Internal & External) - Frazier, Maltz, Antia and Rindfleisch 

(2009) 
 Strategic information systems applications - Sabherwal and King (1992) 
 Information predictability- Verreynne, Meyer and Liesch (2016)  
 Information characteristics (timeliness, scope and aggregation) - Mangaliso (1995) 
 Information advantage of specialised managers - Bianchi, Chiaroni, Chiesa and Frattini 

(2011) 
 Informational Processing Fit - Moser, Kuklinski and Srivastava (2017) 

 
Cognitive & Behavioral (36) 
 Scanning system strategies and activities – Yasai-Ardekani and Nystrom (1996) 
 Awareness - Driouchi and Bennett (2011), Klingebiel and De Meyer (2013) 
 Perception - Riedl, Kaufmann, Zimmermann and Perols (2013), Yu and Lindsay (2016), 

Lee (1998), Pollock, Fund and Baker (2009), Parida, George, Lahti and Wincent (2016), 
Elenkov (1997), Pelham and Lieb (2004) 

 Procedural rationality - Riedl et al. (2013), Dean and Sharfman (1993), Goll and 
Rasheed (1997), Tsang (2004), Lechner and Floyd (2012), Dean and Sharfman (1996) 

 Heuristics - Malhotra, Zhu and Reus (2015), Maitland and Sammartino (2015), Mousavi 
and Gigerenzer (2014), Graffin, Boivie and Carpenter (2013), Astebro and Elhedhli 
(2006) 

 Bias - Heidenreich, Mohr and Puck (2015), Forbes (2005), Smit and Kil (2017) 
 Entrepreneur’s optimism - Hmieleski and Baron (2009) 
 Entrepreneurial self-efficacy - Hmieleski and Baron (2008) 
 Opportunity - Kirsch, Goldfarb and Gera (2009), Shepherd, Haynie and McMullen 

(2012), Shepherd, McMullen and Jennings (2007) 
 Entrepreneurial mindset - McMullen and Kier (2016) 
 Cognitive Fit as in self-regulatory mode - Hmieleski and Baron (2008)  
 Managerial attitude - Yu and Lindsay (2016) 
 Process values - Matusik, George and Heeley (2008) 
 Leader Passion - Patel, Thorgren and Wincent (2015) 
 Learning - van der Meer-Kooistra and Kamminga (2015), Eggers (2012) 
 Power - Lechner and Floyd (2012) 
 Cognitive Framing - Eggers (2016)  
 
Decision-making and Decision Characteristics (18) 
 Comprehensiveness - Heavey, Simsek, Roche and Kelly (2009), Atuahene-Gima and 

Murray (2004) 
 Decision-making - Ji and Dimitratos (2013), Makhija and Stewart (2002), van der Meer-

Kooistra and Kamminga (2015) 
 Ethical Decision-making - Thiel, Bagdasarov, Harkrider, Johnson and Mumford (2012), 

Schroder (2013) 
 Decision-making logic (Effectuation)- Chetty, Ojala and Leppaaho (2015), Nummela, 

Saarenketo, Jokela and Loane (2014), Reymen, Andries, Berends, Mauer, Stephan and  
Table 2 continued 
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Aggregate 
(number of 
papers) 
 

2nd 
order 

1st order 

 
Decision-making and Decision Characteristics (18) continued 
 Decision making logic (Effectuation) (continued) Van Burg (2015), Reymen, Berends, 

Oudehand and Stultiens (2017), Deligianni, Voudouris and Lioukas (2017) 
 Decision Characteristics - Elbanna, Child and Dayan (2013), Wu and Pagell (2011), 

Almandoz and Tilcsik (2016) 
 Types and Conditions of uncertainty- McKelvie, Haynie and Gustavsson (2011), Miller 

(2007), Hauptman and Pope (1992) 
 

Management Levels (8)  
 Board of Director - Rindova (1999), Garcia-Meca, Lopez-Iturriaga and Tejerina-Gaite 

(2017) 
 CEO retention and organizational tenure - Bergh (2001) 
 Middle manager role during an era of ferment - Eggers (2016) 
 Team Agreement /Consensus and Conflict - Qian, Cao and Takeuchi (2013), Iaquinto 

and Fredrickson (1997), West and Meyer (1998), Ramos-Garza (2009) 
 
Organizational (6) 

 

 Internal fit - Miller (1992) 
 Form & Structure- Sahaym, Steensma and Schilling (2007), Brahm and Tarzijan (2016), 

D’Aveni and Ravenscraft (1994), Eggers (2012) 
 Organizational routinization behaviour - Becker and Knudsen (2005) 
 
Entrepreneurship and Innovation (13) 
 Entrepreneurial context  
  Entrepreneurial Networking Actions - Engel, Kaandorp and Elfring (2017) 
  Decision-making and judgement in the entrepreneurial process - Packard et 

al. (2017)  
  Entrepreneurial marketing - Yang and Gabrielsson (2017)  
  Entrepreneurial Orientation - Lumpkin and Dess (2001), van Doom, Heyden 

and Volberda (2017) 
 Innovation context  
  Innovation ecosystems - Gomes, Salerno, Phaal and Probert (2018) 
  Innovation portfolio management - Klingebiel and Rammer (2014) 
  Open innovation adoption - Ahn, Minshall and Mortara (2017) 
  Market strategy innovation - Atuahene-Gima, Li and de Luca (2006) 
  Propensity to conduct innovation internationally - Schubert, Baier and 

Rammer (2018) 
  Commercialization of radical innovations - Aarikka-Stenroos and Lehtimaki 

(2014) 
  Business model innovation - Schneckenberg, Velamuri, Comberg and Spieth 

(2017) 
  New features innovation - Klingebiel and Joseph (2016) 
 
Strategy (24) 

 

 Alliances & Joint-Ventures - McCarter, Mahoney and Northcraft (2011), Collet and 
Philippe (2014), van der Meer-Kooistra and Kamminga (2015), Thomas and Trevisto 
(1993) 
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 Marketing and sales - Atuahene-Gima and Murray (2004), Teplensky, Kimberly, Hillman 
and Schwartz (1993), Clarke and Liesch (2017), Chari, Katsikeas, Balabanis and Robson 
(2014) 

 Investors - Vedula and Matusik (2017), Wiltbank, Read, Dew and Sarasvathy (2009), 
Landstrom (1995) 

 National Cultural - Opper, Nee and Holm (2017), Budhathoki, Schmitt and Michaelidou 
(2018), Stevens and Dykes (2013), Dimitratos, Petrou, Plakoyiannaki and Johnson 
(2011), Keister (2004) 

 Implementation - Doblinger, Dowling and Helm (2016), Klingebiel and De Meyer 
(2013). Leiblein, Chen and Posen (2017) 

 Strategy process & types - Courtney, Kirkland and Viguerie (1997), Verreynne et al. 
(2016), Lant et al. (1992), Kingsley, Vanden Bergh and Bonardi (2012), Bergh and 
Lawless (1998) 

*Note: The numbers in brackets are the number of papers coded under each dimension.   

management levels (Hambrick and Mason, 1984; Finkelstein and Hambrick, 1996). It recognizes 

that the characteristics of managers and their responsibilities can impact uncertainty in 

complementary and contrasting ways as in their perceptions and roles under uncertainty. The 

fifth dimension is strategy (Mintzberg, 1978; Chaffee, 1985; Lant et al., 1992). It draws lessons on 

how to deal with uncertainty as well as what strategy and SDM may look like, for example in 

building successful strategic alliance relationships and commitment uncertainty. The sixth 

dimension is organizational (Cyert and March, 1963; Miles et al., 1978; Miller, 1987). It looks at a 

macro-level impact of uncertainty on the whole organization and how it may respond. The 

seventh dimension is entrepreneurship and innovation (Schumpeter, 1942; Afuah, 2003). This 

dimension draws insights from a research area, which epitomizes uncertainty in strategy-in-

practice and provides a guide to enhance our understanding.  

In the following sections, we will discuss in more detail the dimensions and 1st and 2nd level codes 

of the framework. Some papers were coded under two dimensions, others under two different 

2nd level codes within a dimension when the situation applies two aspects of a dimension or of the 

same dimension. When this occurs, each 2nd level code and dimension provided equally important 

but distinct insights on the impact or response to uncertainty. This coding across multiple codes 

and dimensions add further to our aim to integrate SDM under uncertainty. In addition, given our 

aim of integrating the extant research we will highlight interrelationships among dimensions. 

2.3.3 Information 

Strategic Information Systems (ISI) assist managers in their SDM process but require a significant 

investment so it normally should be preceded by detailed analysis and planning. However in 

dynamic external environments, decision-making sometimes can be made quickly without analysis 

(Sabherwal and King, 1992). In supplier/distributor relationship sharing internal and external 
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strategic information is key when commitment uncertainty in the relationship is high (Frazier et 

al., 2009). The uncertainty is reduced and cooperation increased if there is more interdependence 

(the level of reliance both parties put on sharing their information). Collecting and utilizing external 

information which increases predictability as part of an external participative strategy-making 

process is especially important for small entrepreneurial firms operating in dynamic environments 

(Verreynne et al., 2016). By accessing external networks, they can acquire information, which 

normally would not be available to them. The information processing fit can positively impact 

strategy quality and performance (Moser et al., 2017). Taking a finer-grain examination, the 

characteristics of the information and the managerial type, such as timeliness, scope and 

aggregation seem to be most useful and important to middle managers in SDM response to 

uncertainty (Mangaliso, 1995). In the early stages of innovation, marked by high investment 

uncertainty, the information advantage of specialist professionals like R&D managers is extremely 

useful for external technology commercialization SDM (Bianchi et al., 2011).   

2.3.4 Cognitive and Behavioural  

Firms’ scanning systems bring awareness and problem recognition to assess the impacts of any 

uncertainty and decide on adaptation of existing strategies. Scanning is mainly the responsibility 

of the Top Management Team (TMT), and the scanning scope (the number of different 

environmental sectors) is positively related scanning for changes in task-environment 

(environment directly related to its products or services) (YasaiArdekani and Nystrom, 1996). 

Managers with greater awareness of uncertainty are more likely to make decisions on whether to 

trade-off the benefits of flexibility in their strategic responses to the new uncertainty, versus the 

diligence and deliberateness of carefully planning (Klingebiel and De Meyer, 2013). Managers with 

high awareness of real options and investment knowledge can reduce their downside risks and 

perform well through such firm characteristics as multinationality and organizational slack 

amongst others (Driouchi and Bennett, 2011).  

 Managerial perception as mentioned before is closely related to the concept of uncertainty. A 

firm’s export commitment given a history of strong positive performance can be impacted by a 

high perceived market uncertainty (Yu and Lindsay, 2016). In international strategic alliances 

where there is high uncertainty, exporters’ perception of the uncertainty can increase their 

opportunistic behavior which may involve taking advantage of their importer partners and thereby 

jeopardize the relationship (Lee, 1998). Perceptions of uncertainty about an industry sector can 

also impact the decision of a venture capital firm to retain the existing Chief Executive Officer (CEO) 

of a firm which they are taking public (Pollock et al., 2009). Differences in perception of uncertainty 

within a firm can have significant impacts. For example, such differences between the president 
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and the sales manager can decrease the effectiveness of the sales/marketing strategy 

effectiveness and cause a decline in the firm’s profitability in turbulent environments (Pelham and 

Lieb, 2004). Returning to our previous discussions of types of sources and scanning, Elenkov (1997) 

shows that perceived strategic uncertainty increases the use of external versus internal sources of 

information, and the use of personal sources of information, where the economy has more control 

and influence by political intervention, for example in the case of pre-Soviet Bulgaria. Interestingly, 

the frequency of scanning is less evident for US companies and can be explained by the greater 

influence of organizations in the general environment (e.g. political) than those in the task 

environment (e.g. suppliers and competitors). Perception is related to interpretation and 

therefore rationality. An interpretation using effectuation or causation logic with new venture 

sales can have an impact on whether there is an associated perception of gain or loss (Parida et 

al., 2016). In contrast, Riedl et al. (2013) show that perceived residual uncertainty is negatively 

related to supplier decision performance; and procedural rationality approaches attribute to 

improved decision processes reduce perceived residual uncertainty. 

There is an evolution and expansion of the explanations regarding the relationship between 

procedural rationality and uncertainty. For example, Dean and Sharfman (1993) suggest that when 

the strategic issue is uncertain, i.e., the feeling that additional information will not increase clarity, 

procedural rationality will be reduced. They show that the normal positive relationship between 

decision-making effectiveness and procedural rationality is negatively moderated in an unstable 

environment (Dean and Sharfman, 1996). Environments that are both highly dynamic and highly 

munificent also known as high managerial discretion environments, positively moderates the 

positive relationship between decision-making rationality and performance (Goll and Rasheed, 

1997). Rational justification in group activities involved in highly exploratory and dynamic strategic 

initiatives is closely associated with their performance since it reduces the uncertainty in the minds 

of the decision-makers who would fund further investments in such initiatives (Lechner and Floyd, 

2012). Yet irrationality in decision-making as in the use of superstitious practice in some cultures, 

e.g. Feng Shui, in the Chinese culture, is also regularly employed especially in contexts and 

environments of high uncertainty (Tsang, 2004).  

Heuristics, a seem-to-be irrational approach, is employed due to the absence of adequate 

information, or a multiplicity of sources information. Simplifying heuristics is used as assessment 

tools in forecasting success in commercializing in early-stage innovation projects when the projects 

contain a large number of characteristics and cues, and the prediction of the outcome is highly 

uncertain (Astebro and Elhedhli, 2006). For example, boards of directors use the decisions and 

resource allocation of the previous CEO to assess the performance of the new CEO when they have 

very little information about him/her (Graffin et al., 2013). Anchoring (a heuristic) is also used in 
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high uncertainty, where acquisition premiums similar to previous acquisition transactions are used 

in the present focal premium decision (Malhotra et al., 2015). Managers, especially in high-stakes 

environments with a multiplicity of actors, relationships, events and environmental inputs, employ 

high-order heuristics to simplify the search for critical information and create small-world 

representations to manage within such environments (Maitland and Sammartino, 2015). Fast and 

frugal heuristics, with their basis in ecological rationality, are even employed in what is known as 

fundamental uncertainty (Mousavi and Gigerenzer, 2014).  

Besides the cognitive element, heuristics, bias, and in particular overconfidence have been widely 

researched in SDM under uncertainty, particularly in the entrepreneurship. Overconfidence in new 

ventures have been positively associated with both founder and non-founder managers, and 

younger managers; and negatively associated with decision comprehensiveness and those funded 

by external equity investments (Forbes, 2005). A dark side of overconfidence occurs with 

entrepreneurs investing in foreign markets, where employing political strategies giving 

preferential treatment to the venture. This can prevent full assessment of the market uncertainty, 

and consequently endanger the venture (Heidenreich et al., 2015). With the awareness of the ill-

effects of overconfidence in making acquisitions, some firms use behavioral real options strategy 

to make toehold or minority-stake acquisitions instead of full risky acquisition (Smit and Kil, 2017). 

Two other cognitive themes namely, entrepreneurial optimism and entrepreneurial self-efficacy, 

are affected by dynamic environments in their relationships with firm performance. For example, 

negative relationship between entrepreneur optimism and firm performance is strongly 

moderated by dynamic environments (Hmieleski and Baron, 2009); or the positive relationship 

between entrepreneurial self-efficacy and firm performance is moderated positively in the case of 

moderately optimistic entrepreneurs but negatively moderated by highly optimistic entrepreneurs 

(Hmieleski and Baron, 2008). 

Opportunity is another cognitive element closely related to the positive side of uncertainty in 

relation to entrepreneurship and new ventures. Business planning documents are seen as purely 

ceremonial in searching, evaluating and screening opportunities in the context of venture capital 

firms (Kirsch et al., 2009). A balanced search strategy is advisable if the probabilities of 

overestimating or underestimating an entrepreneurial conjecture are equal (Shepherd et al., 

2012). A coherence process involving scanning, gist formation and coherence statement is used to 

reduce doubt and overcome ignorance in the formation of opportunity belief, an important aspect 

in the entrepreneurial cognition (Shepherd et al., 2007). A promotion focus of the self-regulatory 

mode of the entrepreneur as part of their cognitive fit, is positively associated with venture 

performance in exploiting entrepreneurship opportunities (Hmieleski and Baron, 2008). However, 

McMullen and Kier (2016) highlight the negative side of opportunity seeking in an environment of 
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uncertainty, a key part of the entrepreneurial mindset, saying that it discourages contingency 

planning and promotes commitment escalation.   

With other cognitive and behavioral elements such as passion and values, task control, obsessive 

passion leadership can positively impact firm performance in dynamic environments (Patel et al., 

2015). The matching of the process values of leaders with those of venture capitalist is a key 

determinant in the assessment judgement and decision-making (Matusik et al., 2008). Power, 

formal authority and coalition building in group activities associated with highly exploratory 

initiatives are all critical to performance (Lechner and Floyd, 2012). Managerial attitude as well as 

perceived market uncertainty moderate the relationship between firm export commitment and 

its export performance, both before and after the 2008 global financial crisis (Yu and Lindsay, 

2016). Learning can facilitate effective management control and better decision-making in a joint-

venture relationship (van der Meer-Kooistra and Kamminga, 2015) but it can hinder future 

investment considerations after investing in a failed technology if TMT fixates on the learning from 

the failure (Eggers, 2012). In addition, cognitive framing is also important and used by middle 

managers to influence top-management away from their biases after a failed technology (Eggers, 

2016). 

2.3.5 Decision-making and Decision Characteristics  

Decision comprehensiveness in SDM, seen as a positive under stable environment, can change to 

negative when there is inadequate information but a need for quick decision-making (Atuahene-

Gima and Murray, 2004). The same occurs in the context of corporate entrepreneurship with a 

high risk-taking propensity of the manager (Heavey et al., 2009).  

Decision rationality, a critical component of SDM process, has a positive relationship with decision-

making effectiveness at both high and low levels of uncertainty, and it is stronger at low levels (Ji 

and Dimitratos, 2013). Decision-making orientation with a greater perceived outcome 

accountability tends to be associated with a greater comfort with uncertainty and a greater 

managerial risk propensity (Makhija and Stewart, 2002). Increasing management control by a joint-

venture parent company as the way to address environmental uncertainty may slow down and 

confuse the SDM process, worsen performance, and cause partners to terminate the relationship 

(van der Meer-Kooistra and Kamminga, 2015).   

 

Including ethical and moral influences on DMS can present challenges in high uncertainty 

decisions, for example in the case of offshoring, where moral arguments mechanisms (e.g., shaping 
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frames of perception, or/and destroying social capital public legitimacy), and social influences can 

play a significant part in the reasoning (Schroder, 2013). Sensemaking strategies (emotion 

regulations, self-reflection, forecasting and information integration) are important in assisting 

leaders via value-based moral reasoning to understand and respond to ethical issues (Thiel et al., 

2012).  

Decision-making logics (i.e. effectuation logic and causation logic) have been extensively employed 

to understand the most effective approach to SDM under uncertainty. The transition from the 

effectuation logic to the causation logic in business model development cycle in new technology-

based ventures suggests that in the early uncertain stages, the effectuation logic is used to 

generate a commitment from customers on prototypes, and then move to the causation (Reymen 

et al., 2017). However, in the study of SDM in born-global firms, the logics alternated from one 

period to another, depending on the predictability of the decisions. The effectuation logic is used 

in the early stages since decision-making is driven by the CEO, but switches to causation later when 

driven by corporate team (Nummela et al., 2014). The two logics act simultaneously in different 

situations, particularly in entrepreneurial SDM during the new venture creation process (Reymen 

et al., 2015). Effectuation can also act as a moderator. It can strengthen the relationship between 

diversification and new product diversification, through mechanisms of experimentation, 

flexibility and pre-commitments (Deligianni et al., 2017). Chetty et al. (2015) identify effectuation 

in entrepreneurial SDM in the internationalization process, and how entrepreneurs, through their 

relationships, gain knowledge and other resources in their foreign market selection and entry 

decision-making.  

Next we examine three specific decision characteristics, namely decision uncertainty, decision 

disturbance, and decision rules. Decision uncertainty predicts the use of intuition. Intuition creates 

decision disturbance, and has a negative relationship with rationality. However, environmental 

uncertainty does not influence the intuition - decision disturbance relationship (Elbanna et al., 

2013). This surprise is probably due to the study’s national context of Egypt where environmental 

uncertainty is more of the norm. Almandoz and Tilcsik (2016) present another case of high decision 

uncertainty, especially in high growth/less predictable sectors like banks. They explain why 

company boards have a higher proportion of domain experts and specific professional experience. 

Wu and Pagell (2011) show that decision rules e.g. operating principles or technical standards in 

sustainability can reduce uncertainty in SDM in environmental uncertainty, by being a guide to the 

acceptable trade-offs between environmental and economic goals.  

To complete the discussion on this dimension, we explore different conceptions of uncertainty and 

how these may affect SDM. Miller (2007) links the presence of uncertainty to unpredictability of 
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risk, suggesting that this type of uncertainty differs from Knight’s ( 1921) definition which is 

associated with an inability to assign probabilities. Both uncertainty and risk involve judgement. 

This judgement has a connection with rationality and the connection influences SDM in the 

entrepreneurial process involving subjective evaluation of states of uncertainty (Miller, 2007). 

McKelvie et al. (2011) present three observations about uncertainty in SDM in entrepreneurship: 

uncertainty is linked to unwillingness to act; the difference in type of uncertainty is important; and 

the nature of the manifestation of the uncertainty affects decisions for entrepreneurial action in 

different, sometimes counterintuitive ways. Hard uncertainty (Dror, 1986), references a stronger 

type of uncertainty where information is both “unknown and unknowable” which arises from 

information processing and executive decision-making in technology forecasting.  

2.3.6 Management Levels 

Exploring levels of management and uncertainty, we learn early on that board directors contribute 

indirectly to both firm SDM and its outcome under uncertainty via their cognitive efforts (scanning, 

interpretation and choice) (Rindova, 1999). Pressure-sensitive institutional directors (e.g. from 

banks) representing institutions providing professional services to the firm may influence firm’s 

SDM (e.g. via banking debt level,) and thereby manage the firm’s uncertainty by providing 

preferential access to resources. However, this relationship presents ethical, governance and legal 

challenges for all parties (Garcia-Meca et al., 2017). Retaining CEOs with long organizational tenure 

is associated with strong post-acquisition performance because the benefit of their experience, 

organizational knowledge and corporate memory are important for SDM in responding to post-

acquisition uncertainty (Bergh, 2001). Eggers (2016) emphasizes the crucial role played by middle 

managers in producing a technology renewal, particularly after a technology failure, and helping 

TMT change their focus to business-related issues rather than technical issues by providing both 

dissenting views and influencing the mental frames of the TMT.  

The TMT characteristics and behaviors figure significantly in large and medium-sized companies. 

Environmental complexity which produces uncertainty negatively moderates the positive 

relationship between TMT strategic consensus and firm performance (Ramos-Garza, 2009). Similar 

contradiction is also observed in new entrepreneurial ventures where TMT perceive the 

environment as dynamic and their consensus on the means to achieve the CEO’s secondary goals 

is a stronger predictor of performance, than their consensus on the means to achieve the CEO’s 

primary goals (West and Meyer, 1998). TMT agreement of decision comprehensiveness of the SDM 

process is associated with organizational performance in dynamic environments; and the 

environment does not moderate the relationship (Iaquinto and Fredrickson, 1997). Another 

contradiction is found with the influence of national culture. For example, competitive uncertainty 
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from a dynamic environment negatively affects what is normally a positive relationship between 

the level of TMT cognitive conflict and organizational innovation in a context of China (Qian et al., 

2013).  

2.3.7 Organizational 

Exploring the organizational perspective, Miller (1992) shows that the best internal fit for 

environmental uncertainty is a flexibility in structure and a less analytical structured SDM. Post an 

innovation failure which normally produces technological uncertainty, the use of a hybrid structure 

to split future work across a number of investment paths can assist a subsequent innovation 

renewal (Eggers, 2012). Industry uncertainty resulting from high technological change tend to 

reduce the cost attractiveness associated with having loosely coupled organizational forms (e.g. 

use of contingency workers) and extended firm boundaries (by using external alliances). This 

results in lower investment in information technology by firms (Sahaym et al., 2007).  

Benefits of vertical integration during uncertainty can bring mixed results. While vertical 

integration positively influences centralization of decision-making to promote hierarchical 

coordination of firm activities (Brahm and Tarzijan, 2016), the downside can come from the fixed 

administrative cost of personnel associated with this coordination, and a reduction in sales due to 

demand uncertainty (Daveni and Ravenscraft, 1994). A firm dealing with pervasive uncertainty or 

with environmental uncertainty which persist over a prolonged period can increase its perception 

of predictability by increasing routinization of its behavior. This can be achieved via increased 

intelligence, faster detection of change, and increased responsiveness (Becker and Knudsen, 

2005).   

2.3.8 Strategy 

Increasing market uncertainty tends to make status homophily, a heuristic strategy used when 

choosing partners to form alliances (Collet and Philippe, 2014). Thomas and Trevino (1993) suggest 

that information structures and processing, and formal analysis can increase alliance success by 

reducing uncertainty. However, formal analysis is less effective in persuading or building trust, 

which is not influenced purely by facts, and an overemphasis of uncertainty reduction in the early 

stages may impede alliance success. A real options approach in the early stages of an alliance of 

pursuing small activities which produce small wins, can be used to increase alliance success and 

reduce social uncertainty due to lack of trust and feelings of vulnerability (McCarter et al., 2011). 

Van der Meer-Kooistra & Kamminga, (2015) warn that responding to high uncertainty with more 

management control by the parent company may make partners respond adversely, and 
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consequently increase uncertainty and probably lead to a termination of joint-venture 

relationship.   

Lessons from marketing and sales strategy teach us that technology uncertainty can strengthen 

the useful positive relationship between marketing strategy comprehensiveness and performance 

(Atuahene-Gima and Murray, 2004). A wait-and-see strategy can be used as a risk management 

tool, given the associated commitment uncertainty of partners in pursuing internationalization 

(Clarke and Liesch, 2017). In emergent markets, say with new technology, adopting a broad 

portfolio of strategies to address the evolving regulatory, demand and technological uncertainty 

helps firms perform best with managerial attitude, experiences, preferences and abilities to make 

better strategic choices (Teplensky et al., 1993). Market uncertainty components, market 

complexity and market dynamism produce emergent marketing strategy, and these components 

moderate the relationship between strategy and market performance, (Chari et al., 2014). 

Complexity positively modifies the product’s scope, distribution and promotions, whereas 

dynamism positively influence it’s pricing. 

Lessons from investment activities show that employing a specialization investment strategy 

which reduces perceived evaluation uncertainty is the best approach when the investor has only 

experience and knowledge in a limited business area (Landstrom, 1995). Non-predictive control 

strategy aligning with the effectuation logic to deal with the uncertainty in pursuing 

internationalization can reduce failure rates even if it results in fewer investments (Wiltbank et al., 

2009). In case of lack of knowledge or/and experience in internationalizing (e.g. first time 

experience), venture capital firms use the action of peer firms, network social cues, or inter-

organizational imitation strategy to make their decisions (Vedula and Matusik, 2017).  

National culture characteristics and dimensions (Hofstede, 1984) indicate that focal firm which 

pursues internationalization tends to produce formalization in the SDM process in the culture with 

high uncertainty avoidance dimension (Dimitratos et al., 2011). The same logic also appears in 

focal firms’ timing strategies for foreign market entry. Firms characterized by high uncertainty 

avoidance tend to pursue a later-stage strategy in foreign countries with weaker political and 

regulatory environments, and an early-stage strategy with the opposite dimension and 

environment (Stevens and Dykes, 2013). High uncertainty avoidance has a positive indirect 

influence on private label performance (Budhathoki et al., 2018). There is a negative relationship 

between CEO’s risk-averse behavior and involvement with guanxi in China (Xiao and Tsui, 2007), 

with implications for CEO’s business relationships for both Chinese and Western executives (Opper 

et al., 2017). The uncertainty that occurs during the transformation of the economy in China can 
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produce an imitation borrowing strategy of firms in the same geographic proximity and of those 

that are larger (Keister, 2004).  

Exploring different aspects of strategy during the implementation of a strategic initiative requires 

an awareness of previously unknown uncertainty. The normal reduction in flexibility, decision 

comprehensiveness and selectiveness of decision making associated with delivering existing plans 

may need to be reversed, and this may then increase costs (Klingebiel and De Meyer, 2013). High 

uncertainty about the likelihood of prolonged implementation in public policy innovation projects 

can hinder their proclivity to continue to develop high-risk innovation projects (Doblinger et al., 

2016). Using a real option approach associated with contemporaneous uncertainty can explain 

how managers’ decisions generate competitive advantage through exercising or terminating 

different options (Leiblein et al., 2017).  

With regard to the strategy process, Courtney et al. (1997) suggest that over time firms will face a 

variety of strategy problems which create uncertainty. Therefore, they must pursue a flexible 

approach in their situational analysis before formulating their responses. The possible responses 

can be a combination of strategic postures or cognitive approaches (shaping, adapting, or 

reserving the right to play), and actions to implement the strategy (big bets, options, and no-

regrets). In turbulent environments, managerial interpretations and awareness are important to a 

firm’s strategic orientation, and its orientation is more dependent on the dynamism of the industry 

than its past performance (Lant et al., 1992). Also in dynamic environments, where entrepreneurial 

firms predominate, firms use a multifaceted strategy with more external participation (associated 

with entrepreneurial orientation) to access more information in order to increase predictability 

and a less centralized strategy-making to improve performance (Verreynne et al., 2016). A 

multifaceted integrated non-market strategy incorporating three dimensions (i.e., profile level, 

collation breadth and pivotal target) can also be employed to respond to high regulatory 

uncertainty (Kingsley et al., 2012). In high environmental uncertainty, large firms manage their 

corporate portfolio strategy through divestitures rather than acquisitions, while the opposite 

happens with small firms (Bergh and Lawless, 1998).  

2.3.9 Entrepreneurship and Innovation 

2.3.9.1 Entrepreneurial context 

TMT are responsible for leading the policy process, and should not be influenced by external advice 

(van Doom et al., 2017). They emphasize the team’s absorptive capacity in pursuing 

entrepreneurial orientation in dynamic environments. Looking more closely at entrepreneurial 

orientation dimensions in dynamic environments, proactiveness has a positive relationship with 
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performance, and the positive relationship between competitive aggressiveness and performance 

is unaffected (Lumpkin and Dess, 2001). Effectuation logic and external sources of information are 

employed to explain the important and interactive process of entrepreneurial networking driven 

by the presence of uncertainty (Engel et al., 2017). It also explains the entrepreneurial SDM 

process in entrepreneurial marketing, and the strengthening effect of uncertainty factors in its use 

to reduce uncertainty in international business-to-business markets (Yang and Gabrielsson, 2017). 

Different types of uncertainty, for example creative and absolute uncertainties and the transitory 

nature of uncertainty, are also used to explain the transitory nature of decision-making and 

judgement over time during the entrepreneurial process (Packard et al., 2017).   

2.3.9.2 Innovation context 

Entrepreneurs manage collective uncertainties (or a number of uncertainties) within an innovation 

ecosystem of partners, by bridging uncertainties processes like perceiving collective uncertainties, 

bridging uncertainties, conducting collective learning experiments and building a common 

template (Gomes et al., 2018). A resource allocation strategy is important in innovation 

performance. It is influenced by both its resource allocation breadth and selectiveness. These 

assist the strategy in increasing performance by helping it cope with the incomplete knowledge of 

the innovation portfolio management to deal with high levels of uncertainty (Klingebiel and 

Rammer, 2014). With innovation portfolio and strategy, the alignment of breadth and 

selectiveness of the strategy is more important to innovation performance than timing (Klingebiel 

and Joseph, 2016). Strategy linked with technology dynamism can increase the cost and risk of 

acquiring and using information. However, this can inhibit new creative strategies, market strategy 

innovation and new product performance, and negatively impact new strategy implementation 

(Atuahene-Gima et al., 2006). With high level of uncertainty related to the commercialization of a 

radical innovation, a lack of information and experience about the market, sales, customer needs, 

and product value are likely to cause firms to face challenges when developing strategy and goals 

(Aarikka-Stenroos and Lehtimaki, 2014). Decision-makers’ strategies (e.g., customer centricity, 

values co-creation, capability evolution, ecosystem growth and adaptive pricing) under various 

uncertainties can help decision-makers by bringing more understanding to the innovation 

(Schneckenberg et al., 2017).  

Other innovation insights come from open innovation. It is important to consider CEO 

characteristics (e.g. patience and entrepreneurial orientation) and their configuration which 

impact differently depending on the degree of uncertainty of the type of open innovation mode 

(e.g., market and organizational, and out-bound) (Ahn et al., 2017). Furthermore, bounded 

rationality in SDM in propensity to conduct innovation internationally under technological 
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uncertainty provides a paradox of high capabilities firms having low propensity while low 

capabilities firms having higher propensity (Schubert et al., 2018). 

2.4 Framework, Interrelationships, Gaps & Future Integrative Research 

2.4.1 Framework 

We integrate the fragmented research involving uncertainty. In so doing, we highlight the 

behavioral aspects of uncertainty with the aim to create a decisional framework, which can assist 

managers and practitioners as well as researchers in taking a systematic approach in 

understanding the characteristics of the sources of the uncertainty (Milliken, 1987). Indeed there 

have been many debates on the right measures to use when studying uncertainty (Buchko, 1994).  

We have conducted a systematic review of strategic decision-making under uncertainty which led 

to coding and analyzing 103 papers to produce the framework (see Figure 2-2). The framework 

shows seven dimensions or key impacts of SDM which managers should consider when responding 

to uncertainty, to systematically and comprehensively understand the characteristics of 

uncertainty. The arrows in the framework show the direction of step-by-step process of examining 

each dimension to see how they might affect an uncertainty. A full picture of the uncertainty’s 

impacts in the decision-making process is created at the end. Entrepreneurship and innovation 

dimension moderates the steps between the dimensions of decision-making and decision 

characteristics and strategy. The uncertainty insights from entrepreneurship and innovation e.g. 

when employing the effectuation logic can be used to influence the relationship between the other 

two dimensions. We next highlight interrelationships supporting our aim for integration.  

2.4.2 Interrelationship and Gaps 

Some have sought to highlight relationships among cognition, managerial levels and teams,  and 

organizational settings and a need to explore the challenges of uncertainty  (Hodgkinson and 

Healey, 2008; Huff et al., 2016).  From our discussion of each of the 1st and 2nd codes associated 

with the seven dimensions, we notice that more than one of codes falling either within a single 

dimension or more. This is evidence of the integrative nature of decision-making under 

uncertainty. There are relationships between information and management and teams 

dimensions as in the example of R&D managers (under management and teams dimension) and 

with entrepreneurship and innovation, and strategy, in information related to early-stage 

commercialization of innovation (Bianchi et al., 2011), and using external partners in a 

participative strategy-making (Verreynne et al., 2016). 
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2.4.3 Gaps 

One of the reasons for our study is the way uncertainty is treated in research. Uncertainty has 

been mainly seen as a moderation factor regarding existing relationships, i.e. taking the norm as 

stability, lack of ignorance and lack of dynamism. There has been a discontent over research on 

SDM and judgment in terms of the level of analysis among other factors (Goldstein and Hogarth, 

1997). Some have called for generalizability across domains to take account of the uniqueness of 

context and content in particular subject areas (Goldstein and Weber, 1995; Rettinger and Hastie, 

2001; Elbanna, 2006). However, what happens if the new norm is uncertainty, at least for a 

prolonged period either in the wider economy as with a prolonged trade war over months, or an 

international economic crisis like the one in 2008? In such cases, numerous areas of a firm’s 

operations could be affected. What would strategy look like? How effective would employing 

effectuation logic in describing strategic response in situations like Brexit which has many 

characteristics of deep uncertainty? (Walker et al., 2013). Studies involving increasingly prevalent 

uncertainties such as Brexit, trade wars between the US and China, the use of artificial intelligence 

disruption, or providing opportunities for established business models are missing in the extant 

literature. There is also very little discussion of uncertainty and HRM, for example how managers 

can be proactive and systematically developed to deal with uncertainty. Also given the cognitive 

and behavioral impact of uncertainty on managers, there is hardly any research on human 

emotions and uncertainty (Vakola et al., 2004).  

2.5 Limitation 

Given the breadth of the area of decision-making under uncertainty, it is inevitable that some 

studies may have been inadvertently missed. Finally, with a multidisciplinary and extensive study 

on the topic, there may have been lapses in assessing the results and implications compared to 

the case when assessing a narrow topic.  
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Figure 2-2   The decisional framework showing the impact of the key dimensions of decisional considerations 
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Future research could examine events such as the UK’s exit from the European Union, which 

produces high levels of uncertainty for firms and have ramifications for a number the dimensions 

we studied including strategy, information, perceptions, management and teams. Scholars have 

called for research that examine cognitive, organizational and managerial implications associated 

with uncertainty including such issues like the implication of perceptual differences between 

middle managers and senior executives regarding the firm’s strategic response during periods of 

uncertainty (Sund et al., 2016).  

Future integrative research may explore the emotional and behavioral characteristics of various 

stakeholders (internal and external) of firms impacted by the 2008 financial crisis to understand 

how each of the characteristics individually and collectively impacted the cause of the crisis, and 

how firms responded in the ensuing years. The 2008 financial crisis produced intense and 

prolonged uncertainty, and a variety of stakeholder rhetoric (Riaz et al., 2011; Riaz et al., 2016) 

calling into question issues of trust and confidence (Earle, 2009). Future research, therefore, 

would take a longitudinal investigation and could be further enhanced by replicating it in a 

number of different countries with different cultural dimensions (Hofstede, 1984).  

It also would be interesting to test whether this framework would be useful and effective across 

industries, organizational settings and national cultural settings. This would address the 

generalizability and context since Gregoire et al. (2011) state that the level of analysis of cognition 

related to firm environment is important across different levels, as it might reveal both similarities 

and differences across industries and countries.  

Finally taking up the education and HRM gaps mentioned above, Morris et al. (2013) and Aharoni 

et al. (2011) have advocated education as a foundation from which to raise and improve 

competencies in decision-making in two areas of uncertainty – entrepreneurship and 

international business. In addition, Hayton and Kelley (2006) have proposed that managers who 

operate in environments of uncertainty should possess competencies of brokering, sponsoring 

and championing of corporate entrepreneurship for managers. Researchers may explore the roles 

of education in developing those competencies and other related skills and knowledge of strategic 

decision-making under uncertainty. 

2.6 Conclusion  

As Walsh (1995) drew together what was considered to be a fragmented field in managerial and 

organizational cognition, we have tried to bring a greater understanding to the complex area of 

the SDM under uncertainty. We development a systematic and comprehensive step-by-step 
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framework highlighting seven key considerations which managers can use to understand the 

nature and characteristics of the uncertainty (state uncertainty (Milliken, 1987) associated with a 

business problem. Our systematic review has examined SDM under uncertainty to attain a higher 

integrative plateau of understanding of the area. We believe that the integrated framework 

developed here extends the theory of decision making. On the practical side it will help firms and 

organizations alike to achieve their long-term competitive advantage.
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Chapter 3 Post 2008 crisis framing and rhetorical 

strategies in institutional maintenance of UK banks in 

responding to regulatory threats and uncertainty 

 

Abstract 

Given the backlash and concerns of the banking stakeholders and the rising call for increased 

regulation in banking operations and high remunerations in this sector, this longitudinal study 

performs framing and rhetorical analysis of Chairman’s statements in the UK FTSE 350 banks 

between 2007 and 2017. It aims to chart the responses of these companies to the crisis and how 

institutional maintenance is achieved via the framing and rhetoric of their annual reports. The 

study brings some new insights into theories of crisis management and institutional maintenance 

by examining how dynamic framing and rhetoric can be during and after a crisis.  It also provides 

robust insights into strategy-as-practice. It opens some significant implications for practitioners 

and policy makers in understanding of how firms may use their institutional maintenance to 

defend and maintain what sometimes can be destructive status-quo business practices. 

 

Keywords: institutional work, rhetoric, uncertainty, financial crisis, banks
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3.1 Introduction 

The global economic and financial crisis of 2007-2008 substantially affected companies, 

governments and society, causing economic uncertainty across the world (Ball, 2014) and in the 

UK (Haddow et al., 2013).  It raised question about regulations (Bell and Hindmoor, 2018), high 

remunerations (Joutsenvirta, 2013; Bell and Van Reenen, 2014), corporate governance and 

misconduct (Posner and Hopkins, 2009), banks as corporate citizens (Kemper and Martin, 2010) 

and the causes of the crisis (Riaz et al., 2011). Post a major crisis, top management teams (TMT) 

tend to invest more efforts in crisis management strategies (Coombs, 2014; Bundy et al., 2017), 

and institutional work (Lawrence et al., 2011; Lawrence et al., 2013) to defend and respond to 

concerns of their key stakeholders.  

Our study explores banks’ framing and rhetorical strategies as part of their crisis management 

strategies and the framing contest, which raged with key stakeholders. This is very important to 

understand since some have questioned how much banks have (or not) changed their strategy-as-

practice post the crisis (Munir, 2011; Lawrence et al., 2013). Framing and rhetoric refers to 

language or communication of actors with the intention of constructing their own meaning to 

persuade others to change their opinions for the benefit of the organization (Goffman, 1974; 

Lawrence and Suddaby, 2006), and focuses on political and interest laden discourse (Suddaby and 

Greenwood, 2005). This study also responds to the call for a longitudinal treatment of 

institutional and stakeholder work posts a crisis (Bundy et al., 2017) and how specific groups of 

elite actors’ rhetoric might change to respond to threats from powerful stakeholders over a long 

period of time (Patriotta et al., 2011; Riaz et al., 2011; Lawrence et al., 2013).  

This study shows a dynamism to the framing and rhetorical strategies of the banking sector in 

responding the framing contest around the concerns of external stakeholders, as they attempted 

to prevent restrictive regulations. This longitudinal study provides insights into the strategy-as-

practice by showing how firms respond to crisis. In addition, this study adds more finer-grained 

observations of individual banks and sub-groupings within the sector and shows how framing and 

rhetorical strategy making indicates agency, intentionality and effort (DiMaggio and Powell, 1991; 

Lawrence et al., 2009) at the individual and collective levels.    

3.2 Theoretical Framework 

Crisis, Framing, Rhetoric and Institutional Maintenance 
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Crisis can produce a high level of uncertainty for organizations, raising questions of doubt and 

trust (Bachmann and Inkpen, 2011; Riaz et al., 2016), identity (Sandberg and Dall'Alba, 2009) and 

a need for reflexivity (Lawrence and Suddaby, 2006).  A number of studies have studied 

organizations and crises to explain such issues as enacted sensemaking in the Bhopal disaster 

(Weick, 2010), corporate reputation in the Enron crisis (Chun, 2005), and ethical corporate 

identity and corporate marketing in the BP Deepwater disaster (Balmer et al., 2011). However, 

there is a need for more rigorous empirical studies rather than case studies and anecdotal 

evidence (Coombs and Holladay, 2007; Sellnow and Seeger, 2013; Bundy et al., 2017). In the ten 

years post the crisis, UK banks under threat of regulations and public outcry indulged in major 

institutional maintenance (Dacin et al., 2010; Lawrence et al., 2013; Weiss Rainelli and Huault, 

2016) to resist and shape the actions of stakeholders, such as governments and regulators. They 

did so because they felt their business model and practices were under threat (Riaz et al., 2011; 

Riaz et al., 2016). 

When responding to crisis firms’ TMTs tend to engage and respond internally and externally via 

framing and rhetoric of the causes, concerns and solutions to the crisis (Bundy et al., 2017). Their 

choice of rhetorical response strategies may fall on a continuum between defensive i.e. taking less 

responsibility on one end, to accommodative i.e. acknowledging more responsibility on the other, 

and in the middle neither denying or accepting (Coombs and Holladay, 2004; Bundy and Pfarrer, 

2015). The success of the strategies depends on the situational attribution or the external 

stakeholders’ perception of the organization’s responsibility for the cause of the crisis (Coombs 

and Holladay, 2004, 2007). Perceptions of some of these stakeholders for example, regulators, 

public protestors, or the media can affect the ease and level of success/failure of the strategies 

(Yu et al., 2008; Greve et al., 2010; McDonnell and King, 2013). However, there is criticism that 

research on rhetorical strategic responses are mainly theoretical or case-based; and more 

empirical studies which show how rhetorical strategic responses operate in situ are needed 

(Bundy et al., 2017).  

Framing involves an intentional construction of reality by actors in an institutional setting where 

there may be different interpretation of a problem or issue (Goffman, 1974). A framing contest 

occurs when two actors provide different interpretations of the same issue with the aim that one 

point of view is the accepted interpretation (Cornelissen and Werner, 2014). During and after a 

crisis, groups of actors for example in a sector or industry, often engage in framing contests with 

external stakeholders like regulators on assigning blame and resisting regulatory action as part of 

their institutional maintenance efforts (Benford and Snow, 2000; Lawrence and Suddaby, 2006). 

Actors from specific groups may develop a collective action frame also known as a field-level 

institutional frame, which represents a shared meaning by the group as to the causes of a 
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problem which would involve assigning blame, and then provide courses of action to respond to 

the crisis (Creed et al., 2002). These field-level institutional frames can be employed by the group 

as part of their institutional maintenance efforts to defend against actions which bodies like 

regulators may seek to institute in order to adversely change the rules and operational norms of 

the group (Lawrence and Suddaby, 2006; Micelotta and Washington, 2013). The actors in the 

groups as part of their institutional maintenance efforts will employ the field-level institutional 

frames in the narratives and rhetoric which fulfil the core-framing tasks of diagnostic framing, 

prognostic framing and motivational framing (Benford and Snow, 2000). Diagnostic framing 

constructs the rhetoric about the cause and blame or responsibility for the problem. Prognostic 

framing constructs the rhetoric about the solution or strategy for action. Motivational framing 

constructs the rhetoric of the call for action which will produce vocabularies of motive or 

institutional vocabularies (Lawrence and Suddaby, 2006; Werner and Cornelissen, 2014) which 

reference the action or change of the institutional logic of the group. Rhetoric with its intention 

on persuading others to change their opinions and its focus on political discourse (Suddaby and 

Greenwood, 2005; Lawrence and Suddaby, 2006) is also employed in the construction of frames. 

The framing in institutional maintenance involves the use of a number of different sub-categories 

of rhetorical strategies, namely deterring, valorizing, and demonizing and mythologizing and with 

some embedding (Zilber, 2012; Lawrence et al., 2013). Riaz et al. (2011) have called for a more 

refined treatment of groups of actors, while Lawrence et al. (2011) have called for a distributed 

treatment of institutional work to highlight the multiplicity of views within the same category.       

TMTs often use annual reports as a sensegiving tool (Kendall, 1993) to communicate to a range of 

stakeholders (Stanton and Stanton, 2002), manage impression for past and future actions (He and 

Baruch, 2010), and construct and influence their representation of reality (Sandell and Svensson, 

2016). It is an important medium, highlighting the use of rhetoric by the firm to address 

institutional pressures and expectations. (Rutherford, 2005) advocates a specific genre analysis 

treatment of annual reports. In addition, Lawrence et al. (2013) invited more exploration of 

materiality (or materials artifacts used in business strategy) in institutional work of which the 

annual report represents a prime example. Based on the above, we posit the following research 

question:  

How did banks use their framing and rhetorical strategies in their institutional maintenance 

efforts to resist and defend regulatory, legal and public opinion action on external stakeholders 

key concerns post the 2008 financial crisis?  
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3.3 Research Methods 

3.3.1 Data and Sample 

We conducted a longitudinal study of the Chairman’s statement in the annual reports of the 

banks that were in the FTSE350 at any point during the period 2007 -2017. The FTSE 350 is a share 

index of the top 350 companies by market capitalization in the London Stock Exchange. The five 

major banks, which were in the FTSE100, the top 100 companies in the FTSE, from 2007 are: 

Barclays, HSBC, Lloyds, Royal Bank of Scotland (RBS), Standard Chartered (SCB).  The eight banks 

in the FTSE250, which are the next 250 largest companies, are: Aldermore Group (2015-2018), 

Bank of Georgia Hldgs (2012) (Georgia), Close Brothers Bank, Clydesdale Bank, (2018), Metro 

Bank, (2016), Shawbrook Group (2015-2017), TBC Bank, (2017), Virgin Money Hldgs (UK) (2015) 

(Virgin). The numbers in the brackets indicated when they entered the FTSE 250 and if they have 

since left, when this occurred. Close Brothers like the major bank is not new to the FTSE and was 

in it in 2007. We chose the banking sector because it has both impacted and been adversely 

impacted by the uncertain environment of the study period. The annual reports of the 13 banks 

across the 10-year period represent 143 reports in total. Each statement was between 3-5 pages 

and for the five large FTSE 100 banks average of 1300 words, and for the eight smaller FTSE 250 

banks average of 600 words. For the five major banks, there were 15 different Chairmen within 

the period.  

The examination of the chairman’s statement as a linguistic tool for analysis of the organization’s 

external communication has been recognized (Merkl-Davies & Koller, 2012; Whittington, Yakis‐

Douglas, & Ahn, 2016). In the case of the banks in our study, the Chairman represented a 

consistent voice of the banks, given that of the 15 Chairmen covered, each saw a change of at 

least one CEO during their tenure. 

3.3.2 Coding and Analysis 

Our analysis focused on examining the annual report’s framing and rhetorical treatments over a 

period of 11 years. There were five key concerns during that period, including the impact of the 

crisis on society, regulation, banks’ role in society, misconduct of employees, and remuneration. 

We analyzed the data in three phases. In the first two phases, we employed bottom-up open axial 

coding (Gioia et al., 2013).  

In phase 1, each of the authors, iteratively coded the Chairman’s statement for each of the 13 

bank’s annual reports for each of the 11 years to identify the frame or meaning given to each of 

the 5 concerns. The result was a grouping of frames by concerns and arranged by each bank for 
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each year. The result was 5 groups of frames representing the 5 concerns. These groups contained 

the individual frames of each of the banks per year for that concern. Next each of the authors 

arranged each of the grouping of concerns by the frames produced by each of the individual 

banks and by the year of the annual report. We all then discussed our coding and came up with an 

agreed frame for each concern, for each year for each bank. We then for each concern, grouped 

each of the agreed frames of all the banks arranged by year and after discussion between the 

authors came up with an agreed common meaning or master frame for each year across the 

banking sector. In the majority of cases we identified two master frames per year for a concern. 

We at this point would have had approximately 22 master frames per concern representing the at 

least 2 master frames per year.  There was more discussion among the authors to ascertain any 

similarities of meaning among the 22 frames for each of the 5 concerns. The result of the 

discussion produced the coding data structure as shown in Figure 3-1, from the axial coding 

process of the annual reports to arrive at the master frames.  

In phase 2, we characterized the master frames from phase 1 according to the type of core 

framing task (diagnostic, prognostic and motivational) (Benford and Snow, 2000). In phase 3, we 

characterized the master frames according to the rhetorical strategy (deterring, valorizing, 

demonizing, mythologizing and embedding) (Lawrence and Suddaby, 2006) used by the 

Chairman’s report as their persuasion efforts to prevent unwanted regulations and defend their 

loss of legitimacy. We used NVivo 10 to improve the rigor and depth of the analysis  (Nair et al., 

2011).  Figure 3-2 presents an analytic framework showing the elements of phases 2 and 3 

including the master frames and their evolution over time; the identification of the core framing 

tasks employed and the rhetorical strategies employed in the communication process of the 

master frames.  

3.4 Findings 

This section covers three main sets of findings. The first one presents the master frames and their 

evolution over the 10-year period of the study used by banks to present their meaning to 

counteract the concerns of the external stakeholders. The concerns carried threats of increased 

regulations and banks were keen to prevent any changes to their business models. We start with 

the reflections of the crisis by the banks, followed by the main concern of increased regulations, 

then banks’ role in the society, legacy employee misconduct, and end with remuneration. As part 

of our discussion, we would specify the core-framing task (diagnostic, prognostic or motivational) 

which the master frame was trying to achieve and rhetorical strategy (deterring, valorizing, 

demonizing, mythologizing or embedding) employed in constructing the master frame. We would 

also highlight the longitudinal changes to the master frames, and differences in them based on 
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older versus newer banking members of the FTSE 350. For the discussion in the following section, 

we have placed the Chairmen’s quotes associated with the master frames in Tables 3-1 to 3-5. 

The quotes associated with each concern is labeled accordingly e.g. 1a represents quotes 

associated with the “Reflections on the Crisis” concern and related to the master frame “Learn 

lessons, thanks for support”.   

3.4.1 Reflections on the crisis 

In the first two years after the global crisis in autumn 2008, the banks’ rhetoric were characterized 

by two diagnostic frames delivered using a demonizing rhetorical strategy, “Learn lessons, thanks 

for support” (Table 3-1, 1a) and “Crisis global causes financial jargon” (See Table 3-1, 1b & 1c). 

With the UK banks blamed for the UK part of the crisis, individual banks were at pains to attribute 

the problem not to their activities but to other UK banks and global banking and economic forces. 

In 

Figure 3-1 Representative category of quotes from individual banks coded as 1st level, grouped 

under 2nd order themes or the master frames for the sector and the aggregate 

dimension or stakeholder concerns      
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Figure 3-2 Analytic framework showing the three phases of analysis, evolution of master frames related to stakeholder concerns with associated 

classification of framing and rhetorical strategies 
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the latter years, the picture is mixed and the frames “10th year reflection”, both diagnostic and 

prognostic delivered in a generally valorizing way. The narratives showed some banks recovering, 

while others are still going through serious changes and for many others there is no mention 

about the crisis. Yet some of the causes of the crisis and concerns of stakeholders continue as will 

be seen later.      

Table 3-1 Quotes from annual reports related to Reflections on the crisis dimension  

Dimension: Reflections on the crisis 

 
Themes/master frames: 1a- Banks must learn lessons, thanks for government support; 

1b- Crisis global and causes were in banking terms jargon; 1c- 10th year reflection 

 Representative Quotes: 

1a 
At Barclays we believe it is important that the banking industry itself learns the lessons 

from the crisis. Martin Agius, Barclays, 2009 

welcome the Government’s interventions to stabilise the banking system, provide 

liquidity and to encourage more lending. Sir Victor Blank, Lloyds, 2009 

1b 
First, the global financial imbalances that arose from the accelerating global economic 

shift towards emerging markets. S.K Green, HSBC, 2008 

the industry as a whole has learnt quite a few lessons:...the overwhelming importance of 

liquidity;.. the need to price properly for risk;…the danger of over-complexity. Mervyn 

Davies, SCB, 2008 

1c 

 

 

Throughout a turbulent decade…we have continued to deliver consistent value…Standard 

Chartered remains a growth story. Sir John Peace, SCB, 2012 

we must acknowledge that we did not fully recognise the scale of the challenge that 

awaited us in 2009. …today we have increased our capital target to 13%. Phillip 

Hampton, RBS, 2014 

Barclays is one of the largest restructuring situations in bank history…this was partly a 

consequence of the Global Financial Crisis...and the seven-fold increase in derivatives 

across 2007 and 2008, immediately prior to the full onset of the Global Financial Crisis. 

John McFarlane, Barclays, 2017 
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3.4.2 Regulations 

The biggest concern which banks and other firms in the financial sector faced post the crisis was 

potential regulations, which would affect their existing valuable business model (Handorf, 2015; 

Bell and Hindmoor, 2018). With regulations being considered in Europe and the US, there were 

challenges on how those regulations would affect firms ability to maintain similar levels of profit 

(Mergaerts and Vander Vennet, 2016).  

In the aftermath of the crisis, there were calls from government and the public to introduce 

regulations to prevent continued reckless behaviour by banks, which caused the crisis. The major 

UK banks used a number of frames initially to place the crisis in context and to caution against 

regulations. An initial diagnostic frame using a deterring rhetorical strategy, “International and 

strike a balance” was used as part of the Chairmen framing defence in placing the crisis as 

international and not just a UK one. It suggested that the UK regulations be coordinated 

internationally and not just in the UK. They felt that given their international operations they did 

not want their business model restrained in the UK while their international competitors 

continued as usual. They were equally worried that given the public outcry that regulations if it 

came would be draconian, and so called for balance and even-handedness (See Table 3-2, 2a).  

An associated mixed diagnostic and prognostic frame using a deterring strategy, “Caution in 

reforming” was also employed in the years before regulations were eventually decided. The banks 

were concerned about the strength and form of potential regulations and sought to use their 

economic and business authority to dampen or even prevent regulations (See Table 2, 2b). As the 

debate continues in the years post-2008, banks recognize regulations were being considered by 

governments and regulators to address two interlocking concerns, the impact of investment 

activities and the size of the banks. As they realized their efforts in preventing regulations would 

be unsuccessful they produced a mixed prognostic and motivational frame using a deterring and 

valorizing rhetorical strategy, ” Regulation concern, later committed to regulations”. SIFI 

regulation, ‘Systematically Important Financial Institutions’ was related to the US’s Frank Dodd 

Act regulations on the issue of banks being too big to fail. Related regulations proposals in the UK 

called ring-fencing addressed the more risky investment activities of the banks by separating them 

from the retail activities and the latter being made an independent bank. The banks intensively 

advocated about the disadvantages of both types of regulations on their profitability and ability to 

serve the economy. However, in the end, they signalled their acceptance of them when their 

rhetorical efforts failed. In the years at the end of our study period, the major banks are heralding 

their activities instituting the ring-fencing operations. (See Table 3-2, 2c).  
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Another example of a nuanced frame is “Retail model, still uncertainty”. This motivational frame 

using a valorizing strategy portrays a split framing between the major banks and the newer 

entrant banks that entered the FTSE350 after the crisis. The new ones held the more enthusiastic 

tone of the frame having been formed as retail banks and so not burdened with ring-fencing 

efforts. They embraced the new regulations using such vocabulary of motives like “simple 

corporate structure” and “UK focused retail bank”.  The rhetorical strategy used in delivering the 

frames was embedding since in their case they wholeheartedly welcomed and implemented the 

change. Both types, the older and newer banks though expressed worry about the uncertainty 

about future regulations (See Table 3-2, 2d).  

Table 3-2 Quotes from annual reports related to Regulations dimension 

Dimension: Regulations 

 Themes/master frames: 2a- International, not heavy handed, and strike a balance 2b- 

Reforms unintended consequences and no knee-jerk reactions; 2c- Concern about 

regulations - SIFI & ring-fencing, later committed to regulations; 2d- Retail model in-line 

with new regulation still uncertainty 

2a 
The regulatory reform…...essential that this...produces a level playing field 

internationally……must not be so heavy-handed as to restrict the banking industry...to 

support economic growth Marcus Agius, Barclays, 2009  

it is imperative to strike the right balance…‘De-risking’ the banking system, if taken too 

far, will throttle recovery … markets. It is in the collective public interest get this balance 

right…policy must be co-ordinated internationally S K Green, HSBC 2009 

2b 
right that there is thoughtful and considered debate on the shape and structure of our 

industry and not simply knee-jerk reaction  Sir Winfried Bischoff, Lloyds, 2009 

it is crucial that the balance of regulatory reform is right to avoid unintended 

consequences that could potentially hinder global recovery. John Peace, SCB, 2009 

2c 
A second debate of importance…will concern the designation of ‘Systemically Important 

Financial Institutions’ (‘SIFI’s). D J Flint, HSBC, 2009  

We welcome the move towards regulatory certainty…Whilst we do not agree that the 

proposed retail ring-fence is the best solution Marcus Agius, Barclays, 2011 
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UK banks are also now heavily engaged in preparations for the implementation of ring-

fencing... expect to meet the statutory deadline of..2019. Howard Davies, RBS, 2016 

2017 also saw us make significant progress in terms of creating the new ring-fenced 

bank as required by UK legislation.  John McFarlane, Barclays, 2017 

2d 

 

 

 

our simple corporate structure, means that we are well placed to respond to regulatory 

reform. Strone Macpherson & Preben Prebensen (Joint Chairmen & CEO statement), 

Close, 2014 

The Act will result in the ring-fencing of retail and commercial banking...we are a UK 

focused retail bank…our entire business will be within the ring-fence the beginning of 

2019. Glen Moreno, Virgin, 2015 

UK banking sector continues to face a number of near-term challenges…The volume and 

pace of regulatory change remains high .Glen Moreno, Virgin, 2017 

Basel III, is a positive development for the industry overall. Although banks…do not yet 

know precisely how the rules will be applied in practice. José Viñals, SCB, 2017 

3.4.3 Banks’ role in society 

The uncertainty resulting from the crisis created a massive loss of legitimacy and trust in major 

firms in the banking and finance sectors (Laeven, 2011). As a result of the loss of legitimacy and 

the perceptions of the banks’ recklessness and pursuit of profit, banks rhetoric in the annual 

reports was also employed to highlight their corporate social responsibility (CSR) and value to 

society. This is important with the banking sector where trust and confidence had been eroded as 

a result of the crisis (Earle, 2009).  

Initially the banks used a diagnostic frame delivered using a demonizing rhetorical strategy, 

“Recognize public concern, rebuild trust” in their efforts to rebuild their relationship with the 

wider society. Acknowledging the anger and distrust in individual banks and the sector as a whole 

was important especially with the threat of regulatory backlash. (See Table 3-3, 3a). The banks 

were at pains through their now prognostic frame using a valorizing rhetorical strategy, “Positive 

role in society” stressing their valuable services as in lending to individuals and SMEs, taxes paid 

and investments and their impact on society. With the intense backlash from the public, the banks 

also had to acknowledge the massive financial support given by the government to the sector and 

to individual banks like RBS, which had been bailed-out out, by the government.  This framing was 

a subtler parallel version of the one used in regulation (See Table 3-3, 3b). The framing in the 
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subsequent years continued with the prognostic/valorizing form, making it a point to stress their 

stakeholder and citizenship programs through “Corporate Citizenship” master frame of which 

charitable donations formed an important part.  Their aim was to show that profits were not just 

given to shareholders and bonuses for executives but were reinvested in their communities (See 

Table 3-3, 3c).  

Table 3-3 Quotes from annual reports related to Role in society dimension 

Dimension: Role in society 

 Themes/master frames: 3a- Recognise public concern, rebuild trust, open and 

transparent; 3b- Positive role in society contribute to all areas; 3c- Serve communities, 

Citizenship and Stakeholder activities 

3a 
..from the financial crisis and the economic downturn, we recognise the public concern 

surrounding the banking industry and know we have much work…to rebuild trust and 

understanding…by being open, transparent and engaged in the broader debate about 

the role of banking in the UK. Sir Winfried Bischoff, Lloyds, 2010 

aware of our responsibility to repay the support we’ve received…from UK taxpayer...to 

support our customers and the wider communities...we’ve been at the forefront...to 

minimise mortgage repossessions and to guarantee overdraft prices for small businesses. 

Philip Hampton, RBS, 2009 

3b 
We are dedicated to supporting the communities in which we work to help them flourish, 

both socially and economically…but also through our investment in the 

communities…epitomised by Virgin Money Giving and the Virgin Money Foundation, an 

independent charitable foundation. Glen Moreno, Virgin, 2016 

3c aimed at helping to improve the lives of people in the communities We complement this 

with our successful health and education programmes such as Seeing is Believing 

(seeingisbelieving.org) and Goal (sc.com/goalprogramme).. José Viñals, SCB, 2017 

3.4.4 Legacy Employee Misconduct 

Banks have been adversely affected by illegal practices by employees at the mid to upper 

echelons, leading to fines by regulators in Europe and the US (Aebi et al., 2012). Prominent 

scandals, such as Payment Performance Insurance, Forex and Libor, added uncertainty to banks 

with the possible excessive fines and regulatory threats that would arise. A few years after the 
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crisis, evidence emerged of misconduct from bank employees’ sales and market-making activities. 

Banks produced a mixed diagnostic and prognostic frame with an associated mix of demonizing 

and valorizing rhetorical strategy, “Employees behaved badly, TMT responsible”. They placed the 

blame on the conduct of employees and showed it was a part of a greedy and immoral culture 

that had arisen in the sector. In addition, they presented a solution as part of their show of regret 

and responsibility by forcing some Chairmen and CEOs to resign (See Table 3-4, 4a). They followed 

up with the motivational master frame using the valorizing rhetorical strategy of “Culture change” 

to show they had learnt the culture lessons and would institute a change of it driven from the top 

of the organizations. They emphasized this commitment and widespread culture-change across 

the sector through institutional vocabularies such as culture, values, trust, risk and compliance to 

show a new morality (See Table 3-4, 4b). In later years the motivational master frame with a 

valorizing rhetorical strategy “Legacy challenges behind us, later more” communicated two 

realities. They attempted to show that the legacy issues were behind them and to marry this with 

their culture change programs but these were undermined by evidence of new misconduct (See 

Table 3-4, 4c). Another nuanced master frame found, this time a motivational one and employing 

a valorizing rhetorical strategy and used by the newer banks was “Welcome new regulations and 

laws”. The newer banks that were unburdened by these misconduct issues welcomed and 

celebrated new regulations that arose to combat employee misconduct and used these as 

marketing tools to show their value to stakeholders and customers. Equally the older banks as a 

follow-up to their regret and as evidence of the embeddedness of their culture change welcomed 

the new regulations.  

Table 3-4 Quotes from annual reports related to Legacy Misconduct dimension 

Dimension: Legacy Misconduct 

 Themes/ master frames: 4a- Employees behaved badly, TMT responsible; 4b- Culture 

change, more trust, integrity, compliance; 4c- Advances made on legacy issues, 

challenges behind us, later more issues; 4d- Welcome new banking standards 

regulations and laws 

4a 
in 2011 we continued to deal with legacy regulatory, legal and reputational issues which 

remind...our good work can be destroyed by lapses of judgement or control…values 

training which the Group Chief Executive is leading for all employees is but one measure 

to this end. We are truly sorry to all D J Flint, HSBC, 2011 
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In the wake of the announcement of the penalties relating to the industry-wide 

investigation into the setting of interbank offered rates, Marcus Agius chose to resign as 

Chairman and Bob Diamond...resigned as CEO. Sir David Walker, Barclays, 2012 

4b 
we will be held to our brand promise, Here for good…to work hard to embed this 

commitment in everything we do. We accept and acknowledge responsibility for the 

violations specified in the US settlement agreements and are committed to meeting the 

ongoing obligations arising from these Sir John Peace, SCB, 2016 

Issues like this...underscore the important role played by culture and value…to become 

the trusted bank we aspire to be. The Board fully supports the new values we launched in 

2013...vital...to set the tone from the top Philip Hampton, RBS, 2013 

4c 
we have made significant advances in resolving legacy issues in the course of 2014….the 

conduct and practices that led to these issues are entirely inconsistent with the values to 

which we hold ourselves today…resolving these issues will continue stand testament to 

our commitment to do business in the right way Sir David Walker, Barclays, 2014 

2017 Barclays disclosed a whistleblowing incident…in connection with the hiring of a 

senior management team member…the Board determined that CEO Jes Staley believed, 

mistakenly but in good faith, that it was permissible to identify the author…the matter is 

now the subject of an external investigation. John McFarlane, Barclays, 2017 

4d addressing the root causes of the misconduct issues that have bedevilled our industry... 

led to  joint working groups and enquiries...examined the most serious failings. 2016 

sees…the new Senior Managers’ Regime in the UK, will reinforce individual responsibility 

and accountability, which we welcome. Douglas Flint, HSBC, 2016 

unburdened by legacy conduct issues…makes us unique in UK banking. This differentiates 

us from the major banks. Glen Moreno, Virgin, 2016 

3.4.5 Remuneration 

During and after the recession, the continuing high remuneration i.e. pay and bonus within the 

banking and finance sectors was considered a major concern among the general public, 

government officials and financial regulators (Bell and Van Reenen, 2014). Initially a mixed frame 

of diagnostic and prognostic framing employing a valorizing and incommensurability rhetorical 

strategy was used for remuneration, “Acknowledge concerns, competitive remunerations 
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needed” involved first an acknowledgment of the concerns of stakeholders about high 

remuneration levels but this was contrasted with a defence of it. The defence was it is needed to 

keep and attract skilled employees in a competitive market and for the employees to assist 

banking in providing value to shareholders (See Table 3-5, 5a). Over the years, the banks 

continued using other variations of the prognostic frame using a mythologizing rhetorical 

strategy.  One master frame, “Competitive rewards best for society and customers” made the 

argument that highly rewarded executives produce high performance, which creates a valuable 

bank, which is good for society. They did add a reassuring element by saying that rewards that did 

not later produce high performance would be clawed back from employees, thus providing an 

unequivocal guarantee between high rewards and high performance (See Table 3-5, 5b).  Another 

master frame, previously used, “Need to attract global talent, follow market forces” incorporated 

the international element again with the incommensurability rhetorical strategy. As before, UK 

banks were at pains to stress that they were international organizations competing in an 

international talent market. Any regulatory burdens on their ability to reward highly talented 

professionals would make competitors attract employees away from them and be detrimental to 

the UK banks (See Table 3-5, 5c).  Given the magnitude of the anger from the public and 

government officials, the banks realized that saying sorry or even trumpeting their value to 

society was not going to be enough. The banks came up with another mixed diagnostic and 

prognostic master frame using a valorizing strategy “Waiving TMT bonuses to say sorry” which 

meant they gave up on one of the sources of the anger, bonuses, to rebuild trust and emphasis 

the new culture of ethics and values (See Table 3-5, 5d). In later years as banks returned to paying 

bonuses to executives and directors, there was again public outcry. Banks employed the mixed 

diagnostic and prognostic frame using a valorizing strategy, “Past losses not penalized present 

intelligent rewards” to defend their actions. They stressed that unlike pre-crisis period where past 

employees received high remunerations for reckless and risky gambles, this time rewards were 

for performance resulted from prudent risk-taking and intelligent strategies (See Table 3-5, 5e). 

This bond between high rewards for profitable performance or “Performance rewarded, less risky 

behaviour” prognostic master frame delivered using a valorizing strategy was the standard one 

employed year after year by both the newer banks and the older ones (See Table 3-5, 5e). 

Table 3-5 Quotes from annual reports related to Remuneration dimension 

Dimension: Remuneration 

 Themes/master frames: 5a- Acknowledge concerns, competitive remunerations 

needed; 5b- Competitive rewards best for society and customers; 5c- Need to attract 

global talent, follow market forces; 5d- Waiving TMT bonuses to rebuild trust and say 
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sorry; 5e- Past losses and reward not penalized present intelligent rewards; 5f- Reward 

tied to performance and less risky behaviour 

5a 
…about the role of bonuses in the banking system. We recognise the legitimate public 

interest …We also recognise how important it is to align bonus and remuneration 

schemes with the interests of our shareholders, important that we retain our best talent 

both in the UK and overseas. Sir Victor Blank, Lloyds, 2008 

We understand public concerns over bank bonuses… The Board,  HR and Remuneration 

Committee has exercised careful governance over the process for determining overall 

levels of compensation …with retaining high quality employees in an intensely 

competitive international marketplace for talent. Marcus Agius, Barclays, 2009 

5b 
..to maximise the contribution of UK banks to society…We recognise the need to pay 

responsibly, including much greater levels of deferment, greater use of equity and the 

ability to claw back payments in specific circumstances. Marcus Agius, Barclays 2010 

Our approach to reward is…to provide a clear link between remuneration and delivery of 

the Group’s key strategic objectives, supporting the aim of becoming the best bank for 

customers ...and …shareholders...offering fair reward. Lord Blackwell, Lloyds, 2015 

5c 
In our geographic footprint, competition for talented employees is red hot. Today, we 

employ over 75,000 people, only 2,000 of whom are based in the UK. We must therefore  

take a global perspective in setting a remuneration policy. John Peace, SCB, 2009 In this 

globalised world, there is intense competition for the best people and, our best people 

are highly marketable. D J Flint, HSBC, 2010 

5d 
We believe in the profound importance of culture and ethics in business… We also intend 

to play our part in rebuilding public trust in our industry… A small number of individuals 

in a market system will…receive compensation that is high… No cash bonus award will be 

made to any Executive Director for 2008 S K Green, HSBC, 2008 

our group chief executive…decided to waive the bonus… for the future…we...find a way 

whereby remuneration models will be allowed to be honoured without the recipient...feel 

he should waive the awards  Sir Winfried Bischoff, Lloyds, 2010. 

there is still work to be done to rebuild public trust in banks…how banks reward their 

management and staff. We continue to remunerate not just for what they achieve, but 
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for how they demonstrate our values, rewarding long-term performance, not failure. Sir 

John Peace, SCB, 2012 

5e The losses this year are driven by the legacy of actions for which responsibility has been 

allocated…The bonus payments made this year are targeted at the staff ..with the job of 

returning the Group to profitability Philip Hampton, RBS, 2009  

 Put simply, our approach to remuneration has not changed. We continue to reward our 

people for sustained high performance, and we do not reward failure or short-term risk 

taking. Sir John Peace, SCB, 2011 

rewards the CEO and his top team to create long-term value, it discourages short-term 

thinking and risky behaviour Neil Janin, Georgia, 2014 

5f 
reward colleagues...based on both their performance and their behaviours, while 

ensuring that we meet all regulatory requirements. Sir David Clementi, Virgin, 2014 

Same narrative as in 2014, Sir David Clementi, Virgin, 2017 

Same narrative as in 5b in2015, Lord Blackwell, Lloyds, 2017 

To sum up, we found that in the initial years post the crisis, the master frames and rhetoric 

(diagnostic and demonizing) used was characterized by a combination of acknowledgement of the 

concerns stakeholders. However counter to this was also a master frame and rhetoric which was 

characterized by “things should not change/we must not rush to action” (prognostic and 

incommensurability/mythologizing). This dual frame was evident with all the concerns. We also 

noticed that over the years as the outcry of the concerns continued, but before any definitive 

action was taken by regulators or lawmakers, the banks individually and as a sector engaged a 

complexity of a combination of framing tasks and rhetorical strategies which seems to change 

from year to year. Another finding is that the framing contests, which the banks were involved 

with many of their external stakeholders, caused the banks to produce framing and rhetorical 

strategies in their institutional maintenance efforts. The framing and rhetorical strategies were 

varied and nuanced probably because of the prolonged timeframe of the contest. This reflected 

the framing contest where they needed to match and follow the persistent narrative of opposing 

stakeholders like regulators to remain successful. Another observation is the fact that while the 

same mix of framing and rhetorical strategies were successful in preventing regulations from 

preventing high remunerations, it was not successful in preventing SIFI regulations in the US and 

ring-fencing in the UK. What was different about the two situations that brought mixed results? 

Another finding is the difference in tone and structure of framing, rhetorical and institutional 
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actions of banks within the sector. The difference occurring in individual banks within the group of 

major banks, and the newer versus the older banks. We also noticed that over time the banks 

used a combination of rhetorical strategies based on logic, emotive appeal, and character in their 

framing, similar to Suddaby and Greenwood (2005) logos, pathos and ethos observations. The 

Chairmen used both pathos and ethos in unusual ways. Pathos was used in blaming their own 

employees’ behaviour in misconduct using strong emotional language. Ethos was used by the 

newer banks to show they were better than the major ones, which had legacy misconduct issues. 

Another finding was also seen in the bank’s passive voice used in their demonizing rhetorical 

strategy when discussing blame for misconduct or high remunerations. Rather than using “we” 

they used “the banking sector” or “banking”.  Finally intertextuality (Fairclough, 2003) within the 

sector in terms of the use of words like, values, society, or rhetoric such as “recognize public 

concern, rebuild trust” and “crisis global and causes were in banking terms jargon” showed 

evidence of institutional vocabulary common in sectors that closes ranks when dealing with a 

crisis.  

3.5 Discussion 

Our study longitudinally examines the institutional maintenance efforts of FTSE 350 banks 

performed to respond to stakeholders’ concerns: reflections of the crisis by the banks, 

regulations; banks’ role in the society; legacy employee misconduct, and remuneration. We do 

this by studying the framing and rhetorical strategies they employed in their annual reports post 

the 2008 financial crisis and during period 2007-2018 to maintain the status quo in regulations 

relating to banks structure of including investment activities, and remunerations. Our findings 

reveal a portfolio of framing and rhetorical strategies employed by banks as part of the framing 

contest that occurred with their external stakeholders. The strategy was both specific to 

individual banks and to the sector as a whole, which revealed mixed success in the areas of 

regulations and remunerations. We also revealed the complexity of framing and rhetorical 

strategies within the same sector reflecting differences in terms of the characteristics of its 

members and the identity of the individual banks.  

Our study found what we called a dual framing and rhetorical strategy approach of opposing 

rhetoric in all the concerns at least in the period before firm regulatory decisions were made on 

these concerns. This strategy was a variation on a similar strategy called paired opposites (Zilber, 

2007; Sillince and Brown, 2009; Riaz et al., 2016). The variation in the framing and rhetoric used 

was both acknowledging the concerns of stakeholders but then countering with a number of 

reasons. The reasons include that things should not change; there must not be a rush to action; 

emphasizing the full range of services of banks; and the banks’ role in a successful society. This 
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framing and rhetoric strategy ceased and changed to acceptance when the battle defending no-

change was lost and the SIFI and ring-fencing regulations introduced. Banks then signalled they 

accepted the change and was moving ahead to implement the regulations by the deadline date of 

January 2019.   

 Whittle and Mueller (2012) and Riaz et al. (2016)have mentioned rhetorical strategies employing 

the storytelling device of heroes and villains to explain causes of the crisis. From our study we 

found these devices used in the framing but in surprisingly different ways in the case of employee 

misconduct, it was their employees who were the villains and it was the bank who would be the 

hero in solving the problem. Also phrases like “some in the industry” when speaking about high 

remunerations and misconduct showed others as being the villains. The banks, as part of their 

governance and compliance responsibility, were surprisingly not to blame. The use of blame we 

found was similar to pathos (i.e. emotive appeals) legitimacy rhetorical strategies mentioned by 

Suddaby and Greenwood (2005). A similar heroes and villains strategy but this time using ethos 

(appeals on the basis of character) legitimacy rhetorical strategy (Suddaby and Greenwood, 2005) 

was observed. This occurred surprisingly with members of the same sector i.e. the newer FTSE 

350 banks, when they mentioned their retail-only model and lack of legacy misconduct issues 

placing them apart from the major banks.     

Not only were there significant difference in framing and rhetorical strategies used in institutional 

maintenance work performed by new banks versus older banks, but even with the group of older 

banks. Institutional maintenance has a strong basis on field-level unifying and stabilizing process 

and shared institutional logic (Lawrence et al., 2009; Zundel et al., 2013) with questions of agency 

questioned at the individual and collective levels and with the issue of effort. With the major 

banks, we found that HSBC was quite vocal in the issues of lack of values and poor business 

practice being connected to the crisis and regulations. However, Barclays was quite silent on 

values and poor business practices, until in later years when they were involved in the LIBOR and 

other scandals. RBS, which was bailed-out by the government, showed almost no protest on 

regulations. RBS’s lack of framing rhetoric matched the neutrality which Riaz et al. (2011) 

suggested was similar to the question Lawrence et al. (2009) had on what constitutes effort in 

institutional work. In this case the neutrality was surprisingly or maybe not surprisingly from one 

member within a sector which should have shared concerns.  

Another finding was the way the banks used their framing and rhetoric of the uniqueness of their 

sector to resist banking and high remunerations regulations. The uniqueness being that they are 

international and so have to source talent internationally, and their services and structure were 

crucial to all sectors of society. This finding was similar to the concept of incommensurables which 
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(Weiss Rainelli and Huault, 2016) found in their study of institutional maintenance firms in the 

over-the-counter financial markets performed when threatened with new EU regulations and 

reform. Finally, our finding based on our longitudinal study showed varied framing and rhetorical 

strategies used to prevent change. In doing so we were able to see different results of the same 

approach, one ending in failure, as with introduction of the SIFI and ring-fencing regulations but 

another in success with the ability to continue providing high remunerations.    

3.6 Conclusion and implications 

Our study contributes to knowledge in four areas of research, crisis, framing, institutional 

maintenance and annual reports. With crisis we have provided a longitudinal empirical 

exploration to address the deficit in empirical studies versus predominant theoretical papers 

(Bundy et al., 2017) to reveal the actions and strategies of actors during that period. In particular, 

insights on the ways firms communicate with framing and rhetorical strategies in their narratives 

to address concerns of external stakeholders, regulators, government officials, and the general 

public. In addition, how the framing and rhetoric changed over time as part of the framing contest 

between the banks and the regulators and government officials to defend the status quo 

continued over a period of years. This responds to a call for more robust empirical research to add 

more factors and contexts to the area of crisis management (Coombs, 2014). The framing and 

rhetorical strategies changes which were part of the framing contest are also connected to our 

contribution in the other area of institutional maintenance (Lawrence and Suddaby, 2006), where 

more studies have been called (Lawrence et al., 2009) for to reveal actors efforts in it (Dacin et al., 

2010; Micelotta and Washington, 2013) . A mixture of frames fulfilling the core framing tasks of 

diagnostic, prognostic and motivational (Benford and Snow, 2000; Cornelissen and Werner, 2014) 

were employed using a mixture of rhetorical strategies. Sub-categories of rhetorical strategies, 

deterring, valorizing, and demonizing, mythologizing and embedding (Zilber, 2012; Lawrence et 

al., 2013) were the ones predominantly used in annual reports to address stakeholders’ concerns. 

We however added factors and context to show how a mix and variations of the framing and 

rhetorical strategies are employed over a prolonged period ending either in successfully staving 

off new regulations or having to accept increase regulations. We also shed light on institutional 

maintenance in the context of a collective action (Lawrence et al., 2009; Zundel et al., 2013) and 

provide a deeper understanding of variations of the concepts of agency, effort and intentionality 

of individual members of what should be common interests within a group.  While there were 

similarities in the strategies, there were also distinctive differences. This was the case as in old 

versus new banks, members within the major banks sub-category, and banks, which received 

significant government support and those, that did not.  
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Finally, there have been calls to explore the use of language in firm’s annual reports (Rutherford, 

2005; Sandell and Svensson, 2016) in this case after a crisis. Our findings on the framing and 

rhetoric strategies employed in the narrative section of the annual reports of banks provided 

deeper insights and enhanced genre awareness (Sandell and Svensson, 2016).  This is important 

given the increased regulatory importance of annual reports post 2008 (Financial Reporting 

Council (FRC), 2014). It is also important given the increased influence of such performative tools 

like annual reports on our political and economic life (Giamporcaro and Gond, 2016).  In short, the 

theoretical implications of our study lay in both setting out the relationships and interactions of 

the theories of crisis management and institutional maintenance and how framing and rhetorical 

strategies are employed. The framing and rhetorical strategies are used to communicate to key 

stakeholders when the firm is threaten by increased regulations which could bring changes in 

business models and result in long-term drop in profits.  

Our study offers both managerial and policy implications. For managers we provide more 

evidence of a plan of action with specific framing and rhetorical strategies, which can be 

employed when having to respond in the aftermath of a crisis. As the study showed a mix of 

framing task (diagnostic, prognostic and motivational) (Benford and Snow, 2000) and the usual 

rhetorical strategies (deterring, valorizing, and demonizing, mythologizing and embedding) 

(Lawrence and Suddaby, 2006) may be needed and even then may not assure success in the long-

term. In addition, there is a danger that this approach can prevent reflexivity in managers and 

their awareness of their responsibility and morality (Lawrence et al., 2013) in causing crises. For 

policy-makers, regulators and governments dealing with the constant stream of crises, business 

and non-business, knowledge of the way, form and actions taken by actors in the process of their 

institutional maintenance can be useful. The knowledge can be used as part of their oversight, 

regulatory and compliance efforts (Whittle and Mueller, 2012; Grosse, 2017; Bell and Hindmoor, 

2018).  The annual report is also used as a sensegiving and institutional maintenance tool against 

overly critical stakeholder scrutiny (Weiss Rainelli and Huault, 2016). For both parties’, managers 

and policy-makers, the value of the framing and rhetoric in the annual report as an important 

organization artefact and source of organizational and strategic thermometer of the health of the 

firm (Patelli and Pedrini, 2015) can be encouraged and promoted.  The financial analyst and 

investors recognize this, but unfortunately policy-makers and non-TMT managers may not.   

The main limitation from using annual reports is their reputation of being “vaporware” (Ofek and 

Turut, 2013) and “cheap talk” (Farrell and Rabin, 1996). However we contend that maybe this fits 

well into the defensive aspects of institutional maintenance work, i.e. that the rhetoric in the 

narratives can be “devices in the hands of image-makers, hoaxers, spin doctors, and fantasists” 

(Gabriel, 2004, p. 19).  For us there are two questions. How well does the annual report work in 
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the institutional maintenance context? In addition, what is its value versus other such documents 

like, press releases, statements made at quarterly fillings of FTSE reports or other media 

announcements?   

In terms of future research avenues, it would be interesting to test the value of the annual report 

versus other public organizational documents to see which is better in terms of institutional 

maintenance.  Another research avenue may lie in assessing the impact and effectiveness of the 

institutional framing and rhetoric used in the new narrative report format as it appears over time 

on the various audiences it addresses i.e. regulators, investors, and government officials in such 

institutions as HMS Treasury and the Bank of England. Finally, the 2007 financial crisis was 

international and the discussions and implications in terms of the causes and the solutions were 

varied, depending on political, cultural and economic models. A comparative study could provide 

an international perspective of how framing, rhetoric and institutional maintenance were used in 

annual reports in different countries and how the remedies brought in since then have changed 

the language and reporting of firms.  Staying with the international perspective, does the 

characteristics of the issues e.g. is it local, national or international have an impact on the level of 

success of the institutional maintenance work performed by a firm. The banks were successful 

with high remuneration but not regulations, why was this? Finally, our study looked at financial 

firms, banks, but would these strategies hold for other industries faced with a massive loss of 

legitimacy post a crisis? A crisis such as the one now affecting social media companies, which at 

present are threatened with increased regulations in the aftermath of data sharing and 

manipulation violations.   

Our study explored the framing and rhetorical strategies in the strategic report of the annual 

report of FTSE 350 banks as part of their institutional maintenance work in the 10-year period 

post the 2008 financial crisis. It provided longitudinal robust empirical insights on both the 

framing and rhetorical strategies used in the framing contest with external stakeholders, as part 

of their institutional maintenance to prevent increased regulations.  We discovered variations and 

changing of the framing and rhetorical strategies within individual annual reports, the sector and 

sub-groups within the sector. We also notice intertextuality and incommensurable in framing and 

rhetoric in vocabulary used in the sector as part institutional maintenance. We argued for the 

increased need to refocus attention on the study of annual reports, as organizational artefacts in 

institutional work, given the dominance of calculability (Giamporcaro and Gond, 2016) as political 

and economic power.   
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Chapter 4 The Presence of Deep Uncertainty and its 

Effects on Perceived Environmental Uncertainty: The 

Case of UK firms in the Context of Brexit.  

 

Abstract 

Deficiency in information around Brexit has produced tremendous uncertainty. Our study 

employs perceived environmental uncertainty (PEU) to investigate, through interviews, the 

impact of information on UK-based senior executives (SEs) and mid-level executives (MEs) in 

understanding and responding to Brexit. Findings reveal the presence of deep uncertainty 

characterized by information deficiency which reduces the ability to agree on the condition, 

factors and responses to Brexit. We highlight the impact of differences and anomalies of MEs 

versus SEs PEU within and across organizations of different sizes, sectors and industries. Our 

findings reveal the suspension of the composite-view and directional flow of PEU (state to effect 

to response uncertainty) which extends the theory under the condition of deep uncertainty. The 

implications for strategic decision-making under deep uncertainty are: strategies need to be agile, 

responsive and flexible; and SEs/MEs differences in PEU require trustworthy and deliberate SEs 

sensemaking and sensegiving to MEs.  

 

Keywords: perceived environmental uncertainty, deep uncertainty, information, sensemaking, 

Brexit
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4.1 Introduction 

The relationship between deficiencies in information and managers’ perceived environmental 

uncertainty (PEU) in all aspects of strategy and management has been variously examined 

(Duncan, 1972; Milliken, 1987; Weick, 1995; Hoffmann et al., 2009). PEU has been deconstructed 

into state, effect and response uncertainty (Milliken, 1987), and is negatively linked to 

organizational effectiveness, subjected to general characteristics of the executives and 

organization (Milliken, 1990; Huff et al., 2016). We use the UK’s exit from the European Union 

(Brexit), a significant macro-event that is associated with deep uncertainty (Walker et al., 2013), 

to explore managers' reactions via the PEU lens of state, effect and response uncertainty. In 

responding to recent calls for empirical studies on Brexit (Wood and Budhwar, 2016), this 

investigation offers both theoretical contribution and managerial implications about effective 

decision making at organizational and industry levels under deep uncertainty. 

Deep uncertainty has been previously explored in the context of public policy implications to 

issues such as climate change, water management (Haasnoot et al., 2013), terrorism (Pruyt and 

Kwakkel, 2014) and commodity scarcity (Kwakkel et al., 2013). We shed light on it by focussing on 

a macro-event that has implications on the strategic decision making in business.  

Our study contributes to the scarce research on deep uncertainty (Walker et al., 2013) in general 

management. First, we extended Milliken’s (1987) and Ashill and Jobber’s (2014) PEU theory by 

suggesting that under deep uncertainty, the composite-view and directional flow of PEU (state, 

effect and response uncertainty) is suspended because of the nature of information availability. 

Our second contribution lays in further developing Milliken (1990) PEU theory. We found there 

were no substantial differences in managerial and organizational PEU despite differences of 

organizational size and resources amongst the firms. Our third contribution comes from the 

insights gained through investigating the differences in perceptions of uncertainty across 

executives within a “collective” or grouping and within an organization (Huff, 2016: p. 7). These 

differences have implications for state uncertainty, strategic responses to the uncertainty and 

trust in middle management. We highlight the role of trust as a critical factor in enabling effective 

response to uncertainty, adding to the trust literature (Morrison and Milliken, 2000). We noticed 

these differences in all the identified themes that we referred to as filters, thereby challenging the 

current explanatory mechanisms suggested by trust theory and highlighting the sometimes 

distributed process of sensemaking (Maitlis and Christianson, 2014).  

Our paper proceeds as follows: 1) we provide a theoretical framework of the areas of uncertainty, 

information and PEU; 2) discuss the research context and methodology; 3) present the results and 
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analysis gained from our interviews, highlighting the impacts of the lack of information by 

producing strategic sensemaking, sensegiving and different response strategies (Bowman and 

Moskowitz, 2001), and differences in ME views on their SE strategies; finally, 4) we discuss our 

findings to highlight our contributions to theory and management practice and implication for 

future research. 

4.2 Theoretical Framework 

Uncertainty has been variously defined in terms of future events as lack of the ability to ascertain 

a probability (Knight, 1921), a lack of information (Duncan, 1972) and the inability to assign a 

cause and effect relationship (Lawrence and Lorsch, 1967a). One recent definition of perceived 

environmental uncertainty (PEU), links uncertainty i.e. environmental uncertainty with the 

manager’s perception, “an individual’s perceived inability to predict something accurately” 

(Milliken, 1987; Martin et al., 2015). Throughout recent years the severity of uncertainty and 

business environmental instability have become more the norm, whereby the need for new 

descriptions and formulations of uncertainty have risen. Hypercompetition (Thomas and D'Aveni, 

2009), VUCA (volatility, uncertainty, complexity and ambiguity) (Bennett and Lemoine, 2014) and 

deep uncertainty (Walker et al., 2013) are new ways of describing uncertainty based on more 

severe information characteristics. In addressing strategic decision making firms have utilized real 

options (Chevalier-Roignant et al., 2011) and a non-predictive strategy (Wiltbank et al., 2006) to 

assess responses to uncertainty. Uncertainty-related research in the strategy process 

(Hutzschenreuter and Kleindienst, 2006) and strategy (Wernerfelt and Karnani, 1987) highlight 

linkages between the environment, managers’ personal and cognitive predispositions, and 

sensemaking which influences managers’ perception of the charactersitics of the issues.  In the 

past, scholars adopted quantitative methods such as mathematical modelling to study and 

understand some of these linkages, and as a result there have been a number of different 

measures used, however questions have arisen about their appropriateness (Buchko, 1994).We 

argue that, given the cognitive nature of uncertainty and its reliance on the perception of 

individuals especially in instances of deep uncertainty, a qualitative more interpretive approach 

may be helpful at least in the early stages of examining the uncertainty.  

Deep uncertainty exists when information is severely lacking or inconsistent, leading to lack of 

agreement between stakeholders regarding uncertainty (Walker et al., 2010; Walker et al., 2013). 

The lack of agreement comes from:  (1) the appropriate models to describe interactions among a 

system’s variables, (2) the probability distributions to represent uncertainty about key parameters 

in the models and/or (3) how to value the desirability of alternative outcomes (Lempert et al., 

2003).  Under extreme deficiency in information, much of the decision-making is quite subjective 
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since it relies on individuals’ satisfaction with the information and the values and perspectives 

they hold (Walker et al., 2010). In the context of Brexit, the deficiency of information on political, 

economic and regulatory aspects has been the dominant description of Brexit’s impact on 

business (Kierzenkowski et al., 2016). Deep uncertainty has been mentioned in the Brexit 

discourse as an example of the turbulent world environment (Hoehn et al., 2017). However, deep 

uncertainty has mostly been observed and written about mainly in non-business context and 

using modelling/quantitative approach. It is still unclear how it influences business firms, for 

example, how firms will respond to the deep uncertainty and business volatility that result from 

political phenomenon such as the Brexit process; or what the impact of this unusual type of 

environmental uncertainty is in the short, medium and long-term.   

(Milliken, 1987); Milliken (1990) investigating PEU and its association with a lack of information 

suggests that we must break down the uncertainty into three parts, state, effect and response.  

State relates to the manifestation of the sources of the uncertainty. Effect relates to how the 

uncertainty will influence the decision-making process at the level of the decision maker and the 

firm. Response relates to the action taken in terms of strategic decision-making and strategy to 

deal with the uncertainty. Each of the three elements represents the source of the uncertainty 

requiring different decision-making processes and strategies to address them (Doty et al., 2006). 

Milliken (1990) using a survey questionnaire investigated US university administrator 

interpretation and potential strategic responses to the problem of demographic changes in the 

student population in relation to university admission. The study found that the organizational 

characteristics and resource dependencies had an effect on the administrator’s interpretation of 

the problem, its effect and the responses. It even suggested that researchers study the 

importance of understanding the sensemaking process in strategic decision making under 

uncertainty.  Ashill and Jobber (2010) later developed and tested scales to measure the state, 

effect and response uncertainty distinction and its validity in explaining managers’ experience in 

dealing with changes in the organization’s environment. Through conducting interviews, scales 

and measures were developed to become part of a survey questionnaire. The questionnaire was 

then tested using a pilot study to test and validate the measures and relationships between the 

three types of uncertainty. I also test the moderating effect of two types of information, broad-in-

scope and aggregate analytical. The three uncertainty construct was proved but generated a 

number of questions to be studied.  They suggested the need for testing the relationships of both 

broad-in-scope information and state uncertainty; and aggregate internal managerial information 

and effect and response uncertainty.  They also suggested studies that test the argument that fast 

and decisive responses are associated with low state and effect uncertainty while responses that 

imitate and copy competitors are associated with higher state and effect uncertainty. 
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PEU influences managers' assessment of the impact of uncertainty on the firm and thereby the 

firm’s behaviour in terms of organizational strategic response (Wernerfelt and Karnani, 1987). In 

addressing strategic decision-making under uncertainty, firms have utilized a number of different 

strategic tools such as real options (Bowman and Moskowitz, 2001), strategic foresight 

(Vecchiato, 2012; Iden et al., 2017), non-predictive strategy (Wiltbank et al., 2006; Dibrell et al., 

2014), heuristics and experience (Artinger et al., 2015; Maitland and Sammartino, 2015), and 

status homophily (Collet and Philippe, 2014).  It is noticed, that in response to industry or 

technological change, companies tend to adopt either imitation - of strategies of companies 

operating in the same industry or having similar size (Semadeni and Anderson, 2010; Nikolaeva, 

2014), or of those companies having more analytic resources for information assessment; or a 

wait-and-see strategy (Hoffmann et al., 2009; Clarke and Liesch, 2017), when the uncertainty and 

changes are so high that delaying action may be the most appropriate response. Firm’s 

characteristics such as firm size and age (Sirén et al., 2017), and strategy related to industry 

characteristics (Desarbo et al., 2005) also are affected by uncertainty. Sirén et al. (2017) found 

that the U shaped relationship between entrepreneurial orientation and strategic learning was 

greater for larger and established firms than for smaller and younger firms. However they only 

studied one industry, the software industry from one country and culture, Finland. Desarbo et al. 

(2005) examined Miles and Snow’s strategic type framework (Prospectors, Analyzers, /Defender, 

and Reactors) using the variables SBU strategic capabilities, environmental uncertainty and 

performance in firms in Japan, China and United States. They found that the former two variables 

do interrelate but not exactly to the framework’s strategic types, and both positively impact on 

performance. However they suggest that future research might look at such relationships in 

business environments in the European Union and industries other than the technology, 

manufacturing, chemical and pharmaceutical industries studied.  Therefore, given the continuing 

questions on the impact of environmental uncertainty on strategy in relation to firm size, age and 

industry our study will explore differences in approaches to strategy across company size and 

industry. 

With regard to information and uncertainty, organizational information processing theory 

(Tushman and Nadler, 1978) suggests that information processing requirements and information 

processing characteristics produce decision effectiveness, which is influenced by an adequate 

information level. The alignment of the characteristics and the requirements both influence the 

performance of the firm and the industry characteristics of the firm is also important to the fit 

(Moser et al., 2017). With regard to the requirements, firm intelligence is key; as a result small 

firms like large firms in dynamic environments use both internal and external participation to 

gather intelligence to pursue a range of strategy making approaches (Verreynne et al., 2016).  
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However, within a range of small firms the authors found variations in their findings along the 

entrepreneurial-conservative and dynamic-stable environment continuum. Broad-in-scope 

information can positively influence and enhance a manager’s performance in situations of 

environmental and task uncertainty (Nguyen et al., 2017). Information is also key to a manager’s 

PEU and processing capability (Heavey et al., 2009). However, more information does not 

necessarily increase perceptual accuracy because of the ever-changing sources of information 

(Rau, 2006).  

In addressing  PEU, managers use environmental scanning  in the hotel industry in Switzerland to 

increase the level of information gained, and their cognitive interpretation of the information to 

respond to the uncertainty with higher performing hotels scanning more than lower performing 

ones (Sund, 2013). Sensemaking is an important part of the interpretation process given the 

prescence of ambiguity and equivocality about an issue especially during a crisis (Weick et al., 

2005; Maitlis and Christianson, 2014; Williams et al., 2017). In some cases strategic ambiguity may 

drive rhetorical discussion among different levels of individuals within an organization and used as 

a device by top managers to build consensus and change the minds in the organization 

(Jarzabkowski et al., 2010). Strategic sensemaking occurs as managers invent their intepretation 

of the issue and through narrative discourse guide the strategy-making and reduce uncertainty 

within the organization (Pandza and Thorpe, 2009; Balogun et al., 2014). The study of 

sensemaking can take the more common, cogitive approach or a more process-related social-

construction and organizational approach (Maitlis and Christianson, 2014). Our study responds to 

recent calls and takes the latter approach incorporating prospective and political sensemaking 

perspective (Maitlis and Christianson, 2014) given the political context of Brexit evoking a more 

macro economic change. SEs and MEs have different and distinctive roles in the organizational 

change process (Heyden et al., 2017) and their sensegiving important in intrepreting a vision, plan 

of action, to instil confidence and reduce stress of lower-level employees (Combe and Carrington, 

2015).  Rouleau and Balogun (2011) also highlight the middle manager’s role in sensemaking and 

sensegiving in selling change to the organization. However, PEU of managers will differ in contexts 

of uncertainty-related issues versus wider general uncertainty (Sund, 2015) and at different 

management levels, such as middle-level executives (MEs) versus senior executives (SEs) (Sund et 

al., 2014).  Managers of different organizational levels show differences in terms of their 

perceptions of strategy (Shimizu, 2017) under uncertainty. We therefore, explore perceptual 

differences between middle and senior  managers and how this may affect trust and confidence in 

the firms strategic response to uncertainty given that both have distinctive roles in sensemaking 

of strategic decision-making, vision, strategy implementation to different stekholders internally 

and externally (Beck and Plowman, 2009; Heyden et al., 2017). 
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Given questions related to PEU and the role that the type of information, the impact of firm 

characteristics (age, size and industry), the type and level of analysis of sensemaking, the  

distinctiveness of senior and middle managers in sensemaking, and the presence of more extreme 

instances of environmental uncertainty we developed research questions to guide us. First, what 

are the sensemaking experiences of executives in relation to the tripartite uncertainties (state, 

effect and response), and how these experiences impact on a macro-level the decision-making in 

the context of responding to Brexit? Second, how does information, in particular broad-in-scope 

versus aggregate internal management information, impact the tripartite uncertainties?  Third 

how do firm characteristics such as size, sector and industry, and managerial level characteristics 

impact on the response to the tripartite uncertainties? 

4.3 Methods 

4.3.1 Research Context 

Brexit, as the exit of the United Kingdom from its EU membership, has affected all sectors of the 

society and the economy in the UK and Europe (Kierzenkowski et al., 2016; Hickey, 2017). Some of 

these effects are direct, related to the type of relationship between the UK and the EU countries, 

like restrictions of work-related immigration, regulatory, trade, tariffs and customs. Others are 

indirect, related to significant fluctuations in the foreign exchange rate and negative perceptions 

of the UK’s attractiveness as a destination for personal, professional and business reasons. 

Appendix B shows the timeline of Brexit-related activities impacting on the information available 

and the level of uncertainty.  

4.3.2 Data collection 

Our sample comprised SEs and MEs in UK-based organizations in sectors that would be 

significantly affected by Brexit such as manufacturing, financial services, academia and 

professional services. MEs were included since they are crucial in the strategic process during 

change and under uncertainty by enabling the implementation of strategy and providing strategic 

sensemaking to other stakeholders within the organization (Balogun, 2003; Rouleau and Balogun, 

2011). Firms in this sample were recruited using an established business network of a major 

research oriented university and business contacts from the networks of the authors, 

representing the target sectors. All the interviewees have strategy as a major part of their job. 

They include CEOs and senior executives from a range of functions such as strategy, marketing, 

HR or finance. The semi-structured interviews lasted 30-45mins. We adapted questions from 

Ashill and Jobber (2010) interview protocol. Our sample size included 32 participants, which is 
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considered a strong sample size (Saunders and Townsend, 2016). We ended the data collection as 

this number reached saturation (Strauss, 1987) or informal redundancy (Lincoln and Guba, 1985). 

The participants came from 28 different organizations (businesses, academic and charities). 

Participants were recruited using purposive, maximum variation sampling (Patton, 2002) strategy, 

reaching saturation in each sector. All the interviews were transcribed and coded. Table 4-1 and 

Table 4-2 show characteristics of the participants drawn from large and SME organizations and 

include the times the interviews were conducted.  

We used a thematic analysis approach (Braun and Clarke, 2006) to analyse the interviews initially 

guided by the elements of the theoretical framework. As we analysed each interview, we added 

sub-categories as these were revealed from participants’ sensemaking. In addition, remarks from 

previous interviews deemed significant generated new points of enquiry for subsequent 

interviews. After iterative rounds of analysis, emergent themes occurred from the similarity of the 

sub-categories across the participants. Finally we looked back to the theoretical framework to 

generate a process diagram using the higher-level emergent themes. This diagram shows these 

themes and the associated flow and filters of information used in making sense of the uncertainty 

related to Brexit. Figure 4-1 shows the process diagram, which will be explained in the following 

section.  

4.4 Analysis and Results 

Our analysis revealed seven themes which ran through the responses of our participants. 

Three themes, information characteristics, organizational effects and organizational responses 

mirror the responses to questions related to state/broad-in-scope and/or aggregate internal 

management information, effect and response uncertainty. We termed as filters the following 

themes: organizational characteristics, industry & sector characteristics, perceptions of level of 

uncertainty of Brexit versus other events, and SEs versus MEs perceptions. These filters explain 

the difference in participants’ responses to the first three sets of themes and/or the uniqueness 

of their interview responses compared to the rest of the sample. The arrows represent the 

directional flow of either the information when available or the sensemaking in the absence of 

the adequate information. Tables 4-3 to 4-6 shows representative quotes from participants in 

each section outlined below highlighting the themes and filters.
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Table 4-1 Large Organizations interviewees’ characteristics  

Interviewee Company Industry Seniority Level (SE –

senior executive, 

ME- mid-level 

executive) 

Job Title Timing of 

Interview 

Years in 

Industry 

Company 

Age 

Employees 

Number 

LrCon1 Consulting ME Senior Manager Mar 2017 10 28 < 50, 000 

LrCon2 Consulting SE VP Life Sciences Jul 2017 17 17 251-5,000 

LrFin1 Financial Services SE Global Head of Risk Strategy Mar 2017 22 151 < 50, 000 

LrFin2 Financial Services ME Head of UK Reporting  Jul 2017 18 17 < 50, 000 

LrFin3 Financial Services ME Associate Manager Jun 2017 13 155 < 50, 000 

LrFin4 Financial Services SE MD - Government Relations  Mar 2017 20 187 < 50, 000 

LrFin5 Financial Services ME Programme Manager Jul 2017 35 151 < 50, 000 

LrFin6 Financial Services  SE MD – Infrastructure  Aug 2017 5 25 5,001-10,000 

LrFin7 Financial Services ME Client Services Senior Manager Jul 2017 15 240 251-5,000 

LrHea1 Healthcare SE VP Finance Jul 2017 15 100 10,001-50,000 

LrLi1 Life Sciences SE VP Information Jul 2017 20 100 5,001-10,000 

LrSer1 Service Delivery ME Director Client Development May 2017 4 50 251-5,000 

LrTel1 Telecommunication ME Head of Sustainable Business  Mar2017 14 26 < 50, 000 

LrTran1 Transportation SE People Director Apr 2017 6 71 < 50, 000 
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LrTra1 Travel SE MD Jul 2017 40 14 10,001-50,000 

LrTra2 Travel SE Sales Manager -UK Jul 2017 42 69 5,001-10,000 

LrUni1 University ME Research Fellow & Group Leader Jun 2017 13 188 5,001-10,000 

 

Table 4-2. Small Organizations interviewees’ characteristics (less than 250 employees, according to the EU recommendation 2003/361) 

Interviewee Company Industry Seniority Level (SE –

senior executive, ME- 

mid-level executive) 

Job Title Timing of 

Interview 

Years in 

Industry 

Company 

Age 

Employees 

Number 

SmCom1 Computer 

Manufactures 

SE MD-Owner Jul 2017 27 26 >250 

SmCon1 Consultancy SE  MD-Owner Jul 2017 25 6 >250 

SmCon2 Consulting SE Head of Architecture & Strategy Jul 2017 20 1 >250 

SmCon3 Consulting SE CEO Feb 2017 35 19 >250 

SmCon4 Consulting ME Brand Manager Jun 2017 0.5 1 >250 

SmCon5 Consulting SE MD-Europe Jul 2017 20 8 >250 

SmCon6 Consulting ME Credit risk Consultant Mar 2017 15 6 >250 

SmCon7 Consultancy ME Technical Consultant Apr 2017 10 6 >250 

SmEdu1 Educational Services SE Director of Sales & Marketing Mar 2017 20 63 >250 

SmFin1 Financial Services SE Head of Operations Jun 2017 25 24 >250 
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SmMed1 Media ME Head of Analytics Jun 2017 6 30 >250 

SmMus1 Music Production SE Director-Owner Jul 2017 9 9 >250 

SmRet1 Retail-online SE MD Jul 2017 6 6 >250 

SmThi1 Third Sector ME Head of Challenge Jul 2017 13 40 >250 

SmTra1 Transportation SE MD-Owner Jul 2017 8 5 >250 
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Figure 4-1 Figure 1. Shows the process diagram of the second-order and aggregate themes derived from our coding process. The arrows represent the directional flow of 

either the information when available or the sensemaking in the absence of the adequate information.  
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4.4.1 Information characteristics 

The general feeling by participants was there was no information about Brexit and its effects. 

However, when questioned further on any available information, their sensemaking narratives 

were varied.   Table 4-3 shows representative quotes from participants for this section.  

4.4.1.1 Availability 

As mentioned all participants did not feel they had the information to understand Brexit. They all 

provided sensemaking narratives as justification and elaboration for their responses. Interestingly 

large organizations with their information processing resources still could not assess the available 

information on the full possible impact of Brexit. SMEs on the other hand, felt even though they 

lacked information, they could not wait for it and had to make decisions now. In addition, they 

felt that large business had all the information and their actions have more impact on the 

economy.  

4.4.1.2 Assessment 

Another issue was how information is defined and used in planning and assessing the impact of 

Brexit. SME organizations reported their approach to decision-making under the uncertainty of 

Brexit did not follow the sequence of seeking to understand and answer the questions of first 

state, then effect and finally response uncertainty. Consultants felt information needed to be 

assessed in very formalised structured ways to ascertain their value in improving the predictability 

and accuracy of that process. Some felt there was a need to breakdown the question of state 

uncertainty into further dimensions. Others suggested a need for a framework to guide the 

decision-making process given the complexity and uncertainty of the characteristics of Brexit. 

With the lack of concrete and useable information, the advice was to treat and assess the 

available information with caution. Understanding information about the uncertainty surrounding 

Brexit was contradictory.   There was doubt that anyone will have any information about Brexit 

since it was incomparable to past events. 

4.4.1.3 Sources 

The sources or providers of information also impacted on the perception of a lack of information.  

The UK government did not communicate any significant details, whereby the main source of 

information was the newspapers. However, the objectivity of their information was questionable 

given their political motives and biases. Decision makers were frustrated by the inconsistencies of 

the availability, validity, usability and receipt of information from the UK government on one hand 
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and the EU on the other. Large companies drew on the range of opinions from across the 

organization and particularly their external affairs department. They also utilized a range of 

outside sources including: consultants, trade associations, other large organizations’ TMTs and 

contacts in the UK government and the EU. 

4.4.1.4 Broad-in-scope vs aggregate internal management information  

The use of broad-in-scope information is a starting point in trying to understand Brexit and in 

developing possible scenarios as part of the foresight planning. Large organizations and the 

consultants utilized and promoted the use of broad-in-scope information and then integrated it 

into their aggregate internal management information systems. The consultants were employed 

because of their ability to move between broad-in-scope and company-specific information in 

helping to assess the uncertainties and impacts for their clients. Smaller organizations not 

possessing sophisticated aggregate internal management information systems, relied on media 

reports as their broad-in-scope information. 

4.4.1.5 Timing 

Participants’ responses to the questions varied depending on when the interview was conducted 

in relation to the Brexit timeline. Appendix B shows some key dates with selective quotes and 

actions related to the formal process of Brexit. Though there was information announced over the 

period, the general feeling from all participants was there was not enough information. 

Participants interviewed before the triggering of Article 50 did not understand the characteristics 

of Brexit. Others, further along the timeline lamented the lack of information and confidence 

about the outcomes because the negotiations had not started and the disarray in the government 

post the election result. Even very close to the start of the negotiations there was an opinion that 

politicians had not communicated their plans and goals for Brexit and the final terms. Executives 

in large companies suggested that it would take time to understand Brexit as the full impact will 

unfold over time rather than immediately. In the end, the consensus was that the government 

had not prepared before the referendum and the result was going to be a “hard Brexit” i.e. an 

immediate exit from the EU and the UK loss of all benefits from membership from being in the EU.  

4.4.2 Organizational Effects 

The information related to understanding effect uncertainty relied on speculation, guessing and 

scenario planning. Post the Brexit referendum result, organizations began feeling the effects of 

the Brexit process. We now highlight sensemaking related to specific effects. Table 4-4 shows 

representative quotes from participants for this section.
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Table 4-3 Representative quotes from participants for Information characteristics section. 

Availability 

SmCom1/SE- I feel I am guessing at the moment, and that is the problem. And I keeping surprise by hearing matters, and think I hadn’t thought of that. So 

I’m prepared as I can be but that is on the basis of I don’t know. 

LrTra1/SE- I think it is unrealistic of anyone to expect to have all the information about what is going to happen now, because nobody knows....There are 

no precedents, there is nothing to rely on....the politicians, the economists are all projecting and predicting something they have absolutely no real firm 

knowledge of .. 

Assessment 

LrTel1/ME- It’s not at all able to predict because there is always information out there, it’s about what do you define as information. Whether its data, or 

whether its signals, or trends and things like that… 

SmThi1/ME-...we don’t have huge amounts of spare capacity so I am not going to spend loads of time preparing for something that will never happen… 

it’s not worth me spending the time…until we have a bit of a clearer indication of what’s going to be. 

Sources 
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SmCon5/SE- I don’t trust what I read in the newspapers...I prefer to rely on tangible facts which is distributed by the government…as opposed to 

sensational story writing by journalists trying to sell their newspapers. 

LrFin4/SE- …we use law firms, we use consultants, we are all part of industry bodies, we are part of the Bankers Association, to the Association of Financial 

Markets in Europe to City UK to…there are groups that come together to discuss these things and meet with officials but we ourselves have no lack of 

access to people if we need. 

Broadscope vs internal 

SmCon7/ME- …you look at your in-house information to understand how your customers behave and get information about your clients internally but of 

course because all your clients’ behaviour are influenced by the macroeconomic environment and the broader economic values…like GDP, 

unemployment,…to do another analysis using these macroeconomic variables and try to see both effects. 

Timing 

LrFin5/ME- ..it will take at least 2 years to define what that really means...And on an operational level what that really means might change across the two 

years….. 

SmMed1/ME- At this point in time...we are not confident at all….This is because we haven’t started the negotiations around Brexit...And this week, the 

parliament is still in a mess, we don't know if Theresa May can form an alliance with the DUP….. 
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Table 4-4 Representative quotes from participants for organizational effects section. 

Free movement 

LrCon1/ME- So we are a global firm and I know that some firms have said whatever it takes we will protect our employees. The firm hasn’t 

gone as far as that…but because of the presence of offices in different places we can potential say that different offices will deal with different clients. 

SmCon2/SE- …in financial services technology, people are uncertain if they should come or not, or how they are received...The industry is very 

international and diverse and we are afraid that we will not get the talent that we need and we are used to. 

Fluctuation in the value of the British pound 

SmCon5/SE- ..exchange rate is an issue for us because we generally invoice in dollars and therefore the lower sterling exchange rate means we become 

more expensive... the impact of client budgets and whether they can afford us….is probably the biggest impact on our business from Brexit because either 

they will be impacted by the exchange rate or they will be impacted by a decline in business… 

LrHea1/SE- ..something that I think became very obvious to us very quickly that we had not anticipated to be totally honest is that the cost of  

our pension scheme, the final benefits pension scheme exponentially increased based on projections…. 

Academic funding 
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LrLi1/SE- And then the academic and government market which is grant funded, well that is going to shift to other European markets. The same grant 

money is there from the EU….So maybe we need to move some people or focus away from the UK… but fundamentally it’s not a market shift that really 

impacts us as a multinational. 

Regulatory changes & trade 

SmCom1/SE- We deal with China, Taiwan and I am not sure of the deals we get are due to the EU or what,….But equally we export to the US 

and have done long before the EU came along so nothing really changes, customs are a little bit easier not significantly. Around Europe there will be 

changes if there is border controls. 

LrFin7/ME- …..Europe is sort of easy relatively to some of the other places like Brunei (Sharia Law), Japan (highly regulated), Korea (closed shop). So we 

have allot more trouble in those parts of the world than we will ever have in Europe or the US. 

Downturn in the economy 

SmRet1/SE- Downturn of any sort is just something that is always on mind….. We don’t want uncertainty. We want consumers to have money in their 

pocket. 

SmThi1/ME- …in the charity sector there will be anxiety about how much disposable income people have. So, there is a retraction in spending because 

they are not sure of what’s going to happen…there is concern around how that might affect donations...We definitely saw a huge drop around 2008 to 

2010... 
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4.4.2.1 Free movement 

The potential restrictions on the free movement of people and therefore employees was viewed 

as a potential effect for particular UK-firms which serviced clients within the EU. For academia and 

research, immigration limits from the EU would adversely impact the supply of academics. This 

impact had begun with significant numbers of EU employees deciding to leave the UK even before 

the end of the negotiations. Sectors like financial technology, felt restrictions on free movement 

of EU citizens could prove detrimental given its heavy reliance on high-skilled employees.  Large 

multinationals with operations in EU countries, felt the impact of the restrictions on their 

employees and their operations could be quite mild given their global reach. 

4.4.2.2 Foreign exchange 

Some multinationals and those in the financial services sector, felt the negative impact from the 

drop in the pound, but this was offset by their diversified portfolio in assets across the world. 

Foreign-owned consulting companies’ revenues dropped due to a reduction in services bought 

from UK clients who experienced income falls as a result of the pound’s depreciation. The 

manufacturing sector experienced increased costs of imported products necessary for their 

manufacturing, resulting in decreased margins since the majority of their sales are in the UK.  

Another exchange rate effect was the surprising and unforeseen reduction of company pension 

schemes values. Long-term yields of UK bonds dropped and this decreased pension schemes’ 

values, which required changes in the schemes. Morale of international and EU employees 

working in the UK was also impacted since they experienced a decrease in their salaries after 

exchange-rate adjustments. There were also positive impacts resulting from the depreciation of 

the pound against other major world currencies. Manufacturing firms increased sales with the 

associated drop in the price of their products and foreign subsidiaries’ costs drop in comparison to 

their home currency. 

4.4.2.3 Research funding 

For academia and the life sciences companies the potential loss and reduction in research and 

grant funding from the EU was a concern. The effect for the companies though, was them 

switching focus from the UK to EU countries. Academic and research respondents hoped that 

special deals would be negotiated to prevent significant loss to funding. Participants cited 

Switzerland which set up their own generous funding scheme after being kicked out of the 

European Research Council (ERC), but were doubtful of the UK government doing the same.  
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4.4.2.4 Regulatory changes and trade 

Regulatory changes for those in manufacturing was a concern since it could increase companies’ 

costs, for example in labelling requirements. For firms that produce and trade goods within the 

EU their considerations were a mixture of positive and negative concerns. Some in financial 

services questioned and lamented the perception that changes in the regulations could be easily 

remedied with fixes such as opening EU branches. While creating EU branches or moving to 

existing EU branches could be easy to analyse and the implications identified, it was unclear 

whether this would be successful given the associated unpredictable strategic actions and 

reactions of other companies. Other service-type companies needing access to the EU post-Brexit 

were unconcerned since their business and service structures provided flexibility in whether they 

would need to set operations in the EU. Ultimately, regulatory changes could be many and 

different.  Regulatory changes requiring movement of some operations to the EU also presented 

HR-related considerations and challenges for those doing business within the EU. These 

considerations included those related to the value of salary offers and employment contracts for 

EU and UK employees.  

4.4.2.5 Downturn in the economy 

Brexit could have a negative macroeconomic effect on the country leading to a possible 

downturn. All organizations relying on disposable income of clients, like retail for general public 

purchases, and charities for their fundraising efforts were particularly worried. Even those in the 

financial sector worried about the impact of such a downturn on their existing retail and 

commercial clients and the resulting impact on their business. Ultimately, the majority saw the 

effect of Brexit as extremely negative for the economy and adversely impacting British companies’ 

growth.  

4.4.3 Organizational response 

Participants reported a range of actions taken to develop possible responses and many in small 

organizations a wait-and-see strategy seemed the best approach to take given the tremendous 

deficiency in the information available. Table 4-5 shows representative quotes from participants 

for this section.   

4.4.3.1 Strategy 

The suggested strategic response to the effects of Brexit varied depending on the size and sectors 

of the firms. Some large firms used scenario planning in their planning and resilience efforts and 

the resulting scenarios were updated overtime. Others, recognizing the value of scenarios, felt
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Table 4-5 Representative quotes from participants for organizational response section. 

Organizational Responses 

Strategy 

SECON5/ME- …The best thing we can do as a company is consider several scenarios at the end. When we have such levels of uncertainty, it’s pointless to 

wait until you gather all the information. You have to be planning… you have to be considering several scenarios...and update 

every time...it is an ongoing development. 

LrFin4/SE- …the planning we are doing is based on a scenario where the UK is not in EU, and doesn’t have access to the single market, and has to pretend 

it is a third country…there is a point of no return, which is I think is really important that the government understands that. … even if a Prime Minister 

comes back with some great agreement, some firms…may just say “it’s a bit late for that, we’re off we’ve gone”… it is incumbent on the government to try 

and agree at least a transitional… 

LrFin1/SE- Companies will want to make sure that they are operating and making decisions as early as possible so that they don’t disrupt their customers’ 

needs.. it’s not just thinking about you as an organization have to face but the way in which your customers are thinking about that uncertainty. .. 
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that this approach was limited given the “known unknowns” of external environment and the 

actions of external players. Consultants advising the financial sector also suggested the limitations 

of the value of scenario planning in predicting the effects of Brexit. They felt that forecasts might 

be unreliable because of a lack of past trends similar to Brexit and the extreme volatility and 

uncertainty of the environment. They suggested the need to look back to before the UK joined the 

EU to ascertain the effects and possible climate after Brexit.  

SMEs felt that they were confident of how to respond but recognised that they were at the mercy 

of external events like the fluctuation of the exchange rates in which they lacked control. Some 

took the contingency approach and suggested it was best to focus on delivering their existing 

strategy and periodically review and update it. The majority felt they were guessing the possible 

effects and relied on their agility to deal with any possibilities. A number were even considering 

moving their operations to an EU country as an extreme option with huge financial and family 

implications. Start-ups and entrepreneurial companies in the financial technology (FinTech) sector 

took even more dramatic views of strategies, including possibly closing down their company and 

starting up again in a different location or in a different form that would suit the new business and 

regulatory environment. 

New foreign subsidiaries reported that their strategy and running of the firm were based only on 

six-month horizons. They chose not to make decisions on hypotheses of what may happen in two 

years’ time but on what was happening now. Some large multinationals selling internationally into 

markets with highly restrictive entry and trading policies felt confident that they could deal with a 

negative Brexit agreement. Others were reassessing future plans of setting their European 

headquarters in the UK. 

The view from the charity sector was planning was not a characteristic of their sector. There was a 

lack of spare capacity and more pressing issues to respond to in terms of new fundraising 

regulations which pushed concerns about Brexit into the future. Finally companies in strong 

sectors such as financial and consulting felt confident that the combined experience and 

knowledge of their sector would allow them to easily develop sector-wide strategies to deal with 

Brexit. This collaboration would occur while safeguarding against the anti-collusion competition 

laws. 

Strategy in terms of customer servicing and new business development was also varied. Given the 

potential restrictions of doing business in the EU, some companies had decided to reach outside 

the EU for new customers. Multinationals servicing customers within the EU from the UK 

suggested decision and strategies would be taken to prevent disruption to their customers, even 
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before the announcement of the final Brexit agreement. They desired a transitional deal i.e. 

similar trade and service regulations as occurred while in the EU for a period of time after the final 

agreement. Companies providing Brexit-related services, including advice, marketing and 

advertising, gained more customers and business.  

4.4.4 Differences in Perceptions  

In the face of the uncertainty and the deficiency in information to understand the nature of 

Brexit, the effects it would have on the organization, and the organization’s response to it, 

participants’ sensemaking was prominent. Two particular areas which arose throughout the study 

and related to differences in perceptions were: 1) the level of uncertainty which Brexit has 

produced; and 2) differences in perceptions between senior executives and mid-level executives.  

Table 4-6 shows representative quotes from participants for this section. 

4.4.4.1 Perceptions: Level of uncertainty Brexit produces 

One narrative that emerged as part of the participants’ sensemaking was how the uncertainty of 

Brexit compared with previous types of uncertainty and how this assessment impacted on their 

PEU and response to Brexit. There were five different views. First, Brexit created a lower level of 

uncertainty compared to the 2008 financial crisis since the crisis had a worldwide effect while 

Brexit only relates the UK. More is known about the Brexit negotiation process, while with the 

financial crisis there was less clarity at the beginning and it happened without planning and 

knowledge by most. Second, there is an asymmetric Brexit effect i.e. mostly on the UK but also 

having significant effect on small companies with an international focus. Third, Brexit uncertainty 

is higher since it is less understandable because there is no precedent to it as compared to 

previous financial crises. With the 2008 financial crisis, the impact and path of the aftermath 

could be predicted and there was previous experience dealing with the uncertainty which 

resulted. Brexit is unpredictable and there is less understanding of how to respond to the 

aftermath of the effects. Fourth, Brexit uncertainty is lower compared to other issues such as 

threats and uncertainty from emerging technologies that could disrupt business models and 

future sales. Fifth, Brexit uncertainty is transformative since the impact of Brexit is more 

widespread, touching not only business-related areas but social, economic and societal ones.  On 

the whole small businesses and the non-business sectors of academia and charities shared this 

final view. 
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Table 4-6  Representative quotes from participants for differences in perception section. 

Differences in Perceptions  

Perceptions: Level of uncertainty Brexit produces  

LrFin3/ME- I would certainly not equate the 2008 financial crisis with Brexit. The 2008 financial crisis was phenomenal. That really rock the system... 

SmThi1/ME- I think we have plenty of experience from previous recessions and economic trends....recessions happen every few years and we know that 

we recover, and it’s just a question of how fast we recover...I don’t see the crash as having a lasting impact as Brexit will. 

Perceptions: SE vs ME 

LrFin7/SE- LrFin7 has been through allot…in terms of how much it has had to respond to changes in the marketplace and the financial crisis 

and other crises over the years…we are risk averse with our business continuity and backup plans because this can happen at any time…Brexit will be just 

another hurdles you have to overcome. 

SmMus1/SE- I think my past experience as an analyst dealing with risk allows me deal with uncertainty better. So you take the intellectual knife to cut up 

reality into chunks and prioritise certain things that are more urgent and try not to get paranoid of other things that are more emotional….. 
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SmCon7/ME- ..there will be more opportunities as we disentangle from the European Union, from the labour perspective conversely is interesting as well 

because before you were tied to hire people first from Britain, second from Europe, and after that if you couldn’t find these people, now you will be more 

flexible to have a guy from Singapore who is very clever with talents and he is willing to come to the UK to hire. 
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4.4.4.2 Differences in Perceptions: SE vs ME 

Another interesting finding was the perception of MEs on the SEs handling of the uncertainty 

related to Brexit. These were manifested across the different themes and filters we identified. 

There was a general split of perceptions of confidence versus scepticism. The experiences of 

executives were associated with confidence in their ability to respond to Brexit. MEs in large 

companies (in the financial services sector) generally felt confident that given the size and age of 

the company and their experience handling past and present crises, that the company and the SEs 

would be able to deal with any negative impact of Brexit.  SEs in SMEs (in consulting, 

manufacturing and media) especially those who were founders also cited past experienced gain 

from working in previous large companies, high uncertainty industries and risk-related roles as 

reasons why they could respond effectively.  

MEs in large organizations (in financial services) tended to be sceptical and felt that most SEs 

operated by gut instinct and seem unconcerned with the lack of information and showed no 

attempt in assessing details, scenarios and impacts of Brexit. The message they got from their SEs 

was minimal, light reassurance, lofty ideals and internationalist principles. This general lack of 

detail and substance gave the impression that SEs had no more information than them.   

There were also differences in perceptions of opportunities from Brexit both in terms of industry 

and company size. Perceptions ranged from positive perceptions in terms of opportunities, such 

as widening the pool of talent beyond the EU, to entrepreneurship in strategy with MEs in 

financial services SMEs, to a loss of opportunities from SE in academic research organizations. Like 

the latter, MEs in most other organizations with a global and EU facing philosophy saw Brexit as 

running counter to this view and being negative, but would search out the positives from it.   

In terms of strategic response, MEs in all sizes and sectors felt a wait-and-see approach was as 

good as any strategy and they should focus on their present concerns rather than Brexit which 

would happen in the future. Some senior MEs (in large financial services companies) reported a 

reluctance of SEs to engage in the process of scenario planning all along the Brexit timeline. Other 

SEs (in small consulting companies) with previous experience working in larger companies 

questioned the value of developing scenarios as instrument for analysis and real change, since SEs 

generally did not meaningfully engage with the scenario planning process or its outcomes.  

Our first finding lay in the nature of the information characteristics we discovered the suspension 

of the composite-view and directional flow of PEU (state, effect and response uncertainty) (Ashill 

and Jobber, 2010). The themes we described and highlighted pointed to the fact that Brexit 

exhibited all the elements of deep uncertainty. Given the overriding influence of this finding, it 
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influenced all our other findings.  We found when examining the information characteristics 

related to state uncertainty, size and sector did not matter since all felt they did not have the 

information to understand the final terms of Brexit (effect uncertainty). Even large firms or firms 

in sectors that had potentially more resources to gather information like those in financial 

services, did not see an advantage compared to smaller or less resourced organizations. More 

evidence that points to deep uncertainty comes from the use of speculations and guessing related 

to effect in order to arrive at strategic responses (response uncertainty). In addition, responses 

such as the heavy use of scenario planning by large organizations or wait-and-see response 

strategy for organizations with slack resources like SMEs and charities also highlight deep 

uncertainty. The latter response providing flexibility and agility to make changes quickly, and the 

former speculative response carrying the risk it may be incorrect in the future. 

Our second finding lay in the varying managers’ perceptions of previous similar significant events 

which produces extremely high uncertainty, in particular the 2008 financial crisis. These 

perceptions then coloured sensemaking about the level of disruption to the organization and the 

wider society and so their ability to respond to any uncertainty that arose after the final Brexit 

agreement had been announced.   

Our third finding was the distinctive insights gained from the MEs perceptions of the tripartite 

PEU and how this did not match their SEs sensegiving efforts in communicating confidence in their 

ability to produce a strong and effective strategic response to Brexit. MEs are important partners 

in the sensemaking activities of the organization in reducing perceptions of uncertainty to lower-

level employees and their confidence in their SEs actions and abilities to respond successfully to 

uncertainty. A number of the MEs (in large financial services) negative perceptions of their SEs’ 

communications and strategic responses suggested a lack of confidence in the effectiveness of the 

SEs in addressing the challenges faced by the organizations post-Brexit.    

4.5 Discussion 

The study investigated PEU of executives in organizations (firms and non-business) as it relates to 

Brexit. We were interested in PEU since Brexit anecdotally had been characterised by a significant 

lack of information about the final Brexit-agreement terms and therefore how this would impact 

on organizations. Our approach used the lens of Milliken’s (1987) PEU theory. In contrast to 

previous studies which have taken a quantitative approach, we took a qualitative thematic 

analytic approach. This allowed the participants narrative, sensemaking and sensegiving activities 

to assist us in extending Milliken’s (1987) propositions in the context of extreme uncertainty 

characterised by incomplete, inconsistent and constantly changing views and information. We 
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discovered that the nature of the information characteristics meant that Brexit could not just be 

described as having high uncertainty but deep uncertainty. We also revealed insights gained from 

differences in PEU between ME and SE levels in firms, and in large organizations versus SMEs and 

how these influenced differing opinions in understanding and actions concerning state 

uncertainty and response uncertainty of Brexit. PEU differences in middle managers versus TMTs 

(Ireland et al., 1987; Sund et al., 2014; Huff et al., 2016); and on large versus small organizations 

(Lang et al., 1997) and across sectors (López-Gamero et al., 2011) have been noticed and 

suggested as sources of future investigations.  The findings highlight a range of opinions of the  

managers within sectors and even within individual firms, and fulfilled the call to for more 

exploration of sensemaking as a distributed process (Maitlis and Christianson, 2014). Finally we 

revealed that the size of the firm was immaterial in terms of ability to gather information about 

Brexit and though there were differences they were not significant again typifying the all-

pervasive inability to assess the state of the uncertainty. 

4.5.1 Theoretical contributions 

Our first contribution is in revealing insights into the previously scarce research of deep 

uncertainty (Kwakkel et al., 2010; Walker et al., 2013) in general management. Deep uncertainty 

has usually been researched in the area of policy analysis involving climate change and the 

environment (Haasnoot et al., 2013), electric power generation transition to sustainable 

alternatives (Hamarat et al., 2013), radicalization and terrorism (Pruyt and Kwakkel, 2014), and 

more specifically model-base decision support (Kwakkel et al., 2010). Deep uncertainty is linked to 

issues and environments where decision makers do not know or agree upon: the model to 

describe the issue; the probability of the uncertainty of the various factors involved; and which of 

the alternative outcomes of the model is desirable (Lempert et al., 2003; Walker et al., 2013). We 

have extended the application of deep uncertainty from non-management type contexts to 

management contexts. There is a sense that this type of uncertainty is becoming increasingly the 

norm and has impacts on the business and economic life of countries and understanding how 

management can respond is important (Lempert et al., 2003; Hallegatte et al., 2012; Hoehn et al., 

2017).   

Our second contribution comes from the insights gained from the differences in perceptions both 

within organizations and across organizations within a “collective” (Huff et al., 2016: p.7) and the 

implication of these differences for state uncertainty, strategy responses and the trust MEs have 

in their SEs responses. The call to explore these differences are echoed by Milliken in Huff et al.’s 

(2016) paper, a conversation discussing managerial and organisational cognition in uncertainty. 

Our study uncovered differences in all the themes identified and particularly highlighted through 
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the filters of perceptions of level of uncertainty, Brexit vs. other events (e.g.2008 financial crisis) 

and MEs perceptions. Differences in the perceptions of uncertainty have been studied in relation 

to decision-making and perceptions of states of nature (or outcomes), and alternatives and 

payoffs in bounded or unbounded decision situations (Gifford et al., 1979). Boyd et al. (1993) 

proposed that there will be perceptual differences of uncertainty of managers across firms in an 

industry and between MEs and SMs within the same firm. Beck and Plowman (2009) also 

suggested that MEs are important in the interpreting and guiding efforts post rare events. 

However these studies have either been laboratory studies or theoretical ones.  Our study 

identified differences in perception of the state and response uncertainty responses of MEs to 

SEs; and their comparison with previous events of high uncertainty.  

Our third contribution lay in identifying anomalies with PEU (state, effect and response 

uncertainty) and Milliken’s (1990) suggestion that there is an established relationship between 

the organizational and managerial characteristics, managers PEU and responses to uncertainty. 

Large organizations with major resources had more sophisticated approaches to strategic 

responses and therefore should have had lower effect and response uncertainty (Beckman et al., 

2004; Sirén et al., 2017; Giachetti and Torrisi, 2018). However, we found their high level of PEU 

was shared across the range of sizes, industry and sectors of organizations. Hence, we suggest 

that this anomaly is due to the deep uncertainty nature and characteristics of Brexit uncertainty. 

 

4.5.2 Managerial implications 

Our study suggests managerial and policy implications not only specifically for Brexit but for the 

wider area of deep uncertainty. As with Brexit and other instances of deep uncertainty, the 

availability of relevant, reliable and unquestioned data is the challenge for managers. More 

information may not equal better decision-making. In this type of environment there is a need for 

strategy that can be adaptive, responsive and flexible. Communication and in particular 

sensemaking and sensegiving are critical to building stakeholders’ confidence so that the 

organization can respond to and deal successfully with the uncertainty. There is a danger though 

that with the lack of clear information about the uncertainty, as with the case of Brexit, 

communication leans more to platitudes and generality. In addition, SEs may not include MEs in a 

meaningful way in their organizational planning and strategic responses thus leading to a loss of 

trust and confidence. This may reduce confidence in the TMT to respond effectively and correctly 

to the uncertainty and may lead to anxiety and doubt for all employees in the organization. 

Drawing on the previous point and the study’s respondents’ views, there is the need for a similar 
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type of communications from the UK government to all organizations across all sectors. 

Particularly for organizations in the business sector, decisions and plans are already being made 

and a lack of meaningful communications runs the risk that firms may make decisions that end up 

being wrong and jeopardise their future; or impact adversely on the economies of the UK and 

wider EU.   

4.5.3 Limitations and future research 

The main limitation of the study comes from the generalizability of our study given its qualitative 

approach and the associated subjective analysis related to this approach. We however believe 

that our sample size of 32 (from a range of different sectors), reaching saturation (Saunders and 

Townsend, 2016) and the use of iterative analysis steps involving the different authors checking 

the analysis significantly improves the generalizability of the findings. 

Following on from the limitation, we suggest that future studies may employ a traditional 

quantitative approach to retrospectively study the experiences of managers, using our same 

sample characteristics of Brexit to provide a triangulated test of our findings. The study could 

identify whether it finds similar anomalies we found in composite-view and directional format of 

Milliken’s (1987) and Ashill and Jobber’s (2010) studies in respect to the impact of organizational 

characteristics on PEU of managers and firms.  This study could follow the quantitative tradition of 

PEU (state, effect, response) and conduct a survey with a large dataset of organizations across a 

larger range of sectors and sample size to test whether it was the deep uncertainty characteristic 

of Brexit or other reasons for the anomalies. Brexit given its wide-ranging economic and social 

impact will potentially affect all sectors. A dataset across a diverse range of industries in the 

public, private and charity sectors and involving senior executives in the TMT across different job 

functions could test the similarities and differences of experiences.     

Another avenue of future research could be one that carries out a longitudinal mixed methods 

study post the final Brexit agreement. Similar sample characteristics as our study could be used to 

explore how the strategies employed as a result of executives’ PEU performed with respect to 

large versus SME organizations and across sectors. In particular the study would examine how the 

firms’ dynamic capabilities assisted them since they would be needed to deal with future deep 

uncertainty producing events.   

4.6 Conclusions 

Our study explored the experience of executives’ PEU across selected sectors in the UK as they 

dealt with the lack of information related to Brexit, its impact on their organizations and their 
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strategic responses. In the process we discovered that the information characteristics of Brexit did 

not fit with previous theorising of PEU because it was more aligned with the phenomenon of deep 

uncertainty. In addition, following from this fact we found that organizational characteristics 

which should have created significant differences in PEU’s state, effect and uncertainty were not 

present and there was a consensus of experiences across organizations, sectors and industries. 

We however noticed distinct differences between the ME and SE perceptions of strategic 

interventions to respond to the effects of Brexit. The implication for SEs’ is more effort needs to 

be directed to their sensemaking and sensegiving efforts to MEs who play a critical role in the 

organizational strategy process, thus maintaining trust and confidence of lower level staff. Deep 

uncertainty in the economic/business context may become more common with the increasingly 

turbulent political and economic environment (Wood and Budhwar, 2016; Hoehn et al., 2017; 

Wright and Phan, 2017) and further studies are needed in this area.       
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Chapter 5 Conclusion 

5.1 Introduction 

This PhD thesis investigated perceived environmental uncertainty and its impact on the 

managerial and organizational behaviour in the organization as they seek to understand: 1) the 

characteristics of the uncertainty, 2) its effect on the organization, and 3) its response to the 

uncertainty in accordance with Millken’s (1987) state, effect and response uncertainty theory.  

This was addressed in studies presented in three papers in Chapters 2, 3 and 4. Paper 1 produced 

an integration of the vast research within the area by employing a systematic review. Paper 2, 

examined the behavioural characteristics, framing, with its use of rhetorical strategies in the 

context of FTSE 350 banks annual reports post the 2008 global financial crisis. Paper 3, 

investigated the experience of perceived environmental uncertainty of both senior and middle 

managers as they sought to understand the impact of Brexit in their organizations and then what 

strategies were needed to respond to the uncertainty. The connecting theme throughout the 

three independent papers and in-line with the overall thesis’s aim was managerial and 

organizational characteristics employed in the face of perceived environment uncertainty. The 

philosophical stance changed across the three papers from positivism associated with a 

systematic review; to critical realism with the investigation of discourse in annual reports of FTSE 

350 banks; and finally intepretivism with an exploration of managerial experiences in the face of 

their perceived environmental uncertainty concerning the impact of Brexit on their organization. 

The overall stance of the thesis and the researcher was however critical realism. The methodology 

used to pursue the examinations in the three studies in accordance with the thesis’ stance was 

varied starting with a systematic review, followed by a framing and rhetorical strategies analysis 

employing thematic axial coding and finally interviews with thematic analysis employed to analyse 

the responses. As with the methods, the data used were varied, first, peer-reviewed papers from 

Thomas Reuter’s Web of Science Core Collection databases, then annual reports of banks for the 

period 2007 -2017 and finally responses of 32 senior and mid-level executives in UK-based 

organizations. In each of the studies’ analysis of their findings, NVivo 11 was employed to provide 

rigour and depth to the analysis with regular and detailed discussion and input from supervisors 

to increase the trustworthiness of the findings.  

This chapter provides a summary of the research aims, questions and findings, including the 

theoretical framework employed in each of the cases and the key findings. Next discussed are 

implications of the research, namely theoretical and managerial and in some instances policy. A 
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summary of the contributions comes next, and finally limitations associated with the studies and 

future research opportunities are proposed.   

5.2 Revisit research aims, questions and key findings 

The main aim of the thesis’ research is to investigate the perceived environment uncertainty 

(state, effect and response uncertainty) and the managerial and organizational characteristics 

which impact on strategic decision making. Three sub-aims were developed from the main aim 

and these were examined in three papers which examined different aspects of the main aim.  

5.2.1 Sub-aim 1 

This aim was examined in the Paper 1, which appears in Chapter 2 of the thesis. The study 

responded to calls that suggested that the research area of uncertainty and cognition was 

fragmented and siloed (Hodgkinson and Healey, 2008). In addition, some suggested the need for 

more research on judgement in strategic decision making given its importance in the 

predominance of quantitative approach of modelling and forecasting (Goodwin et al., 2011). 

Finally, there have been recent calls to revive the interest of uncertainty in management studies 

(Alvarez et al., 2018). This study employing the systematic review methodology, developed an 

integrated decisional framework of managerial and organizational behavioural characteristics that 

should be considered when seeking to understand the characteristics of the source of uncertainty 

in a strategic decision making problem. This was related to addressing state uncertainty (Milliken, 

1987). In the course of developing the framework, the managerial and organizational 

characteristics were categorized into seven broad categories, information, cognitive & 

behavioural, decision making and decision making characteristics, managerial levels, 

entrepreneurship, innovation and strategy.  The framework presents a step by step process of 

considerations which could be followed when managers seek to understand the characteristics of 

a source of uncertainty. The directional process identifies linkages within the process of 

understanding uncertainty in the strategic decision making process thus fulfilling the study’s 

original aim of identifying relationships among the managerial and organizational characteristics 

and integrating research in the field. The systematic review also identified research gaps in some 

areas of management studies, for example HRM and instances when uncertainty is extremely high 

e.g. deep uncertainty (Walker et al., 2013).   

5.2.2 Sub-aim 2 

This aim was examined in Paper 2, which appears in Chapter 3 of the thesis. Annual reports of 
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FTSE 350 banks for the period 2007 – 2017 were analysed using framing and rhetorical strategies 

analysis to understand how framing and rhetoric was used in the annual reports as part of the 

bank’s institutional maintenance efforts to address five key stakeholder concerns post the 2008 

financial crisis. The concerns were impact of the crisis on society, regulation, banks’ role in 

society, misconduct of employees, and remuneration.  This study responded to a number of gaps 

in the research across the four areas of: crisis and crisis management, elite actors’ rhetoric during 

a prolonged period of threat; institutional maintenance, and improving genre awareness of 

annual reports in the context of crises. There have been calls for more robust empirical studies 

other than the normal single case study and theoretical ones found in crisis and crisis 

management studies(Bundy et al., 2017). In addition, longitudinal studies have also been 

suggested to investigate how managers respond to crisis over a prolonged period (Bundy et al., 

2017), and how elite actors rhetoric changes during that period (Riaz et al., 2011).  Some 

researchers’ reflection on what appears as a lack of change of practice In the banking sector post 

the 2008 crisis have called for studies that seek to understand how the banks’ institutional 

maintenance work might have contributed to this (Munir, 2011). Finally there have been calls to 

examine such concepts as agency, intentionality and effort in institutional maintenance at an 

individual and collective level (Lawrence et al., 2009). The study employed crisis theory (Coombs 

and Holladay, 2004; Bundy et al., 2017), framing theory (Benford and Snow, 2000; Cornelissen and 

Werner, 2014), and rhetoric as part of institutional maintenance (Lawrence and Suddaby, 2006; 

Lawrence et al., 2013).  From the theories we identified two devices used in rhetoric and framing 

efforts. Framing is the discursive act of intentionally giving meaning to an issue or problem. 

Master frames are frames that are used by all members of a group and represent the shared 

meaning of the group. Core framing tasks (diagnostic, prognostic and motivational) are three uses 

of frames used in framing.  Frames which are used to assign blame perform a diagnostic task. 

Those that put forward solutions to a problem, perform a prognostic task. Frames which provide a 

call to action or change, perform a motivational task. Rhetoric is language used in a persuasive 

act. Rhetorical strategies are the modes of persuasion. In our study we used deterring, valorizing, 

and demonizing and mythologizing and some embedding strategies. The first three are commonly 

used in defensive efforts of institutional maintenance work, the last normally used in setting 

foundations that maintain institutions.  The key finding from the study revealed the use of dual 

frames in the initial years of the study period as the banks challenged the opinions by 

stakeholders that there should be increased regulation of their banking model. The dual frame 

was one of acknowledgement of the concerns but in the same sentence countering with a frame 

of “things should not change/we must not rush to judgement” using the prognostic core framing 

task with the incommensurability/mythologizing rhetorical strategy. This approach was seen with 

all the concerns examined. Another key finding was the complexity and high level of changing that 
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occur with framing tasks and rhetorical strategies employed in the early years as the banks tried 

all ways to convince regulators and stakeholders that things should not change. Two other 

findings relate to the use of rhetorical strategies, namely, storytelling devices of heroes and 

villains; and ethos, pathos and logos. These were employed in surprisingly different ways by 

members of the banking sector against others within the sector. The last finding relates to 

extensive use of intertextuality (Fairclough, 2003) as part of an institutional vocabulary use in 

master frames in the sector.     

5.2.3 Sub-aim 3 

This aim was examined in Paper 3, which appears in Chapter 4 of the thesis. This study examined 

a sample of UK-based senior and mid-level executives’ experiences of perceived environmental 

uncertainty as they responded to Brexit, Britain’s exit from the European Union. The participants 

for the study were interviewed using questions adapted from a questionnaire developed by Ashill 

and Jobber (2010) in their study to develop scales and measures to test the directional 

relationships state, effect and response uncertainty (Milliken, 1987) and the moderating effects of 

broad-in-scope and aggregate analytical information. The responses of the managers were 

analysed using a thematic analysis approach. The first finding lay in the characteristics of the 

information related to Brexit which was highly inconsistent, ambiguous and left all managers 

lacking a consensus of agreement regarding the uncertainty. These characteristics matched deep 

uncertainty (Walker et al., 2013) a phenomenon that has only been previously experienced and 

studied in such areas as climate change (Haasnoot et al., 2013) or terrorism (Pruyt and Kwakkel, 

2014). As a result of the deep uncertainty, the composite-view and directional flow of state to 

effect to response uncertainty when trying to understand uncertainty was suspended (Ashill and 

Jobber, 2010). In addition, such firm characteristics of size and sector did not matter since all sizes 

small or large, high resources or low resources experienced the same lack of information. The lack 

of information also had an impact and produced differences on the strategic options and choices 

of large versus small firms. Large firms were using scenario planning while small firms were taking 

a wait-and-see strategic response. The second finding was differences of perceptions felt by 

managers on how Brexit compared with previous events, which had produced similar or higher 

uncertainty. These differences in perceptions coloured their sensemaking about the impact of 

Brexit and how firms should respond to it.  The third finding was the distinctive insights gained 

from the perceptions of mid-level executives on the tripartite PEU, and how this did not match 

their senior executives’ sensegiving efforts in communicating confidence in their ability to 

produce a strong and effective response to Brexit. The differences producing a lack of trust in the 

mid-level executives of their bosses’ strategies and abilities to effectively respond to the 
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challenges of Brexit. The trust is important since it has been found that middle managers play an 

important role in sensemaking to the lower level employees and external stakeholders; and in 

implementing organizational strategy.     

5.3 Implications – Managerial and Policy 

The findings from the three interrelated papers that make up this thesis have implications for 

managers and policy-makers who now deal with the effect of an increasingly uncertain world.  

From Paper 1, the systematic review, the main managerial implication comes from highlighting 

the fact that human judgement is crucial and at the centre of strategic decision making even if 

there are sophisticated forecasting and modelling tools to assist in the decision making process 

(Goodwin et al., 2011). Indeed there is a recognition that there are limits to forecasting methods 

in forecasting unforeseen events (Goodwin and Wright, 2010) such as the 2008 financial crisis and 

Brexit. Another implication from the identification of the many relationship variables that may be 

involved in strategic decision making under uncertainty, is the need for a systematic approach to 

the decision making process that includes these organizational and managerial behavioural 

characteristics. As has been seen from studies in the review, such considerations as the role of 

specialist middle managers in the early stages of technology commercialization (Bianchi et al., 

2011) or the type of decision making logic ( effectuation or causation) (Parida et al., 2016) can 

have an effect on the success of all aspects of the decision making process under uncertainty. A 

final implication resulting from the review is the recognition that uncertainty brings very unique 

challenges to organizations. These challenges are there because the level and presence of 

uncertainty has increased markedly over the past 20 years and more attention may need to be 

given to managerial competencies and education related to uncertainty.  Hayton and Kelley 

(2006) has advocated managerial competencies and education foundation in corporate 

entrepreneurship, an area characterised by uncertainty. Modern organizations may need to 

include such considerations in the HRM recruitment, selection and leadership development 

policies and programmes.  

Paper 2’s study brings a heightened recognition in the need for a careful, systematic and 

considered approach to institutional maintenance work, and when crafting communication to 

deal with the uncertainty external stakeholders may feel post a crisis. Indeed there have been 

calls for more empirical and theoretical attention to institutional maintenance (Lawrence et al., 

2009) to show the work that actors perform to maintain the status quo of their organization’s 

operations when they are under threat (Riaz et al., 2016; Weiss Rainelli and Huault, 2016).  The 

framing and rhetorical strategies used by the banks over the 11-year period showed a need for 
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complex, nuanced and ever-changing approaches in order to respond to stakeholder threats and 

concerns. Some brought more levels of success as with high remuneration issues while others like 

banking regulations were less successful or may even have lessened stronger regulations.  Indeed 

some have questioned whether anything has changed with respect to banks operations and 

behaviour (Munir, 2011) which may point to the success of the banks discursive efforts as part of 

their institutional maintenance work. For policy makers, the implications of the paper comes from  

the opportunity to have a glimpse of the intricate and deliberate efforts firms engage in as part of 

their institutional maintenance work to resist change of practice, even if this practice may be 

dangerous to the economy and society. This knowledge can then improve and enhance the 

oversight and compliance attention (Grosse, 2017; Bell and Hindmoor, 2018) needed by 

regulators to business practices that may cause harm to the economy. For both managers and 

policy makers another implication comes from a heightened awareness and value of the role of 

annual reports as a source of information on the governance and strategic health of the firm 

(Patelli and Pedrini, 2015).  The annual report has traditionally been seen as “vaporware” (Ofek 

and Turut, 2013) and vacuous impression management (Farrell and Rabin, 1996) but there may be 

value  to paying more attention to analysing its narrative contents for hidden truths about the 

organization.    

From Paper 3, the managerial implications come from the special context of Brexit and the way 

the deficiency in information produces a high level of uncertainty that we suggest is similar to 

deep uncertainty (Walker et al., 2013). One managerial implication relates to the sensegiving 

activities of the TMT and the need for more thought and consideration to be given to it in this 

type of uncertainty especially as it relates to middle managers. Middle managers are key to the 

strategic process and their sensemaking activities are key given their close interaction between 

lower level employees and key external stakeholders (Rouleau, 2005; Rouleau and Balogun, 

2011). The study showed that some middle managers perception of the effort that senior 

managers were putting into understanding and responding to Brexit, was negative. This 

perception arose because they felt the communication of the senior managers was vague and 

dismissive. This impacted negatively on their confidence in their senior managers’ ability to 

respond effectively and successfully to Brexit. Another implication was a need for strategy to be 

flexible and adaptable given the uncertainty (Lengnick-Hall and Beck, 2005; Maitlis and 

Sonenshein, 2010; Hamarat et al., 2013) around what the final Brexit agreement would mean for 

firms. The study found that more resources to acquire information did not necessarily mean that 

the information could be acquired and so both small and large organizations’ understanding of 

Brexit were equally limited. In this sort of environment, flexible and adaptable strategies are 

required. The strategies found were a range of approaches from scenario planning to wait-and-
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see with all having positive and negative implications for managers in all sizes of organizations. A 

policy implication comes from the sensemaking and communications which the government 

provides on Brexit and any future similar deep uncertainty systemic crises. Organizations 

lamented the lack of information that was available and especially what was coming from 

government officials. They remarked about decisions that were being made in the face of limited 

information and how these could have a negative impact on the national economy and in 

particular employment of workers. Government officials need to pay more attention and do more 

to provide meaningful communications to organizations during an event like this which produces 

deep uncertainty and the associated lack of information.         

5.4 Contributions 

The research, through the interrelated studies in the three papers, provide several contributions 

to the area of the impact of managerial and behavioural characteristics on strategic decision 

making under uncertainty.  

Paper 1 contributes to the area of uncertainty in strategic decision making in five ways. There 

have been calls for a renewed interest in studies that examine uncertainty in management studies 

(Alvarez et al., 2018). The first way is it categorizes, draws linkages and synthesizes the current 

knowledge; integrates the fragmented theoretical frameworks associated with the complexities of 

the perspectives in the area (Hodgkinson and Healey, 2008); and develops an integrated analytic 

framework which acts as a decision tree in assessing state uncertainty (Milliken, 1987).  The 

second way is it draws out the human/behavioural factors at both the managerial/organizational 

levels which impact on the understanding of the strategic decision making process. The third way 

is it identifies gaps and proposes future research aimed at further encouraging integration of 

multidimensional and multidisciplinary research to produce a comprehensive picture of the 

multifaceted nature of uncertainty in management studies. The fourth way is through the 

comprehensive review and framework uncertainty which is paced as a crucial factor in strategic 

decision making and not as is the norm, a moderating factor. The fifth way is by developing a 

holistic decisional framework by which a systematic and comprehensive process is proved in 

which to interrogate uncertainty and see how the multiple variables from the framework interact 

and influence each other in order to understand the nature and characteristics of uncertainty.  

Paper 2 contributes to knowledge in four areas of research, namely, crisis, framing, institutional 

maintenance and annual reports. With crisis a more longitudinal and robust empirical study of 

crisis is conducted, something some have called for (Coombs, 2014; Bundy et al., 2017),  and it  

reveals the actions and strategies of actors during that period. These actions and strategies 
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highlighting the framing and rhetorical strategies that firms used to address external 

stakeholders, regulators, government officials and the general public. The framing and rhetorical 

strategies used in the institutional maintenance work was another contribution. It provided  

insights into institutional maintenance (Lawrence et al., 2009); through an empirical study that 

reveals actors efforts (Dacin et al., 2010; Riaz et al., 2011) in helping firms respond to threats of 

disruption to their status quo existence. The study highlighted added factors and context to show 

how a mix and variations of framing and rhetorical strategies were employed over a prolonged 

period. Another contribution to institutional maintenance, in this case in the context of collective 

action, is how the study finding provided a deeper understanding of various concepts of agency, 

effort and intentionality with respect to individual members of a group which should all have 

common interests. A final contribution comes with deeper insights and enhanced genre 

awareness of discourse in annual reports especially after a crisis.  

Paper 3 contributes to the introduction of deep uncertainty into management studies. Deep 

uncertainty have previously mainly been studied in public policy, mathematical and technology 

settings for example climate change (Haasnoot et al., 2013) and commodity scarcity (Kwakkel et 

al., 2013). The study provides one of the first studies in management studies and highlights the 

challenges for managers from small to large organizations. It also contributes to the area of 

research on the impact of differences of perceptions between middle and senior managers in a 

collective (Huff et al., 2016). These differences in perception can impact on state uncertainty 

(Milliken, 1987), strategy responses and the trust middle managers have in their senior managers’ 

responses when there is uncertainty.  While studies on differences have been done on differences 

in perception in such areas as rare events (Beck and Plowman, 2009), these have been mainly 

laboratory and theoretical studies. The third contribution identifies anomalies in PEU (state, effect 

and response uncertainty) and Milliken’s (1990) suggestion that there is a relationship between 

the managerial and organizational characteristics and the organizational response to uncertainty. 

Large and well-resourced organizations with the ability to acquire more information should 

experience low state and response uncertainty. However, in this case probably because of deep 

uncertainty this was not the case since the experience of managers in all sizes of uncertainty were 

quite similar.  The fourth contribution is in the context of the study I.e. Brexit and the fact that 

this study might be one of the first set of empirical studies to study the impact of Brexit on 

managers and organization, something some researchers have suggested (Wood and Budhwar, 

2016).  Brexit will have a long-term impact on both the UK and European Union and this study can 

act as a foundational study in this area.  
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5.5 Limitation and Future research opportunities 

The limitations for each of the interrelated studies have provided opportunities for future 

research. From the systematic review study, the limitation lay in the normal challenge of 

reviewing a multidisciplinary area of research like uncertainty in strategic decision making. These 

challenges are the danger that some studies might have been missed and there may be lapses in 

assessing the results and implications.   

The study identifies four areas of future studies. The first involved examining an incident or event 

like Brexit which has produced extremely high levels of uncertainty for organizations and has 

ramifications for a number of the dimensions found in the framework that was produced. The 

areas include strategy, information, perceptions, management and teams. There have been calls 

for research that examined the perceptions  of middle and senior managers responding to 

uncertainty (Sund et al., 2016). The second study could explore the emotional and behavioural 

characteristics of various stakeholders that have been impacted by the uncertainty produced post 

a crisis such as the 2008 crisis. Research would then be able to examine how each of the 

characteristics worked individually and collectively to help the organization respond to the 

uncertainty in the ensuing years after the crisis.  The third study could test the framework that 

was developed in different industries, organizational settings and national cultural settings to 

address its generalizability and contexts. Gregoire et al. (2011) suggests that the studies across 

different level of analysis can reveal similarities and differences in theoretical frameworks. The 

final study could study the gaps identified, by researching the relationships between HRM, 

education and uncertainties. In fact, Hayton and Kelley (2006) proposed some desired 

competencies of managers, brokering, sponsoring and championing in corporate 

entrepreneurship an area of uncertainty. Researchers may explore the role of education in 

developing these competencies and related skills and knowledge necessary for strategic decision 

making under uncertainty.  

The main limitation from the second paper’s study is the data that was used i.e. annual reports 

have a reputation as” vaporware” (Ofek and Turut, 2013) and cheap talk (Farrell and Rabin, 1996). 

However this impression may change over time given the regulatory importance given to the 

narrative section of the annual report (Financial Reporting Council, 2014). The language in it may 

take on an increased relevance and value from now on. In terms of future research opportunities 

a study may be to test the value of the annual report versus other public organizational 

documents like press releases to ascertain which is better at institutional maintenance. A second 

avenue is to examine the framing and rhetorical strategy of the institutional maintenance efforts 

of the banks from the standpoint of the audience which it was meant for i.e. regulators, 
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government officials and investors to assess their impression of the effectiveness and impact. A 

third avenue is to perform a comparative study of annual reports in different countries of the 

world to ascertain whether similar framing and rhetorical strategies were used and whether they 

were as effective as those used in the UK. A fourth avenue could explore whether the framing and 

rhetorical strategies used by the banks over the prolonged period, would also work for other 

industries who may face similar long-term regulatory threats.  

The main limitation for the third study comes from generalizability of the study given its 

qualitative approach and subjective analysis of the data. However generalizability would have 

been increased due to a number of actions. The sample size of 32 and the wide range of industries 

covered; the fact that saturation was reached in the responses (Saunders and Townsend, 2016); 

the iterative steps of the analysis; and the double-checking of three researchers. Future research 

opportunities may employ a traditional quantitative approach to retrospectively study the Brexit 

experiences of a sample of managers with similar characteristics of the study’s sample to provide 

triangulation test of the study’s findings. This study could use the Ashill and Jobber (2010) 

questionnaire from which this study took the questions it used for the interviews it conducted. 

Another avenue of future research, could be one that carries out a longitudinal mixed-methods 

study post the final Brexit agreement. A similar sample characteristics as our study could be used 

to explore how the strategies employed as a result of the PEU of the executives, performed after 

the agreement with respect to large versus small organizations and across sectors. 

5.6 Chapter summary 

This chapter provided a summary of aims, methodology, findings, implications, contributions, and 

opportunities for future research in this PhD project. Over three research studies presented in 

three papers an investigation of perceived environmental uncertainty (state, effect and response 

uncertainty) and managerial and organizational behaviour characteristics which impact on 

strategic decision making was conducted.  

Paper 1, responded to calls and made contributions in integrating what has been suggested as 

fragmentation in the research area, by performing a systematic review to develop a decisional 

framework which categorized and drew linkages among groups of these characteristics. The 

decisional framework it suggested would assist managers in systematically and comprehensively 

exploring the effects of these interrelated characteristics on understanding the nature and 

characteristics of the uncertainty they face. This is related to state uncertainty.  

Paper 2’s study responded to calls and made contributions in providing empirical research which  

highlighted the action of actors in institutional maintenance, and a longitudinal examination of 
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actor’s stakeholder communication in crisis and in institutional maintenance.  It conducted a 

framing and rhetorical analysis of the Chairman’s statement in the annual reports of FTSE 350 

banks for the period 2007 – 2017 post the uncertainty produced by the 2008 financial crisis. It 

found that the reports employed dual frames in the initial stages of the period for all the 

stakeholder concerns examined, and the framing and rhetorical strategies employed were mixed, 

varied and complex over the 11-year period as the banks defended their business model status 

quo. Finally it also identified intertextuality as part of institutional vocabulary in master frames 

within the sector. This is related to discourse on the effect and response uncertainty. 

Paper 3’s study, UK based senior and mid-level executives in organizations were interviewed on 

their experiences of dealing with the uncertainty related to Brexit. It responded to calls and made 

contributions in providing one of the first empirical management studies investigation of deep 

uncertainty. It also, in examining differences in perceived environmental uncertainty in managers 

at different levels in a collective setting, saw the impact of sensemaking and trust on 

understanding and responding to Brexit. Finally, another contribution came from the testing of 

the composite and directional view of perceived environmental uncertainty (state to effect to 

response uncertainty) (Milliken, 1987; Ashill and Jobber, 2010) to identify anomalies related to 

the nature of the characteristics of information associated with deep uncertainty.      

From the findings, multiple managerial and policy implications were identified highlighting that 

during instances of uncertainty there is a need to consider the interrelationships and awareness 

of behavioural and managerial characteristics to be comprehensive and systematic in the strategic 

decision making process.  Other implications included strategy-in-practice insights into the use of 

framing and rhetorical strategy as part of institutional maintenance post a systemic crisis, and the 

use of sensemaking and differences in perception which may affect managers’ experience of 

responding to uncertainty.  The chapter concludes with a number of suggestions of future 

research to advance research in the area of perceived environmental uncertainty. 
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Appendix A Chapter 1 appendix documents related to 

Paper 3’s study 

A copy of the recruitment letter, participant information sheet, consent form and list of questions 

related to Paper 3 study outlined in Chapter 4 is presented here. 

A.1.1 Recruitment letter 

 

February 1st, 2017 

 

Dear, 

My name is Sterling Rauseo and I am a third year doctoral researcher, pursuing a PhD at the 

Southampton Business School and researching in the area of strategic decision making under 

uncertainty. My thesis is investigating relationships among the decision-making process of 

managers, and the firm’s managerial competencies and capabilities in organisational strategy 

within an environment of uncertainty. 

I am conducting a study to explore managers’ and executives’ perception of the environmental 

uncertainty around pre and post Brexit and the impact of this from the standpoint of their 

information availability to answer the following three broad questions: 

1) What are the possible variation of the sources of your uncertainty around pre and post Brexit? 

2) What is/will be the impact of the pre and post Brexit on the general economic and business 

environment as well as on your firm’s operations and performance?   

3) How may your firm respond to the pre/post Brexit deal in terms of possible organisational 

decisions and strategies?  

I am interested in interviewing you, as a manager or an executive with strategy as part of your 

brief.  

Being a mature PhD with over 30 years work experience in senior positions I believe that 

participation in my study could provide you and your firm with an excellent strategic foresight and 

scenario planning activity on this important issue. In addition, from the summary of our final 
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report which you will receive you will be assisting the wider UK business community in gaining 

insights in dealing with the information deficit and uncertainty around Brexit.  

I would like to conduct these activities between January 15th and August 15th 2017 at your offices 

or any location suitable to you. I expect to complete the write up pf the paper and produce the 

report by September 15th 2017. If you have any questions or wish to participate please contact me 

by email: s.rauseo@soton.ac.uk and mobile: 07804 594 537.  

I would like to thank you for your time and look forward to response. 

Sincerely, 

 

Sterling Rauseo 

Doctoral Research  

University of Southampton- Southampton Business School 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

mailto:s.rauseo@soton.ac.uk
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A.1.2 Participant Information sheet 
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A.1.3 Consent form 
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A.1.4 List of interview questions  

Southampton University – S Rauseo study- Interview questions  

Note:  Post means after the EU Brexit negotiation agreement is completed in March 2019.  

 

1) What is your name, job title and how long have i) you held your present position, ii) 

worked at your company and iii) in your company’s industry?  

2) How old is your company and how many employees worked there?  

3) What is its industry classification?  

4) Can describe your work history as to the functional roles you have held in the past? 

 

For Questions 6 – 10 – Please explain in detail with examples 

5) How confident do you feel that you always and fully have all aspects of the information 

(legal, regulatory, political, business, economic etc.) to help you understand post Brexit?  

a) in terms of the information needed? 

b) the adequacy of the information? 

c) information that to allows your company to predict which of the important Brexit 

related information will be important to the company’s future strategic decision 

making? 

 

6) How confident do you feel that you always and fully are able to predict the impact  

of post Brexit (in terms legal, regulatory, political, business, economic etc.) on your company?  

a) How sure are you of the impact of post Brexit on your company’s performance and 

success?  
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b) How strongly do you feel that you always and fully understand the effect of post 

Brexit on your company’s future strategic decision making? 

c) How long and is this timely enough do you get feedback concerning the effect that 

post Brexit will have on your company’s future strategic decision making? 

 

7) How confident do you feel you can fully and always consider and then evaluate the 

responses (in terms legal, regulatory, political, business, economic etc.) available to your 

company to follow specific courses of actions to post Brexit?  

a) How accurately do you feel you can always and fully anticipate the consequences/ 

outcomes of post Brexit before making strategic decisions about your company?  

b) How confident do you feel you always and fully know how to respond to the changes 

that will arise post Brexit which may affect your company? 

c) How confident do you feel you always and fully are able to determine what strategic 

response options should be in light of the outcome of the post Brexit agreement?  

 

8)   How does your understanding and availability of how either/both of the following types 

of information affect the confidence of your answers above? 

a) Broad-in-scope information (basic descriptive information related to the Brexit and 

strategy environment - broad economic, business, regulatory events etc.), and  

b) Aggregate analytical information (environmental information that has been 

summarized and processed to understand its relevance to the organization and for 

use in analytical decision models). 

 

9) How would you compare the level of uncertainty related to Brexit to other events in the 

past or present?   
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Appendix B Chapter 4 appendix document 

B.1 Timeline of Brexit activities influencing information availability & 

uncertainty 

 

Year 2016 

 

June – UK holds referendum and votes Yes to leave the EU, Theresa May announces her 

candidacy for UK Prime Minster (PM) saying “Brexit means Brexit “ 

August – UK PM identifies that free movement will be a red line in negotiations and intention to 

totally leave the EU. 

October – UK PM announces that Article 50, the formal triggering of the negotiations to exit the 

EU will be done at the end of March 2017. The period of negotiations will last 2 years.  

December – UK PM announces the idea of a transitional period, which would entail some terms 

of the EU agreement, rather than a cliff edge, which will immediately stop all existing EU 

agreement terms. 

 

Year 2017 

January – UK PM at a major speech at Lancaster House outlines ambitions to leave the EU single 

market and negotiated a new trade deal with the EU. 

March – UK triggers Article 50 and the EU publishes draft negotiating guidelines for the EU.  

April – UK PM calls a General Election for June 6th 2017 

June – Brexit negotiations begins with the UK and EU 

July – Second round of Brexit negotiations  

August – Third round of Brexit negotiation  
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